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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN THE SOUTH:
TRENDS IN HEALTH CARE, FAMILY SERV-
ICES,'AND ME RURAL E42,0NOMY

MONDAY, APRIL 21, 1986

Boma or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILLES,
Macon, GA.

The Committee m_ etJ pursuant to notice at 10:30 a.m., in the
Mercer University School of Medicine, Micon, GA, Hon. George
Miller (chelium of the committee) predding.

Members Present: Representatives Miller, Levin, Rowland of
Georgia, and Opats.

.Staff. present: Karabelle Plazigati, professional staff; Victbria J.
B. Dozlet intern; and Carol Statuto, minority deputy _staff director.

"Churnian 'Mum. The Select Committee on Mildren Youth,
and Fanillies will come to order. I am delighted to be able'to bring
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families to Macon.
WP want to thank Mercer MedirA School for hosting this hearing
and for all the help that they have provided us, and especially to
Dean Akeleton for making these' resources available to the commit-
tee, anjd 'to Congressman Rowland, of Georgia for inviting us to
come to Macon. Ir the few short hours that we have been here, it
is clear we will have a very worthwhile day for all of the members
of the committee that ire here, and also for those who are not, in
terms of the inforniation andresources that we will be able to de-
velop.

As we like to say, the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families has only one item on its agenda, and that is the families
of this Nation. They are first on our agenda every day, and the
most important. During the 3 years that this committee has been
in distence we have tried to recognize the changes that have
taken place in the America-. society and the American economy
and obviously within the A. rican family and tried not to neces-
sarilY pass Judgment on these cliunges, but to try to understand
them and to see how those changes affect us in making national
policy with respect to children and families and to help us make
Wtter choices, to better understand and appreciate what is taking
place at, the local level.

Throughout the 3 years of this committee, we have tried to
travel to various regions of the country, to focus in on special prob-
lems of that region and the families that live there. I think we
have all come to appreciate what those communities that have spe-

(1)
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cial concerns for their children and families can do to solve the
probloma that confront those families, and I think it has given us a
new appreciation of how we ought to adapt Federal policy with re-
spect to problem solving.

We are also delighted to have two other membera of the seleti.
co- mittee with W. Cot/gra:1mm Dan Coats from Fort Wekyne, IN,
who ;ti the ranJdng minority member on the select committee and
has provided his valuabli service to us and Congreauman Sander
Levin, who is from Detroit,111, who hes &line down here to be with
us. This kind of representatiet enables committee members to get
a naticnai overview of some of the problems we sometimes think
are only relevant to our congieesional districts, State, or region.
We often find, in fact, that while problems may manifest them-
selves Li different ways and the family exengths may manifest
themselves in different ways, there are many similarities among
all our communities.

[Opening statement of Chairman George Mille: with attach-
ments fellovi
OPENING STATEMENT or Hos. CrArra MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE FP COMORE* PROM

TM STATE OF CALTFORNIA AND CZAIRMAM, SELECT CoM/L11121 ON CIULDEEN,
Yount, AND Rumor

I'm delighted to be able to bring the House Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Familial to Macon today.

Congress established this Committee to play special roleto be its eyee and ears
with regard to trends and conditions among America's families and the children
who live in them.

In doing so a hieerlisan majolity in Congress has remmised that child:on and
families neecta Committee that puts them first, like the Banking Oommittee puts
banks first and the Judiciary Committee puts the courts fifs.

Tha reasons for a special forum are obvirus.
Changes in family composition, in the workplace, in the economy, and in budget

priorities have put new pressures on parents and children, and the traditional insti-
tutions whieh serve them. They are affecting families of all income levels and in all
conununities.

As the pressures have grown, we've seen a number of alarming trends, including
increases in family violence, in children in poverty, in teen suicide, in post-neonatal
mortality rater.

Thaa are basic indicators of the well-being of children, and they are extremely
disturbing.

We know we can make better choices, that we can leave a legacy of hope, that our
children deserve better than this.

'Ib begin, we need information.
We need to learn about families living in midolze cities and in the surrounding

rural areas, as well rut in urban and suburban communities. That is why we are es-
pecially pleased to be in the Macon area today.

We need, as well, to study local economiee, and programs that serve children grad
families in trouble. We need to look at local systems of service delivery ia areas like
health tare, which is so bar& to family well-being.

These are the principal areas we will touch on today.
We are extremely lortudate to be joined by our collegue on the Committee, Dr.

Rowland. His leadership, including his role as Chairman of the Congressional Sun-
belt Council Task Force on Infant Mortality, is an indication of his commitment and
contribution to the most fundamentally important children's issues.

We have a large number of 'panelists today because we don't know when we'll be
back this way. Without further ado, I'd like to call on my colleagues for their open-
ing remarks.
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Cminava AND Faunas IN Csomaa--Facr Sum

ODORGIA, A poPulauts ewe Wrill A Mil FROPOltnoN OF alrunuoi AND YOUTH

Georgia was the nth moot populous elate in the nation in 1984. The state grew
nem 4-6 million in 1970 to 5.8 mIllion in July, 1984. (Geo:gia 2000, 1986)

In 1980, Georgia had a hiAer peroentage of children than the nation as a whole:
23% of the population-in orswas between the ages of 6 and 18; 9% was be-
tween the ages of 0 and 5. (Georgie 2000, 1986)

unnearoas OF WILL IMMO MAIN. IAW 'FOR OROWNA'S CHEM=

In 1980, 341,914, or 21% of children in Georgia lived in povertz 22% (111,209) of
all Geolgia children under age six were poor. (Children's Defense Fund, 1985)

Georgia ranks among the Eve worst states with regard to low hirthWeight ond
infant mortality rates. (CDF, 1986)

In 1960, 24% Of Georgia's residents bad completed 0 to 8 years of elementary edu-
cation; 20% had completed 1 to 3 years of high school, 28% had graduated from
high sch eel, and 15% had graduated from college. (Georgia 2000, 1986)

In Georgia, 22,816 mime of WM abuse were reported, a 64% increase between
1980-81 and 1988-84. (Fiend Year 1984 Child Abuse and ITegleat Report. Georgia
Department nf Human Resources, Division of Family end Mildren Services, Atlan-
ta, GA, 1980)

MANY OROROIA FAMILIES ern& INFOVERSORED

Despite 57.4% reduction in the poverty tate thiring the last 20 years, Georgia
MI has the eighth highest percentage of residents living below the poverty level.
(State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1982, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census)

In 1979, 16% of Georgians were living in poverty: 10.2% of the white population,
84.1% of the black population: (1980 Cenrus of the Population, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census)

Wawa AORSCULTURn MUMS URGER OSOROIA INDUSTRY> YNRY =MOW PROomdo ON
IWO

Agriculture and agribusiness are Geonlia's biggest industries, contributing $17 bil-
lion each year fa the state's econonw. (Georgia Departmmt of Labor, 1986)

Georgia farmers are in the worst financial shape in the Southeast Total outstand-
int farm debt is approximately $5 billion. (Georgia Department of Agriculture, 1986)

The number of rums in Gecrgia has dropped from 225,897 in 1945 to 51,000 in
1984 (preliminary). (Bureau of the Census)

In Georie, 8,685 borrowers owe. the Fanners Home Administration $12 billion.
The mejonty of these borrowers are delinquent, representing the highest percentege
of delinquent borrowere for all states. The delinquent borrowers owe $915.2 million.
(Farmers Home Administration, 1986)

In February, 1986, the FmHA sont 8,440 debt notic e.. to delinquent Georgia farm-
ers. Most of those lettere contained the phrase "intent to take adverse action" indi-
cating a delinquency of 3 or more years, In COMparisOnLlowa received 2,040 letters,
with 526 targeted at: those in severe trouble. (Farmers Home Administration, 1986)

Average prices for apples, corn, cotton, mottonseed, hay, peaches, pecans, smglium,
soybeans, sweetpotatoes, and rheat declined between 1983 and 1984. (Georgia Crop
Re_POrtnis Service, GA Department of Agriculture, 1985) .

'rotal farm production expenses for Georgia farrhers during 1984 were the highest
in three years. (GA Crop Reporting Service, 1985)

A NAJOSITY OF OROROIA MINUS IN TIM Wen FMCS; TIM MILD CARD FROoliAMS

Fifty-four percent (188,000) of all women with children under six were in the labor
force. In additiqn, 68% of all women in Georgia with children between the ages of 6
and 17 wae hrthe labor force (290,000 women). (Perrault, Jmeph. "Child Care in
Gedrgia." Memoranddm. Atlanta, GA: Save the Children, Inc., 1983)

Georgia provides no separate ttate programs for: school-age child care; child care
aid for college students; child care aid for parents in training; child care aid for teen
parents; and dependent care tax credit or deduction. (CDF, __1985)

GeorgirProvides no state funds for pre-school, or for child care resource and re-
ferral projects, and offers no program of loans or amistance for child care facilities.
(CDF, 1985)
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Chairman Mum I would like at this time to recognize Con-
gressman Rowland for any opening remarks that he may have and
again, to thank him and his stiff for all of the help that they have
been to the committee in setting this hearing up over the last
couple of weeks. Mr. Rowland.

Mr, Rowniurn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I express
my appreciation to the Mercer Medical School for makinil the audi-
torium available to us here, to all the witnesses who have come,
and wpally to iou, Mr. Chairman and Congressman Coats, for
arranging' this hearing, and also thank my good friend Sander
Levin, Who came to the Congress the same time I did, for attending
this heizing.

I think you have covered very well the reasons for the hearing. I
am especially pletised that you would come to the middle Georgi
area so that we can seo, what is taking place in our area of
country and the problems that we are having. Many of the prob.
lents are, as you have Indicated, the- same all around tho counhy
but they may have somewhat of a different perspective. So, it is
very pleasing to me that4he committee has come and will get some
infonnation here, and take it hack to the U.S. House of Represent-
atives, so that people thdeMembers of the Housewill have a
better idea about. what is taking place here in the State of Georgia
and in the Southeast. Thank you very much.

Chairman MII121.*Thank you. Congreekbian Coats.
Mr:Ctiais, Well, Mr. Chairman, I, on'telialf of the minority side

of the panel alao want to thank Congressman Rowland for making
the arrangements and -making it possible for me to be in Macon to
get a perspective that we cannot get in Washington, DC. What are
you d out here on the frontline and how are you addressing
these . lems? The reality of the situation is that whether we
agree or dd nist agree, the Federal Government's role in addreesing
some of the problems that we face is diminished. This is due to fi-
nancial reasons and the realization that we have not fully carried
out our obligations as we would have liked. Perhaps we need to be
looking at alternative solutions. I believe this is primarily whY we
are here, to find out what your problems are and how you ate ad-
dressing them and what we can do to work together to bring about
some meaninfful solutions to the Problems that you face.

This comnitttee has, I think, taken some very meaningful strides
forward . in terms of identifying the problems that children and
youth and families today have to deal with. We have brought those
problems under one umbrella, rather than spteading them over a
number of committees. We have been able to take a vanprehensive
look. Honefully the recommendations that can come out of our
hearings, including hearings like this on.: today in Macon, will
form a basis for correct policy decisions in the future. ,

I run particularly pleaded to have Mark Akers front my home
State of Indiana, who has been instrumental * developing pro-
grams for small- and mediumsized communities 'in our State. He
has had e significant degree of success in bringing about the kind
of community development that is necessary to many of our rural
and semirural area. I look forwerd to his testimom, as well as
that from all the other witnesses. So, I look forward, Mr. Chair-

2.flakT; T21410
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man; tetwhat we are about to undertake and I am anxious to hear
our :witnesses. Thank you.

[Opening statement of Congressman Dan Coats, with attach-
riients follows:]

. .
OPINING STAIRMENT OP liON. Dix COAT% A RIPRICSRMATIVE IN CONGRINS Nom

. vire STATR OT INDIANA, AND RANKING MINORITY MRMBRIt

Mr. Cheirmam I am very pleased to be here in Macon, Georgia, today. This hear-
41* aaphildren and Families in the South will give the Children, Youth, and Falai-
lies Conimittee an overview of the issues and challenges confronting rural OGYOGIOrii-
41e). Bat more importantly. the Conimittee is here today to gather innovative ideas
about what kind of community changes are needed to improve the quality of life of
urel families.

I 'look forward in particular to the testimony from Don Anderson from the Ha-
tional Asiociation for the Southern Poor. The work of this group to empower low
income folks through community organizations is inspirational and holds real prom-
ise for a transformation of mud communities.

Cirtainly, not all the problems of rural poverty can be solved by the poor them-
selves. State eyernments need to be agressive in economic development efforts. The
testimony of Mark Akers from my home state of Indiana demonstrates that with
the endive %IP of state funds as a supplement to local action, if is possible for
many rural .snmunities to recover and indeed le prosPer-

There is a role, of course, for the federal government, especially in terms of
health care, prevention, and early intervention services. Chairman Willer and I are
co-sporsors of a recent initiative which is a result of a recommendation by the
Southern Governors' Association and Southern Legislative Corference which pro-
vides compreheneive health servicil to low income pregnant women to reduce
infant mortality rates. I believe that WIC and Medicaid services are federal initia-
the; that can 1* of great assistance to rural communities. In addition, I believe
Head Start services and Child Abuse Prevention services necemarily involve some
federal money and I wholeheartedly support these programs.

Hoivever, one thing is certain: federal money Is tight even for critical health care
services. GIVIR this reality, it seems to me that the most ompassionate and prag-
matic antroach we could take today is to focus on ways to develop local resources
with wnich to face tho problems confronting mud families today.

It is may hope that many of you here today will continue to meet, form partner-
ships, and work together to meet the challenges that will be raised before this Com-
mittee today.

I request that the hearing record be kept open for two weeks so that additional
written testimony may be included in the record. Thank you.

Chairman idnasa. Thank you. Congressman Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. I would simply, Mr. Chairman, like to add my thanks

to Congressman Rowland, who has certainly been more than true
to his position as a family iphysician. He is the only physician in
the Congress and he has taken his unictuö knowledge and pumped
it into the veins and arteries of congressional consideration of these
issues.

Under the leadership of the chairman and the dedication of the
ranking minority members, this select committee has been going
from place tc place finding that there indeed are new crises facing
children and families in America, and I think it is more than fit-
ting that we spend some time somewhat far away from Whshington
looking at the problems here and in smalltown rural Gem and I
am privileged to be a member of this commttee :Ind to join with
my colleagues today.

C'hairman Mims'. Thank you. The members of our first panel
with be Dr. Dale Lick, who Is the president of Georgia Southern
College; Donald Anderson, who is the executive director, National
Association for the Southern Poor; Dr. J. Ted Holloway, who is the
district health director for the Southeast Public Flealth Ur*.

Io
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Schlezi Gatewood, who is a doctor, an obetretician/gynecologist
from Americus, GA; and Julia Moseley, who is the director of the
Wilson Clinic from Cumming, GA.

If you would come forward, please, and we will recognize you in
the order in which I read your name. This is a very relaxed com-
mittee, so nobody has to be nervous about testifying before us. The
only rule we have is, we would like to the extent possible that you
would summarize your written statements, so that you would allow
time for the Members of Congress to ask you questions, because
you will (find out that where most of the time of this committee
will be spent is asking questions. So, we would appreciate it to the
extent that you can, that you would leave time for that to take
place. Your written statement and the supporting documentation,
which a number of you have provided, which is going to be ex-
tremely helpful in terms o aome of the graphs and studia, will be
made a part of this record in their entirety.

And also let me say to those who will tot have an opportunit3r to
testify, if you hear something today or think there IS something
that the fielect committee should be made aware of, the record of
this hearing will remain open for 15 days so that those submittals
can be made to the committee in writing, and beyond that time we
are always looking for information. That IS the strength of this
committee and we would invite your comments and with that, Dr.
Lick, we will start with you.

STATEMENIS OP DALE LICK, PH.D., PRESIDENT, GEORGIA
souTHERN COLLEGE, STATESBORO, GA

Dr. Licx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to have a
chance to share my perspective on children and families in the
South with your: committee thie morning. My concerns are rather
significant, prbcularly as they relate to children, youth, and fami-
lies in zural America, and since there will not be time to go into
detail, I have shared with you written comments in little more
detail. But I would like to just touch upon an overview of rural
America, particularly rural South, and in my remarks I would like
to touch upon four asOecta which are rather -key. Although they
are not the onIy major aspecta that we need to tak about, they are
key aspecta and those deal with the quality of life in rural Amer-
ica, mak health, rural education, and elm critical early years,
those early childhood years in the situation within rural South and
rural Amelica in general.

If one were to, examine, for example, the quality-of-life studies,
you Would findjiomething that is surprisingly consistent in all of
theta. What you would find is that the quality of life for rural
Americans is substantially lower than that for their urban counter-
parti, and the distressing .part of that is that the gap is getting
wider rather than narrower. An altample of that is a stud,y that I
relate to in my materials called "Quality of Life in GeorgiaThe
1980 Experience," and that details in Georgia, in parhcular, the
problem of quality of 1;fe lessening in rural Georgia and the gw?
getting wider between airban and rural Georgia, and I will share
one comment from that. The most rural communities with a declin-
ing agricultural economy and with fewer nonagricultural job oppor-

litIAAVA rit13 123r
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tunities have not shared in recent improvements in social well-
. Indeed, many have revvessed and they go on to gay that in

the report--from -.that report that much can be done and I quote,
A comprehensive housing and human resources prow= directed toward social

needs of the poor, rural communities and smaller urban communities includin g. but
not limited. to, job training, child day care, car and van pooling and improved health
servikte.

The fact is, that beCeuse of the nature of rural America, deliver-
ing services of any kind, whether it is education, health, economic
develwthent or whatever, is more difficult It is more difficult and
what happens is, we lave tended to not really fulky give the overt
40.4ntion and the full commitment to these areas. Somehow or an-
other, the problems are more difficult, so we do less and unfortu-
nately it shows. The quality, of life in rural America has declined
and the gap betieen our rural and urban, populations has widened;
and unless we my more attention to what is happening in rural
America, this is going to continue and obviously have its most pro-
found impact on our Aildren, our youth and our families, as well
as the economic well-being. In my written remarks, I make recom-
mendation relating to the quality-of-life eituation in rural America,
rural SOUtiviiiparticalar and espesially rural Georgie.

I also id 'my rematkorwant to talk about rural health because-it
is rather -devastating. We tend to think that. everything is 'rosy
with ouriand and cnii fmr.4 air and our unhurriectiffestyle, 'out in
fact,. that is not really the true situation.,Statistically, rural inner-
W.. more nearly fits. the descri :on of what has been called a
health disaster area and I talk - ut that. In my written remarks,
I talk about some of the research going on and what we can do,
and in fact, through cretitive new approacheamuch can be done to
lessen the eeverity date rurel health pzoblems that we have and I
talk about some recommendations on addressing some of those.

A third area that I am very concerned about is that.dealing with
rural education and because og the similar problems that I have al-
ready mentioned, the problems that relate to a more dispersed pop-
ulation and so forth, we have serious problems in rural education
in America, Varticularly in the rural South and eapecially in
middle Georgia. Two-thirds of our schools fit rural educatIon's
small school environment, a third of our students in America fit
that pattern and there is a serious problem. For example, the
South's education data compare unfavorably to parallel national
averages registering low average SAT scores, high dropout rates,
low funding levels, high adult illiteracy, high rates of educationally
mentally retarded children, and low portion of students going on to
some form of higher'education. Education is extremely critical in
the South and the rural South especially if it is going to have a
chance at equal opportunities or even partial equal opportunities
an America, and I talked about some recommendations relating to
that.

The last area that I want to touch upon in terms of specifics is
that dealing with early childhood. And when you think about some
of the problems of rural America, rural South, what you find are
stress-producing factors. Such things as poverty, malnutrition, re-
duced education and recreation, limited occupational opportunities
and poor health are only a few indicatots of the limited quality of
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life experienced by a sizable part of our rural Soltli heritage. And
what I describe as a Ye/lent terror" evolves in a: rural area with
limited resources with a. limited attention; where: we do not fully
develop the minds andthe potential of our young people. I am -par-
ticularly concerned about 0 to 8 or 0 to 6. I suggest to-you that that
is an area thatlychave badly ignored'ind that may kg., the moit
important developmental area in the whole life of an individual.

A recent studya recer Program by Burton White, an aitherity
off .0 toil-year-olds done in iclimouri, biilshöWn surprising results
dealing' with 0 to 8-year-olds. The study is experimental but the re,
state are. fantastic. It is, a Missouri study where we tee &airtime
Parents, Ms:teachers to learn how to deal with that level: What we
fmd is that kidalike thcee coming out-of rural south Georgia are at
risk moreso ,than kids coming out of , typical more Metropolitan
areas'and as a milt; we find that tileY perform con.all measures of
intelligint achievement:language development below that of, kids
who nre not at those seine naki. It is a very critical situatian and
addreled Some recoininendations on *hat to:do there.
In condision, what.IJitive4one -is, I havericiggested some major

areas of cohoern and overajl. what we find iix,terms coCrural Amer-
ica, particularly, rural South versus urban:America. Overall we
find the quality-4 life An the rural Soutivis on the average below
that of urban:Anierica andinany other parts of the country. That
health care hiSthe rural South is not adequate and falis well below
national standards, that-education in the rural South is below na-
tional standards and sevetely limits the potential of a large seg-
ment of our population and that the negative impact of the above
factors in addition to the existing circumstances that we find in the
rural Sauth, provide for less than ideitler even average_ edueational
childhood development opprtimity fol.' many it the children.

The bottom line of all title is that the children and youth of rural
Georgia and the rural South ire being hart unexpectedly and inap.
propriataly in comparison to siinilar eircumstanws elsewhere in
the country, and that the econoiny of the South sugars directly as
a result of these more limited human resources. I suggest that Irour
committee, the Select Committee OD Children, Youth, and Families,
has the ,potential to begin to dorrect some of these concerns and to
move the rural South toward a more equitable circumstance in re-
lation to other parts of the Nation. I encourage you to immerse
your committee in depth into some of these glaring concerns of the
rural South, foimulate innovative new approaches to move things
forward and then take bold steps to implement meaningful, correc.
tive action. I appreciate this opportunity. Thank you very much.

Chairman Main. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dale W. Lick followsl
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PREPAREDSTAizmnrr OF aux W. Lux, Panama, GROROIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE,
MACON,GA

It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to share my perspective on

Childrea and Families in the South with the House Select Committee on Children.

Youth and Families. The concerns I shall raise are significant, particularly to

our children, youth and families in rural Aserica.

In my brief remarks this morning, I can only touch on several key area l. of

concern. I would be happy to provide the Committee ann detailed infonsation as

a follow-up to any topics diacussed today.

Ny testimony this morning will concentrate on the quality of life in rural

America, rural health, rural eoucation and the critical early years of life for

those in the South and rural America.

QUALITY OF LIFO IN RURAL AMERICA

One way to discern the general sense of a Population or region is to

evaluate its social wen-being or quality of life. Although no single definition

exists to describe the "quality of life" of a population, it is Possible to make

general ccements about social well-being and what it means.

David& Smithl, for instance, outlines his concept of a "well society":

It should be expected that in a well society people will Live incomes
adequate for their basic nftds of food, clothing, shelter, and a
'ressoneble' standard of living. In a well society, people do not live in
poverty. Good quality education and health services ere available to all,
and their use is reflected to a high level of physical snd mental health.
People live in decent houses and neighborhoods, and enjoy a good quality of
physical environment. They have access to recreational facilities,
including culture and the arts, and adequate leisure time in whiCh to enjoy
those things. In a healthy society a low degree of disorganization is shown
with fro social pathologies, little deviant behavior, low criae incidence
and bigh public order and safety. The family is a stable institution, with
few broken homes.

.14
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What stands cut in qualitrof -life (QM,) studies of rural Americo is their

surprising consistency. The typical finding is that quality of life for rural

Americans is substantially Liwer than that of their urban counterparts, and the

gap between them is growing.

An excellent exanple of such a study in the South is "Quality of Life in

Georgia: The 1980 Experience," by Bedermeo and nertshore.2 Their study

comparing quality of life in Georgia tor 1970 and 1980 considered eight

variables, ell with special relevance to children, youth and the [seines:

infant mortality, housing lacking pluabing, housing unit occupancy, median school

years completed, nedian fanilY income, family poverty levels, female heads of the

household, 4.1c1 nusber of children under 5 per 1,000s/omen.

Among the key findings of this study are the following:

si ". . . a serious problem -- the gap between the state's wealthy counties and
those that are poverty-ridden is becoming wider rather than narrower."

es "The Rost rural counties (especially those that are predominately black)
with a declining /Agricultural econony and witb fro or no nonegricultural job
opr -tunities have not shared in recent imprcwements in social well-being.
Indeed, maw have regressed."

** ". . . patterns and processes related to social well-being continue to point
to the deprivation present in rurs1 South Georgia . . ."

et "While there is no queStion dint low OOL levels exist throughout Georgia,
considerable uncertainty prevails on haw or when improvements will occur.
It is obvious, however, that conditions in the most inpacted areas will not
change significantly in the near future if present trends continue."

et "These areas of Georgia experienee the meet deprivation yet their needs
receive little Public attention end even fewer commitments fron social
service agencies."

et "In addition to being economically impacted, they have not shared in the
state's improved health, housing, or educational opportunities in recent
decades."

es "Only uhen the needs of the rural and inner city icor are properly served
will Georgia's statewide COL levels rise significantly."

The report gots on to say, however, that nuch can be done through "a

comprehensive housing and human resources program directed toward the social

2
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needs of the poorer rural counties and smaller urban communities, including, but

not limited to, job training, child day care, car end van pooling, and improved

health service delivery."

because delivering services of all kinds--educational. health. cconozic,

developmental, etc. --is mere difficult in rural America (among other reasons), we

have tended to give these rural needs end concerns little overt attention and, as

a result, less commitment. it skews! The quality of life in rural America has

declined, and the gap between our rural and urban populations has widened.

Before tbis tread goes Rua further, nem priorities must be set, particularly as

tiwar relate to children, youth and families.

Recoumendations

1. Entehlisb a national "rural Policy" refletting the concerns for and

importance of rural America, aed raising the consciousness level for and priority

of these areas.

2. Develop a national "data tase" for the various quality-of-life aspects

*four societY, both urban end rural.

3. Support and enhance research efforts relating to the concerns and

potentiality of rural America.

4. Acknowledge the leadership vois in oar government and in America for the

rural sector, and develop mechanisms at the national. state and local levels to

eorruct this deficiency.

6. Create a national central office in an existing government agency or

department to collect and disseminate premising practices. statistical data. end

other information relating to rural America. es well 03 share services and

resources among ageneies and organizations.

6. Encourage and enlist Professional leadership and technical assistance

from higher education. business, industry, end other sectors in dealrng

3
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creativelYwitb ruralinitiatives in *sore holistic feshiont and provide the

philosophical, moral and financial support required to reach agreed-upon, desired

outcomes.

RURAL HEALTH

Contrary to popular opinion. rural America. lend of fresh sir and unharried

lifestYle. is not necessarily a piCture f.f health, nor is *country living*

Panacea for longer life. Recent evidence suggests that equating ruralness with

good healtb.is a 'myth. Statistically, rural Amerioa sore nearly fits tbe

descriptick of what has been called 8 "health disaster area."3

Much has been day since the early 1900's to improve America's general

health. The investsent of federal end state dollars has paid off. Accordiag to

the nation's average health indicators, the overall result has been successful.

However, the rate of urban isforovesent has far outstripped that of rural America.

The gap betemmot the health of the rural end urban populations has actuallY

widoned.

Rural Americans are not only at risk in nearly every major disease cateiftuT,

but also underserved by practically every type of health professional. This

double ieopardy is not suffered by urban America. for whom the ease la quite the

oppcsit*. Urban populations enjoy both a higher level of heelth end r. more

favorable ratio of professionals providing care.

Recent studies present evidence that rural residents are afflicted with

hiSher death rates than their urban counterparts. For example. a 1979 study'

showed the crude death rate in rural Georgia to be 29 percent higher than to

urban Georgia, an unexpectedly largr differ,ure.

By specific cause of death, the rural rate in Georgia for stroke was 56

Tersest higher then the urban rate, for %ear: disease 39 percent higher. for

111010Y-related diseases 53 percent, for motor vehicle accidents 83 percent

17
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higher. and for respiratory-related diseases 26 percent higher. Most of these

differences Persisted when age-rate adJustnents were made.

Nationally, there has been a recognition that rural populations are

vulnerablit tm a high incidence of modern chronic diseases, because they are

Poorer, less educated, and older. Recent studies' -7 also have reported higher

infant and maternal mortulitY rates in rural areas.

Rural Americans also suffer from e greater burden of morbidity than the

urban population. Chronic conditions are much more prevalent among rural

residents.s Cerebrevescular disease. emphysema, pleurisy, arthritis, rheumatism,

a and hypertensive heart disease all afflict rural residents to a greater extent

thus urban residents.

In rural America there is a critical shortage of health care professionals.

Although their numbers any have grown slightly in recent years, there are sissply

not enough available physicians, nurses, and other health professionals.

Shortages of health prefamsienals and services, coupled with the rub.'

Population's low health status, create a distressing paradox.

One recent studyø revealed that the ratio of physicians-to:population in

urban areas is more than double that in rural areas. In a disturbing trend, the

gap between the *ember of physicians per capita in rural and urban areas actually

widened during the 1970's.

Geographic maidistribution is a Phemmemon not limited to physicians. There

ere approrimately 60 percent more dentists and registered nurses in urban than

rami areas and 250 percent more podiatrists. Far fewer allied health

Professionals are available in rural areas. The same grim report applies to

speech-language pathologists, respiratory therapists, physical theraPists, dental

hygienists, occupational therapists, and many others.le

The outlook for the proper growth lied development of rural America dePends

5
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on a number of factors, but Perhaps the most inportant is the "human" or "People"

resource. Without healthy familts and a healthy population of children and youth

capable of providing neceftarY brain power and muscle power, the Potential of

these individuals and rural America as a whole will be diminished significantly.

A healthY, vibrant Population is vital if rural America is ever to reach its

economic end production potential.

Rettons
1, Continue federal rural health care delivery Programs, at least in the

short run.

2. Continue and eupand financial sumert for rural-targeted health

professional education programs.

3. Expend support for research relating to the special problems of tbe

rural setting, particularly those relating to children, youth and families.

4. Establish a focus for rural health within the federal government.

5. Continuo And expand the emphasis On Primary care.

RURAL EDUCATION

for the purposes of this testisonY rural education refers to programs

concerned with meeting the educational needs of poPulations living outaide

urbanized areas, in open countrY, in small communities, or in areas of extended

cities with a low population density. Two-thirds of our nation's schools meet

that definition, and oft-third of our children attend such schools.

Mere and more people are beginning to maize that the rural way of life in

America is worth Preserving. Rural America enjoys a richer and more deeply -

rooted cultural heritage and stability then later-model, more transient urban

centers. Rural Americans are characteristically sensitive, responsible and

caring; they are among the finest people anywhere. In the opinion of former U.S.

Secretary of Education, Terrell Bell, "Rural America represents much of whet is

BRIAR MUDftamin.
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good and enduring in our nociety and contains many of those traditional Aaerican

values that will keep our society ntroug in future yeara."

On the other band, just as there are certain distinct advantages for rural

schools, there are also some well-bloom and serious disadvantages.

Among the problems of rural schools are: longer distances to be traversed

end concomitant transportation costs and complexities; greater isolation and

fewer cultural resource*, such as smseums, coowunity libraries, theatres and

concerts: insufficient "big-ticket" assets, such es laboratories, libraries aad

specialized equipment: greater staffing difficulties, with teachers often

covering different subjects. some outside of their primary field:, increased

poverty levels and more handicamed children thaa In urban schools; higher costs

per student since "economies of scale" cannot be utilize& and a general lack of

adequate financial resources.

In addition, rural America is very heterogeneous. Rural People, rural

covwunities, and rural conditions are enormously diverse, with a resultant

ilcreane in complexity in imblic policies, leading ton couplexity in programs

which affect rural circumstances.

One of the greatest negative Impacts on the rural scene is imposed by a form

of general policy making. which maght be called the "urbanization of rural

systems." For example, in education, urban approaches are too often forced on

curriculum, on teacher education, or on structure, giving rise to policies and

metbods which are not directed at creating better rural schools and systems, but

instead aimed at creating wholesale urbanization of most aspects of rural

society. As a result, approaches to problems in rural areas are frequently urban

approaches, and too often fail or fall short in their effectiveness.

/his is symptomatic of the nation's lack of "rural" awareness ard has led to

assignment of inadequate attention and resources to rural education. PreviouslY

6
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existing strategies in..e too often served, ronsciously or inadvertently, to

ensure that existing deficiencies in rural education continue unabated.

Im a maJor policy statenent from the U.S. Department oi Education in 1804,

SecretarY Bell observed that, "In recent decades, the changing dynamics of our

urban centers have forced public policy decisions which tend tc emphasize

solutions to urban concerns."

Re went on to say that, "while the Department of Education remains committed

to Programs that help urban youth and adults, it is appropriate that we

strengthen our efforts to Provide programs that address the educational needs if

rural and small town Youth and adults."

The U.S. Department of Education responded by approving a new policy

relating to rural education entitled. "Rural Education and Rural Family Education

Policy for the '80's." This policy could represent a substantial and progressive

new thrust for rural education:

"Rural Education shall receive an equitable share of the information,
services, assistance and funds available from and through the Department of
Education and its programs."

Simce the announcement of this Polio', some new initiatives have began

within the U.S. D. sent of Education and across America toward the enhancement

of rural education. Rolftver, these are only the proverbial drop-in-the-bucket

compared to %hat really needs to be done to resPo04 properly to the education

needs our children, youth and families in the rural South.

The South's education problems persist. The South's educetion data compares

unfavorably to parallel national averages, registering low average SAT scores,

high drop-out rates, low funding levels, high adult illiteracy, high rate of

educable mentally retarded students, low fourth and eighth grade test scores. and

the low proportion of students going on to some for. of post-secondarY education.

FUrther. the difference becomes more extreme when data for the rural South

8
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is egamined. Our children, youth end families of the rural South are not being

served appropriately, much less equitably, cowered to other Parts of the

country. The negative results of the existing sYstem greatlY depreciate the

lives of u high Poreentage of the children of the rural South end significantly

diminish the overall developuent end economy of the rural South.

These saablem areas can end must be chenged--but it will take a new, higher

level of priority and concern to de so.

Recommendetions

1. Re-emphasize the significance of rural education in America and the

rural-oriented education policy, "Rural Education end Rural Family Education

Policy far the '80's." and insist that this Police be fully recognized and

implemented in our governeental agencies and across America.

2. Develop a national "data base" for rural education end give renewed

emphasis to researth relating to the concerns and potentialities of rural

efteation.

3. Create Professional training programs directly related to the needs of

rural education.

4. Ease goals tor strengthening rural education on needs nd outcomes

appropriate to rural areas, as oppeeed to adopting urban goals from related urban

problems.

5. Encourage and enlist the professional leadership and technical

assistance of greater numbers of institutions of higher education aed other

appropriate agencies in dealing creedively width rural education concerns.

EARIX CH11.01100D

The stress-producing factors of poverty, malnutrition, reduced education and

recreetion. limited occupational opportunities end poor health ere only a few

indicators of the limited quality of life experienced by e sizeable Portion 41
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those living in the rural South. The "silent terror" which evolves from early

Years of inedequate child development is mere subtle.

The etreumstancet into which children aro born can determine their human

development potential and lifestyles for the remainder of their years. According

to the renowned early childhood expert Burton White.11 Director of the Center for

Parent Education, Boston. "the consequences of experiences of the first three

years ce.' life contribute to lifelong development."

Besides the substandard general health and economic and educational

limitations .! the rural South's adult population, ita children are more likely

to be:

1. Born to teenage. unwed aothers (e.g.. Georgia is third in the nation in

percentage of births to teens and rural southeast Georgia is the highest in the

state).

2. Preuoture.

3. Victims oi infant mortality (1988 projection: 25% for blacks, almost

twice that ot uhites).

4. Born to school drop-outs if the mother is a teenager.

5. Born into 4 home where the Parents work outside the home (e.g.. Georgie

leads the nation in the percentage of females working and the percentage of

working mothers who have preschool children).

6. Cared for in a day care center or some other form of noirparent care

environment.

7. Boin into a home which lacks knowledge about positive parenting skills.

Each of the above illustrates the Potential added stress that today's child

must face. Despite circumstances working against the optimum development of the

child. professionals still believe that positive development is possible.

According to White.11 "progress L.:ward better practices is directly linked to

10
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public awareness." After thirtY years of intensive observation of families, the

development of many Parent education programs and extensive research. Whitest has

found families insdeeuntely educated to rear their child(ren) past six to eight

months. Me believes nc more than ten percent of parents manage to get their

children to the three-yeer mark as well educated or developed as they could or

should be. "Vet studies show that the period that starts at eight months and

ends at three years is a Period of primary importance in the development of a

human being." sofa White.11

The child is marked for the "silent terror" wheys,* neglect this period of

developeent for a positive foundation. Many Professionals tote the following

significant, long-term effects.

I. The tagaitilm_obilltv of a child is directly related to the stimulation

in the environment and the freedom to experiment with alternattves. Children who

lack adeqdatv ettmulatioo will score lower on a varietY of intellectua; measures

than those who have teemed problem solving and in'Irmation processing. They

will also De more passive, less creative and slower to process information if to

fact they can swage the asoustt of information at ell.

2. Pinnate abxlity. i-eluding the ability to express and receive language,

is retarded. The significance of language in our media -dominated society is

unlimited. the gap between the poorly educated and the well educated is

emphasized by short words, short sentences. the laability to understand those

outside the family, and isolation and/or pressure to choose a job which

emphasises manual rather than verbal skills.

Inadequate language comprehensive may also limit one's performance on tests

and produce lower 1.0.. SAT, and other scores, hefting the Pcrson's ability to

tmprove, reinforcing the generetiormil ercle. These patterns can be detected ail

early as three years of ege. If negative, at that stage, tmmediate intervention

ii
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Oka hnlp. Another reason tor awsreness and MeesurOMMII of landUsge ability Is to

determine phYsiologieal causes of inProper reception of Language and other

environmental sounds. Earls, detection say increase the probability of

correction.

3. Eocial diyeaopseat is one of the most critical comPonents of preschool

developaent. The dinensions of personal-social activity are (1) adult

interaction. (2) expression of feelings/affect. (3) self-concept, (4) peer

interaction. (5) coping and (6) social roles. Even though adults may be aware of

the child's behavior. theY often lack the knowledge to understand it. A child's

social skills expand into adulthood and influence achievenent. aggression.

friendship ties. iamilY networkinu. P.oblem solving and Job/career selection and

Performance. Just to list a sew, A oagative peer influence or an inability to

relate to adults could shut hio out of the job ot his choice. The inabilitY to

cope could lead to a school dropout.

The above skills are oeasurable at thr,le years of age and can be redirected

if shortcomings sre identified then. :n agreeneot with well-known child

development specialist Erik Erikson, "it is easier to do it right the first time

(during ages 0 to 3) thee to attempt to redo it later."

Another area of relevant concern relates to adequate parent knowledge. tie

Inclusion ot parent knowledge in studies is based on the belief that knowledge

about child development and sound thild-rcaring Practices facilitates the

understandlog and support of the child's development. According to bldtell

anxiety about parenting often stems froo the lack ot understanding of early

development an well as environmental factors. Pr-asure is felt by many parents

as theY ettemPt to be mere responsible parents. theY just don't know how to carry

it out. Eophasia today on intellectual develoPment often overshadows the primary

needs of Preschoolers to develop socially, emotionally and PhYsically with a

Ff Whig
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balance of cognition. Many parents fail to realye that nature cognittve skills

are a product of tbe Positive development of the total neraon.

Also, family and background characteristic*. which have a potential

influence on the child's development, include such variables as: parents' ages at

child's birth, education, single^ or two-parent household, reee,pt of public

assistance. child's health record, child care, rata. job situation, sad number of

chi)dren in family. It is generally.assumed and often documented tbat sem or

all of these influence a child's development. Other factors, such es the

"quality of life." may have an even greater influence.

One recent study. 'New Parents as Teachers Projects." by Whitt and the

Missouri Depart:meat of Slementary and Secondary Educntion.12 examined the above

variables ever a four-Tear Period. Parents received a variety ot educational

experiences Prior to end during the project. The findings were overwhelmingly

Positive.

Children of Parents participating in the training project consistently

scored significantly higher on all measures of intelligence, achievement,

auditory comprehension. vsrbel ability and language ability than did comparison

chilaren. They also s'iowed significantly more aspects of positive social

developoent than did comparison children. They were better prepared to

distinguish a "self" identity, to have positive adult relationships, and to have

coping cepabilities.

In addition, the oarents in the training group were significantly more

likely to report having had their child's hearing professionally tested by three

Years of age than were the parents of comparison children.

Project parents were pore knowledgeable then conperison group parents about

the importance of physical stimuli in their child's development. about

discipline, and about kaowledge of child development both of three-year-olds and
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children less than three Years of age.

Thc relationships between the traditional family background characteristics

bore little or no relationship to measures of intelligence, achievement, and

language development. On the other hand, children who were assessed es "at mas-

hy the staff (e.g., family stress. delayed gross motor development, and

inappropriate behavior) were significantly and consistently related to all tested

outcomes; children assessed as "at risk" Performed poorer on all measures of

intelligence, achievement, end language development than did children who %mre

not observed to be "at risk."

The Missouri ProJect hes demonstrated the potential to turn the current

trends around through parent education. White saYs, "le begin to look at a

child's educational development when he is two years of age is already mach too

late." It is time to examine a variety of ways to assure greater Potential

development for the children of the rural South. The potential "at risk"

features for children from the roral South are as great or greater than elsewhere

in the country. Carly intervention with education and medical care is crucial.

both should begin with the Prenatal stage (or earlier) and continue as long aS

Parents have unanswered questions. A variety of approaches could be used to

initiate the process of meeting some needs of Parents, ..eby, reducing the

dailY stress in their

The following are examples of progrems which work %tea directed by qualified

personnel and properly funded.

I. Prenatal classcs for all.

2. Child aevelopment and parenting classes beginning in thc hospital before

child and aarent(s) leave followed by post delivery hos* visit.

3. Long term Parent education classes for all.

4. Quality child care for all ages. This does not necessarily uman center
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care. As White says, "Children should stay at home with one of their parents 4,e

at least a grandparent/ for the first two years."

5. firancial counseling which may help parents manage their greatest stress

and child care mere effectively.

6. family suPport groups to fulfill the networking role formerly played by

stay-at-home mothers.

7. Resource centers for Parents with visual, printed end human resources an

parenting.

6. A diafmostie/screentng center for small children.

9. Employer support for Parental leave for child care and parent education.

10. Employer supPort for quality child care for the older preschooler.

11. Pidaie financial support for child care.

The issue of the early years influences so unny people that the

recommendations must branch out to ail levels of the fanny. the work world and

government. It is because of the broad impact atilt we must view the early years

as the 'tie* to begin quality education end as the responsibility of all.

Otherwise, we will perpetuete the silent terror of a "life of less" an

undermining so subtle thee many adults believe that theY are truly helpless.

Recommendations

I. Develop of a new long-term focus on the importance of the early Years in

e child's developuent, particularly Years 0 to 3.

2. establish a Series of experimental programs around the country, but

especially in the rural Rout: aimed at expanding our base of knowledge in child

develoPsent. providing effective parenting approaches. end learning more about

meaningful end easy to implement intervention strategies.

3. Develop a national center to suPPort end expand research relating to

child developsen parenting, and maximizing the unique, total-person potential

15
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of each child.

CONCLUSION

In the previous sections. we have sketched some of the major concerns that

negatively impact the children, youth and families and the economy of the rural

South. Overall, we find that the quality of life in the rural South is, on the

average, below that of urban America and many other parts ef the country; that

health care in the rural south is not adequate and falls well below national

standarde; that education in the rural South is below national standards and

severely limits the potential of a large proportion ef our population; and that

the negative impact of the above factors, in addition to ether existing

circumstances, provide for a less than ideal or even average early childhood

development opportunity for many of the children.

/he rural South is a great place to live and raise a family in many

respects. However, the above problems mean that a sizeable segment of the rural

South population will never be afforded reasonable opportunities, according to

national standards, and they will never come clooe to reaching their full hcman

potential.

Even with all of its positive characteristics, the rural South has problems

of massive proportions and not enough is being done to lessen their severity.

The "bottom hoe" of all this is that the caildren and youth of thc rural South

are being hurt unexpectedly and inappropriately in comparison to simiiar

circumstances elsewhere in thc country and that the economy of the South suffers

directly as a result of these a. e limited human resources.

The rural South has been allowed to drift and fall further and further

behind in several key areas, These stand out as they relate to children, youth

and families, as well as the econimy.

The Select Committee on Children, Youth clad families has the potential to

FtECOPTIMEARtiu
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begin n prams* to correct some of these concerns and to move the rural South

towards s more equitabbs etrcumstance in relation Ca other parts of the nation.

I tawdry you to immerse your committee in depth idto these glaring concerns of

the rural South, formuhte tnnovative new approaches to move things forward, and

then take bold steps to implement meaningful corrective actions.

.limude you for your interest end attention.

1'7
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Chaipnan Maim, Mr. Anderson.

STAiEfIENT OF DONALD ANDERSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION POR THE SOUTHERN POOR, WASHING-

PF
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee.
Chairman.Mimm. Please move the microphone closer.

.Mr. ANDERSON. I have submitted written testimony, but I would
like to just make a few points. As you know from tlie testimony, I
have, been in .the business .of the antipoverty business 'for a very
long time. As a matter of fact, you might say insofar as the Federal
effort was concerned I was present at the creation about 20 years
ago, and I remember I waik,-I started off as a staff man and
became later the general counsel for the ad hoc subcommittee. I re-
member when Sargent ariver came into the room in 1964.and he
said, we hiie the resources to end poverty in a generation, and of
course that was just beyomla generation.ago, and it is certainly
true that Weido nave resources to do:this.

Do you kv Demiark and Sweden. have no poverty? Belgium
beano poverty except for their Turks, which have been given cash
payments kileave. Germany has no pçverty except for their Turks.
b`witzeiland has_ almost'no poverty. 'rimy do not keep statistics, on
it and I telketX the Swiss Embassy the other day and they said,
well, Ai know; we really.baite no raw Materials, you know. Earlier
in ovr history we hirW but our people to people who wanted to
carry on wars. They were the mercenaries of Europe and the ques-
tion * how have Shey organized their societies with fer less re-
sourcee than ouni, to be almost without the problein which is very
heavy On our backs. I think after that 20 years of experience we
have sable of the answers.

As theNeW York Times said in their lead editorial in 1984No-
vembet of .1984, we do know how to prevent future poverty, and
those iv,ho have preoccupied themselves with it would agree that
the answer to preventthe transmission of poverty to the next gen-
eration itif simple. It iscall it what-you want, Head Start or high-

2:24,day 'care, it is a high-quality preschool educetion, and by
1 mean there is really not very much mystery about how t4

prevent future poveriV. As I point out in my testimony, we recog-
nized 22 years ago, we felt instinctively that education had some-
thing to do with all types of poverty, and that is why the Economic
Opportunity Act was an Eclucation Act. There were no grants
under the act. It was an act which sought to supplement the educa-
tional efforts of our regular educational institutions because we
had a problem, much of it having to do with slavery and much of it
having to do with the Appalachian poor.

But the question is, What do we do about the present poverty.
That is the question which our organization has sought to solve
and has been highly successful in solving. And I might introduce
that part of my remarks rather abstractly, but I think to communi-
cate the concept is of the utmost since we have had
success. I say in my testimony that 14ng-term planning is done
in terms of institutions and I shout have footnoted that. That
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came from Karl Popper and it is really fundamental. If you want
to do anything in society you have to have some sort of institution.
A great deal of our time is spent on, creating institutions building
or making adjustments to our institutions. The proper study of
mankind is not, as Alexander Pope said, of man but of his bistitu-
tions, to .which we tend to respond as puppets on a stage.

In order to get rid of poverty, some type of institutioo, whether
pub:k or private, will have to be divised and that brings me to
what it ehoUld be? .What should the approach be. Our efforts
loward powty, however well-intentioned, have failed at that point,
I believe,:because we intend to begin each of the efforts with a pro-
gram. At the same time, we say that the problem of Poverty must
rest on thei.self-help efforts of the poor. If you begin with a pro-
gram, it seems to me that you negate selfhelp efforts becaUse no
community is going to be organized well enough to devise that pro-
gram, so itmust be preconceived, -devised y someone outside of the
cobimunity.

. Our approach is to. begin-with a structure of organization. Our
structure of organization is different froM the Community Action
Program and it is much less eicpensiVe because it is formed by the
volunteet efforts of the poor themselves:Once they are convinced
thatinearly unifying their community and providing a channel of
communication between the leadership and the masses Of the poor
is the:proper way to proceed, then they come up with a skucture of
organization and then their own programs and 1. cite in my testi-
mony, just one example of success of a countx using this method,
Surry C.oUnty, VA.

When We went into Surry County, VA 18 Years ago, the whites
bad abandoned the school system. The health system was very
much shiner U.) 'that descriled by the previous witness. Since 1978,
the SRA scores have risen from 12 percentile in Surry County to 50
percentile. Those going on to further education increased from 37
percent to 62 rircent. They turned back to the State moneys given
for remedial eadcation. There have been six robberies in 10 years
and Aio overnight incarcerition of youth in that period. SuTry and
other counties in Virginia which have the assembly organizations
are success stories. They have brought in hundreds of houses. They
have brought in medical facilities and medical personnel. One of
the problems they have in Surry is convincing people that there
still is a problem of poverty. So, that IS the message that I would
like to give the select committee today.

Chairman Musa. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Donald Anderson followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP DONALD ANDERSON, Ex EcuTtvE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THISouTHERN POOR

Mr. Chairman. My name is Donald AndersOn. I am testifying on

behalf of the National Association for the Southern Poor. I

am also speaking out of an extended experience with the problem .

ot poverty from-1951 when I worked on a project with the Ameri-

can Friends Service Committee (the Quecers) in North Richmond.

California. to 1966 when I.served as General Counsel of the U.S.

House of Representative Ad Hoc Subcommittee on the War on Poverty,

to an eighteen year experience with the National Association

for the Southern Poor.

Poverty in the United States continues to be one of the

most important problems of this era. It is costly to our society

which. though rich, still has a large proportion of its population

which is poor. It costs in terms of resources which must be

used to deal with the problem of poverty* and it costs in terms

63-001 0 - 86 - 2
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of the waste of human talent which could contribute to very

aspect of a great society. Talent and genius do not depend upon

wealth. They ares nonetheless, the treasures of the nation.

for social and conomic reasons, and for reasons hawing

to do with the history of !Otis country * large black population

in 258 counties and many cities in nine southern states xists

in a condition of deprivation and poverty that cuts them off

from the aspirations and the achievements of their fellow-Americans.

Across the state of Virginia, stretching dovn into North Carolinas

thence to South Carolina through six more states to Louisiana

is an area called the Black Belt. The residents of that area

are predominantly bleck--counties range from 90 to 82 percent

black population. They are desperately poor. Despite their

enfranchisement under the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and their

access to public facilities as a result of civil rights legislation

in the previous year, they could be said to be living in a transi-

tional, post-slavery condition.

The life of the people in the area reflects the very low

income. They live in houses insulated by cardboard with tin

roofs, in converted stables or chicken coops. Many have no toilets,

indoors or out. often they must transport water from long dis-

tances. Many of the babies are born without the assistance of

any medical advice.

It cannot be said that these people have been forgotten,

for most Americans would not believe that they exist. And their

place in society is inherited from slavery. Many of them live

v:),5
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on or near the land on which their forebears were slaves. If

you vill permit a personal reference. I myself live on land which

has been in my family for nearly two hundred years. In the back

yard are the graves of sixty slaves who were my forebears on

the place.

Even in this land of opportunity individual initiative and

motivation alone vill not change their position. The manufac-

turer and the cultivator are the creators of wealtha and both

require the accumulation of capital.' This does not often locate

in the rural Bla:k Belt. And therefore/ opportunities are rationed.

me problem of the poverty of black people of the South

is common; it is indivisible/ reflected in patterns which end-

lessly repeat themselves. The problems confronted by the black

residents of Washington/ N.C. are the same as those confronted

by black residents of Washington. Louisiana. And common problems

require cbmmunity effort. This is true for a county; it is true.

for a city. It is also true for the residents of the Black belt.

It is for that huge community confrontir7 as it does that colos-

sal problem that the idea which guides our organization was born

thirty years agoa and which I shall describe during this pro-

ceeding.

The problem of poverty is all the more aggravating because

never before have we had such excessive resources to deal with

it. The question is, thereforea have we yet discovered the best

method of bringing all or most of the poor out of their undeserved

misery?
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In terms of knowledge, we have med. some progress in the

right direction. first of all. if we intend.to do something

lesting about poverty, we know that we have to create some type

of inatitytion. Otherwise dealing with the problem will depend

upon the ad hoc efforts of temporary groups, upon renewing our

efforts every generation ot perhaps every few years.

All long-tern planning is done in trms of institutio_s.

for most of us an institution is a habit, a practice, a way of

doing things which can be transferred to succeeding generations,

enabling them to take advantage of the experience of others.

In the dispensaion of justice, in the delivery of mail, in the

education of our children. one has a Ahoice not simply,of one

set of options, but of a whole range of options, heavily reduced

by experience. The purpose of an institution is to hold these

possibilities within limits, to profit from the mistakes of others,

to eliminate the need for planning en each occasion, and to avoid

the undesirable consequences of acts whose implications, without

experience or a close examination of history, we cannot foresee.

Our experience also tells us that such an institution must

not *helps the poor but must b one which enables the poor to

help themselves. *Give a man a fish and you will always have

to feed hiss teach a man to fish and he will learn to feed him-

self.* Although this principle is universally recognized, it

is regularly vioAated. when working with the poor, the temptation

to *help" is too great. But taking note of this fact brings

into focus precisely how en institution needs to be shaped to

ITCPY
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make.authentic self-help a possibility. The essential principle

may be stated in the questions how should a community organiza-

tion be structured to determine, beyond question, the priorities

of the poor? If a "program" is devised prior to the creation

of such an institution, that program will be necessarily con-

*
ceivsd of and initiated by someone outside of the community--

technicians and their surveys, foundations and their rubrics--

for the community would not at that time be organized or developed

to give direction to such efforts. And the source or origin

of a program is of the utmost importance. If it is external

to the community, there is no certainty that the program offered

will be in lane with that community's prioritss, and resources

will be wasted. Authentic self-help will not be achieved.

The nature of the particiPation of the poor in such an insti-

tution is also of the utmost importance. Since they must control

the initiating of any program, a body in which the poor are in

a majority is obviously suggested. One of the weaknesses of

the community action programs is that the poor are guaranteed

to be in the minority. A corollary weakness is the sense in

which the words "representatives of the poor" are used. they

aro generally used in tne taxonomic sense rather than in the

political sense: they have the attributes of the peor but aro

not necessarily chosen by them, or are chosen by only a small

percentage of the community. Since they aro not accountable

to the entire low-income community, the programs they devise

will only coincidentally square with that community's priorities.

Beg COPY AVOW
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N. hav thus ingested the nature of the institution which

would be most ffective Ls solving the problems of poverty in

this countrys one which, by its very structurx. ie certain to

articulate the neds of the community; ono which vill alloy masses

of people working as a community to get themselves out of pvverty.

But is it s possibility? It may be a simple matter to obtai5

communal activity on the pert of ten or twenty or ven a hundred

people. but when the numbers got into hundreds or thousands,

is it possible to get that many people to engage in a common

undertaking? As it happens, this) is precisely the principle

xnvolved when y are considering whether democracy is a possibi-

litys how can tho residenta of a whole city, country or state

engage in aseision-saking on matters common to them? And in

attempting to solve such a problms one might reflect upon the

advice Jefferson gave to the Virginia legielstors ISO years egos

'Among other improvements, I hope they vill adopt the subdivision

of oar counties into wards. Bach ward could thus be a mall

Republic within itself. and every man in the state would thus

become an acting member of the common government, transacting

in person a great portion of its rights and duties, ubordinate

indeed, but important and entirely within his competence. The

wit of man cannot devise a more solid bas for a free. durable,

and yell administered republic.'

These words of Jefferson are a fair description of the method

by which we operate. The National Association for the Southern

Poor is a tax xempt public charity who* purposse is to create

StC.11
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selt-help community org nizationa called kesemblies, whieh have

marshalled millions ot dollars ot resources on behalf ot the

poor in over thirty counties and tour cities in the South. prima-

rily Virginia and North Carolina. These organizations have built

halth ceneers, dental clinics, housing and recreation centers;

created job training programs and st up food banks, paved roads:

Provided assistance to low incom farmer., and so forth. These

accomplishments have resulted from the volunteer ffort ot the

Poor themselves.

k county or city divided into manageable atomic groups,

each ot which is represented in a central dacision-making body.

has established a channel ot communication between the leadership

and the people rl be eerved so that decIaions may be a,de on

matters which affect them. By mere arrangement. by a logical

structure ot organization. the habita and even the whole way

ot lite ot a community can be changed.

Thos. are organizations which are capable ot dealing with

problems as they come up, not simply. ae isolated programs. with

Pieces ot the problem--with the building ot a home. the creating

ot a day care center. the training ot an employee tor a particular

lob--ae it the discovery ot some missing link which. when put

into place, brings masses ot people,in such relationship with

each other that they produce a communal activity toward a common

PurPoso. It is a method and a structure which may well suceeed

in ending poverty tor thousands and guaruntee authentic selt-help.

40
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The Assemblies have assisted thousands of people. They

have located young talented low-income people who are today pro-

fessionals, having entered the American mainstream. One young

man who we discovered in 1981, was too poor to enter college.

We sentThim to Virginia's Shenandoah Conservatory of Music.

In March he became a Metropolitan Opera finalist for their Mid-

Atlantic region. Be also von a two-year scholarship to London'a

prestigious Guidhall School of Music. We have also transformed

whole counties, as in the case of Surry County, Virginia.

Tds TRANSFORMATION Of SURRY COUNTY, VIRGINIA

Five days before the British tied their ships at Jamestown

on May 13, 1607, they had landed in what is now Surry County.

Virginia to pay a visit to the chief oi the Ouioughcohanock

Indians. When the limits of Jamestown were established, they

included the "Surry side as a part of the original colony.

Today Surry County's montage of rolling farmlands, blossoming

woods, waterfront panoramas and quaint lifestyles represent the

undisturbed Virginia of the pest. Surry is a -math of stately

homes,:the producers of the famous "Smithfield° amoke-cooked

hams and homegrown peanuts. And, in the words of the subtitle

of a Nashinutou Post November 10, 1980 article, Surry has been

transformed,.

Eighteen years ago, whites abandoned the publi. achool system

after integration. The educational system was allowed to decline.

Salaries were low, and the plant vas allowed to detetiorate.

41
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When it rained, rain poured into tbe school buildings. the president

of the Parent-Teachers, Association was not permitted to apeak

at school board meetings. When parents went to the school, they

were ordered away by the principal of the school.

There was very little employment in the county for blacks.

There were no medical facilities and one doctor for the county.

Por blacks, there were no recreational facilities. Ruch of the

housing were tinned roof shacka. Blacks could not get loans

at the local bank. Though eligible, they were routinely turned

*gay when applying tor medicaid or welfare. No food or food-

tamps had been issued.

During this period the blacks boycotted the school for eight-

een days. there was talk of violence. But the leadership of

surry decided on another course of action. ln 1.970, they estab-

lished the Aseembly of Burry. That lead to a transformation.

Today's statistics are a tar cry from three eighteen years

ago. And the mood of the people has been transformed. Eighteen

years ago. the people would eay "Nothing's ever going to happen

in this county." But soon after the Assembl Y wee establiahed,

the first food was issued by the Welfare Departments and those

ligible for welfare began to receive lt. New housing was con-

structed with the aid of mut loans, and the Assembly winterized

300 existing homee. The bank was induced to make loans to black

residents, and many blacks were hired in local businesees. The

President of the Assembly. Mr. Thomas Nerdy. raised $500,000

from the Robert wood Johnson Foundation to bring three doctors and

42
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12 otber medical specialists into the county. but since the

Johnson Youndation does not give money for a physical facility.

he raised another $500.000 for * bealth clinic. Soon a $450,000

recreational facility was established.

Yet the proudest achievement of the people Of $ urry is

their educational system. The first act of the new county govern-

ment was to build a $4 million high school, followed shortly

by a $3 lementary scbool. The new black school superin-

tendent had'been interviewed in advance by the Assembly president.

The teaching staff WAS integrated and upgraded. The faculty/student

ratio improved from 45/1 to 17/1. SRA scores soared, from 12

percentile to SO percentile. and those going on to college rose

from 37% to 620. The dropout rate fell from 14% to 3%. Little

D ebra Nerdy. who as a thirteen year old had complained to the

Assembly that she could not qualify Mor a college because there

was no math teacher, integrated the presti;ious prep school

called Chatham Ball and last year graduated from medical school,

and her sister is about to complete law school. A supervisor

of the school system said. "There is no turn-over among the teach-

ing staff'. You couldn't get them to leave. We've seen nothing

like this. walking through this school is like stepping through

a fairyland.' Most people agree with the sentiments of Mr. Edward

Johns of the county government: "We may not be Ole to find

our youth jobs in the county, but this generation is saved.

When they leave this county. they'll enter the mainstream.'

4
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There is no drug problem in the county. According to the

county prosecutor. the first black and first woman Commonwealth

Attorney in the state, there haVe been only 6 robberies in ten

years, and no overnight incarceration of a 7outh during that

period.

But anti-poverty efforts of this type are necessarily supple-

mentary to what existing institutions should do toward the elimi-

nation of poverty. In large part, though not wholly, these

efforts are needed because those insitutions are not functioning

as they should toward the objective of ending poverty. The

effect and cause of much of the poverty in this country is the

disparity in education between large segments of the population.

For this.reason, the emphasis of much of the anti-poverty effort

was education. The legislation that spearheaded the national

anti-poverty effort was drafted by the House Committee on Educa-

tion and Labor. It was called the Equal Opportunity Act, and.

the titles of that Act were educational, not welfare. It was

an importanc supplementary effort by the Federal Government

because the traditional techniques of local school systems did

not commonly interrupt the transmission of poverty from one

generation to the next.

Nor was it the intention of these efforts to redistribute

the old wealth of the nation. The objective was to place all

Americans on an equal footing to share in the newly created

4 4
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wealth. Legislation was adopted not simply because the vast

disparity of wealth in this country was ungainly, but because

the visioi of a society in Witch all citizens contribute to the

national product is one to be pursued. It has aspects of great-

11088.

The disparities between the various school systems of the

country lead to and perpetuate the disparities of opportunity

for the population as a whole. The type of education that on*

receives depends upon the wealth of the community in which one

lives. Because of racial prejudice or other considerations,

governments and school system: are not provoked to engage in

progress which will overcome deficient educational backgrounds.

As a result, the 4cnntry as a whole will continue to be burdened

with the consequences of a larger uneducated population. Such

conseqoences affect every aspect of our lives. For instancIr

the impact of educational neglect upon a weakened &donee lystes

was exemplified by the Defense Departmnt's vocational aptitude

tests of 1982. The inequalities resulting from our educational

system were highlighted by the results of these scotes. A* the

Washington Post pointed out in an editorial on February 23,

1982:

"Disparities on this scale, among large sectors
of the population, are unhealthy and.a reproach
to a country that asserts *quality of opportuni-
ty...These test results also contain other dis-
parities that illuminate the rcial and thnic
ones. When the scores aro broken dowaby region,
New England is the leader. At the bottom of tho
list comes the Southincluding, incidentally,
the Washington region. The results also show a
correlationa dramatically strong correlation--
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between these young people's test scores and
the number of years of education that their
mothers received. That relationship is an
emphatic warning that the educational failures
of one generation will continue to exact a
toll in the next. In reflection on the racial
and ethnic differences in performance on this
kind of test, it is important to remember that
they are not unrelated to the regional differ-
ences. The low score of a young mar trying
to join the Army today in Michigan may well
be connected, in some part, to the quality of
education that a girl living in rural Alabama
received in the 19408.

"To say that y.ut effects are deep-seated is
hardly to say that they cannot be remedied.
Otherwise, since neither Adam nor Eve gradu-
ated from high school, the scores would be a
great deal lower than they are. But if you
are t all interested in the abilities of young
people going into the military.services in,
say, 2020, and whether the present racial dis-
parities will still appear then, you had better
pay attention to the schooling of their parents,
who are now in the second grade. These test
scores sound a note of caution regarding Mr.
Reagan's new federalism, with its emphasis on
returning social policy to the states, for
they draw attention to the strong national
interest in ending severe differences in
basic social serviceseducation, health,
nutrition--from one state to another."

Thus, one might abstractly desire an educated nation; bus

the achievement of such a hope is not a possibility so long as

the authority for bringing it about rests in thousands of school

districts around the country. Sometimes achieving a higher level

of education depends upon their inclinations, and upon their

notions of what a higher education means. In other cases,

achieving that objective is simply beyond their control because

they cannot afford it. For instance, in 80 counties in the

kppalachian region the educational systems have very little money
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with which to operate, and other government services (such as

medical care) are almost non-existent. A recent study* indicates

that th reason tor such a state of affaira is the arrangement

of capital; moat of the land is owned by large absentee land-
.

lords, most of whom are large corporations, and moist of whom

pay Imp taxes. The average tax in many of the counties is 250

Per ecre. Pocahontis, KentUcky, a aubsidiary of Norfolk and

western Railroad, paid 876.00 on 81,000 acres of Martin County,

Kentucky. Obviously, the edncational,system of that county will

reflect the low tax bass, and the graduates of that school system

will become a burden for the nation.

To these moderate and considered views, I invite the attention

of this Select Committee of the Mouse. As I have said, they

are the consequence of more than thirty-five years of dealing

with American poverty from several perspectives.

I fully realize that black people are not the first in history

to suffer. I realize also that, although much pain is involved

in this type of suffering, all is not bad which comes from pain.

The aints t,xtracted from their pain and suffering a special

grace which has illuminated our civilization. It would be a

special blessing to black people if, in their efforts to achieve

social and economic equality, they might impart freah vigor to

our democracy, providing an example for the South and for the

nation.

Landownership and Its Impact on Appalachia, by tke Appalachia
Land Ownership Task Force, 1931, a study undertaken for the
Appalacnian Regional Commission, published by the University
of Kentucky Press, Spring, 1983.
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Chairman Maim. Dr. HollowaY.

STATEMENT OF TED HOLLOWAY, MA, DISTRICT` HEALTH
DIRECIOR, SOUTHEAST PUBLIC HEALTH UNIT, WAYCROSS, GA

Dr. kOLLOV/Ay. Think You 'Yery much. I wauld like to talk to you
about the problems specifidally. relating t6 maternal and infant
care in southeast Georgia. My liWth unit proVides public health
services fel 16 'counties encompassing an area approximately the
sj&oithe.State Cif Massachuietti..This larie rural area has a pop-
ulitien of about.250,000 people. Ova 45.percent of white popu-
lation and: 7/14ercent of our black' population live below 200 per-

k cent of the iioverty level: We are facing a:crisis within the coming
year or tiro that is. going to affect the services for all-of our women
and children.

I wOia like to briefly talk ahout four things that I think have
the lariesOmpact currently. One is the medical liability crisis
which. is drivhig -physicians out of OB care. In our area, 6 years
age, we had 62 physicians who were- providing OB care. Now we.
have $9, and of those I have Jiad personal _conversations, with a
good number and perhaps half Of those wilt leave OB in the coming

The second area involves changes in hospital financing. Our hos-
pital system was largely set up by- the money that was available
through, the Hill-Burton' Act after World War II and resulted in 14
of our. 16 counties having hostlitals DRG's and decreased reim-
bursement by insurekis have made the surviial of these small hospi-
tals questionable. We are having' aw increase in the !limber of
medically indigeiit and, especially, uninsurtd in our area; at the
same time we are having a clecreape in support from Federal, State,
a ind local governments fOr nt care: Low-income, pregnant
women are 'findine it more difficult to adcess care. They suffer
more coMplications, have fewer financial resources, and are gener-
ally felt to be a higher riik group by physicians for malpractice
suits.

I.rhe hospitals, although willing in the past to accept indigents
from their own countY; do not want to open their doors to the indi-
gent population from surrounding counties. Physicians practicing
under the cloud of Medical liability are reluctant to proviiie prena-
tal care:has:AO-the Ratients many thnea are not able to afford the
medicagons, Monitoring, and special tests thet May be necessary.

Ten Yeers ago Oiir district had one of the highest infant mortali-
ty rates of any district" in Georgia. Since that time, intensive efforts
ly both Rublic and .privite-care providers have produced a dramat-
ic reduction in infant deaths. Our rate dropped from 24.8in 1976 to
12.2 in 1984: During this time period, Federal and,,State moneys
have enabled the development of an neonatal intensive care
system, Including transport from smaller hospitals to the tertiary
center. The,. VIC Program in our ama currently berves 11,000
women, infants, and childreni per month Obviously, the fact that
40 percent of our white births and 80 percent of our black births
occur to women who are on the WIC Program is indicative of the
severity of our socioeconomic problems. (WIC eligibility is limited
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to families whose income iB less than 185 percent of the poverty
level.)

Welhave strived. in .our area. to assure that prenatal care fa an
in*ral part of the health services received-by WIC participants.
Local partnerships between the private physicians, hospitals, and
health 'departments haVe resifited iii four low-cost packer delivery
programi for indigent wolimn. In addition, a Nurse blidwifery Serv-
ice faded by ihe'Stete wim established in Waycross this year.

hi spite of these gains, we ficeiome grim realities. Twenty pei-
cent of out white infanfs'end.Mie out br three of out black infants
are born to teoWagi iiiothere:10ur area lags far behind tbe State in
such fade*" en Maternal education?percentage of population in
Poterty; aTnd unbulfloyinent. 3:r

Our county govarnmente will fe& 'difficult dectsioni as our eCo-
nomic picture darkens. The farm crisis, along WA falling prices
for forestsy"pioducW is having a tremendous impact on' mit area.
The realibes of Granun-Rudman-Hollings and the' threat of declin
ingigrante,and revende-sharing moneys are placing heavy burdens
on .bounty cmumiesione, who have unplemented nee, but ex-
pensive, eolid-waste programs, county, _water programs, et cetera,
over the pestle* year& be difficult, lb proposed budget cuts
ge through, for local governmtes to maintain current services,
much less provide new services for,indigent patients.

Hospitals.in our area are being forced to decrease services which
lose money in order hi keep their VoOr open. Private fbr-profit cor-
porations have; little interept_in wopiding care to uninsured people.
Our private phy4cians ate faced,, on the one hand, with pressures
from *0100140 6.bold down eosta which are not reimbumable
and, ori the *biz witE ethical and niidico-legel -obligations to pro-
v1deqiality medipal camp their petients regardless of income.

bea411 provems.are fad* an increased deniand for serv-
ices with deCreasing resources. Our major funding comes from Fed-
eral, State, and local gnvernmental bodies. proposed _Federal cuts
in oui: moneys will 'have bath direct and indirect consequences.
There will not only be a decrease in direct Federal support, but in-
creased competition for scarce State and county moneys, as
also begin to feel the effects of Gramm-Rudinan-Ho
businesses are finding it diffieult to prbvide the expensive health.
care insurance for the einployees and a growing numberitropie
are the ranki of the medically t and unins

.Out bréliminary data indicate that our infant mortalitfrate for
1985 wIll be 16.1 ovetall, with a black infant mortality ratuof 25.2.
This is the largest infant mortality rate that we have seen since
1918. While thia May repreeent a statistical aberration, I fear it is
a sign of thingelo come. We face a crisis in services for mothers
and children whit!), if unresoived, amid do aWay with all the gains
we have madeover the paet decade. It is ironic that es community
concern for such problems as teen pregnancy, large numbers of
births to unwed mothers, child abuse and nwlect are reaching the
highest level that I have seen since I have been in public health,
our economic support to deal with these problems is rapidly dimin-
ishing;

I would like to thank the committee for the foresight and leader-
ship you have demonstrated by holdiar;. these hearings. I would like
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to urge you to resist the efforts of those who would be "penny wise
and dollar foolish" when they iMpoee further reductions on pro-
grams which4currently can provide only a minimal level of support
for pccif faniilieelf plans are not made to mifranchise the poor and
unindured intO the evOlVing syetem of health care, we Will suie7
suffer as a nation.- The- ltiture of our Country will depend on a
healthy and well-educated -new veneration of leaders and workers
who can -be competitive in the. world- marketplace. We cannot
afford to give up.pn theldream of making a safe birth a righ in-
stead of a privilege, in this, the.greatest nation on Earth.

Chaiiman Mum. 'lima you very much.
t. [Prepared statement of Ted Holloway, M.D., follows:]

;
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PI/104M STAMM? OP MDHou,owmr, M.D., Marl UM HrH DIROCIOR,
Soimucter Hums Dormer, MACON, GA

The feekbeest health ihit of tbe Georgie Departmost of Immo aesource0

le oseprised of 14 coietlea enconpamoing en area approximately the else

ef the State of Maesechusette. 'his large rerel.mrea has a populatioa of

231,000 peoples over 431 of oar uhlte papulatios TOO of our black pope-

latiom live Selo! 2001 le the poverty level. Agriculture. poultry., forest

prokuatraml small meactecturing ere the mainstays of ihe eoonomy. 'be

largest <meaty has 'Popeletioi Of 34.000 and'the seals.st has a PoPolatlon

of 3.500.

The seelth Care System for this area ums lergoly developed ae a result

of the eill-burtoe initietive after World Oar II. !bestow of the 14 =nestles

bare hospitals which, in the past, provided health cere for mast of the peo-

ple in their comity. Only 2 or 3 of these hospitals cantinas to receive

oseaty funding to provide Wilmot care. the rapid sheave in health care

flemeoleg, speciellsatico, and the rise of Por-Profit hospitals have placed

Weems coesuptitive premsuree on these smell hospitals. Ommyital authorities

aim being foreed to look et ways to limit imeiveet services, cease providing

unprofitable types of care and try to attract private patient*.

These changes in the health care system, sloop with the medical liability

crisis, bode Special ooeseqesnoes for maternal end infant services. Pres-

ently 13 of the hospitals provide On core. Roososiee of webs cannot be

rem/1mM by hospitals who perform oaly 100 to 200 deliveries e year. It

Is difficult for then to afford the staffing, oquicamat and continuing oda-

cattail necessary to provide quality obatetricel tad neoeatal ears. Private

petleata without the fiesncial and transpostatioe barriers that exist for

the economisally disadvantaged are troweling SO to GO Riles to larger facil-

ities for delivery. this results in further erosion of the fie...vial base
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shish keeps the mall 011 earwig*, is operation. %fortunately. the Urger

hospitals is theoree are sot is positien to absorb the patients floe the

smaller hospitals. Six yeervago, we Ind 52 physicians who were practicing

obstetrissC. Witty thim umber ham bees reduced to 39 - 24 Family Physicians

asd 15 OMAN Specialists. Medicel liability rates and tbe conetamt threat

of Wog shad are poising *any of th physicians to rethink their comeiteent

ko peovidiag postaatal care. Perin planlotant ebo deliver $0 tb 100 Patiso441

'morose fifihing it almost impossible to continue to provide this service.

/18108881884. tins obstetricians 1* the larger hospitals ore not prepared

total's ea this additional load. Z have had personal moversatices etth

5 of car 15 obetetricleas whoa= serioesly considering leavieg tbe area

or stopoimg Oa.

Lae %come pregnant woes find themselves is * 'Catch 22". !bey suffer

some complicatioas. Wm fewer financial resources to lasers their health

and welfare and are generally felt to be a high risk group for malpractice

sults by the phyeicisam. The hosidtalm. Although willing is ths pest to

accept %digest Patients from their owe county, do sot want to open their

doors t* the indigo* popalatioa from sessunmolieg areas. Physiciass ere

relectaet to provide preastal care bemuse the patients may sot be able to

fford the seditetions. manitoring and ePecdol taste that verb, necessary.

Paradox/tally. ethos the peovielee ce total prenatal core sad delivery makes

cos moor legally respossible for the outcome. there may be lose selimuctlos

risk it the phisicise doU,.rss patient as s sain-in in the energiser room

without prOVidielsprenatal core.

Tea years ago, our district had one of the highest issfset mortality

=ices of sof district is Georgie. Siete that tismrIstensive efforts by both

public and private health oars providers haws pro/mood ft dramatic reduction

in isfaat deaths. Our sate dropped from 41.3 in 1925 to 12.2 114 1984.

During this ties period. Federal and stets monies have esabled the develop-

w est of a highly techeical hospital based regional system of intensive oar*

for modems, secluding transport from smeller hospitals which aro suable

to provida.this level of care. The Tic Prover in Wir area currestl? morose

11.000 women, Infanta sod childless per nestle. obviously. the feet that 404 of

our whits birth* and 004 of our bias* births occur to woman wto ere GS tbe

r4 ^'
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IfiCarogramle-radirative of the eraerity of oar soolo-ossorandc prablems.

for MC is United to femilims rams* income I. less than 1.50

of tbe poverty level.' Pomv.peroent of oar children ago 1 to 4 elmo,

rarities nle soreices draonetratiag tho magnitude of health problems raid%

anis* %a our area Gino. WC: 011eibilitY for thim group depends upos tho

son-smistemos of mealma problems with low Income. Ws bens atrial'd la our

rave ftassure that preratal cars is ea integral pert of OW health.services

motive& by irac participate. Loral pertoorahirs between the privets para.

clams. hospitals amd health departmusto have.reoultod in four low-cost pack-

age deliverrprogrems for Jollities* e. in addition. 0 Sorsa Minolfarr

Service um established 5. the Skyaross era& loot year. graded by the skate

f Coorado. to provide prenatal und daliverr for longest women.

la spits of the*, gains, vs face-some 9r1 ss realities. %Monty percept

of our whit, Infants and me out of this* of our block infants are born to
tomboys oothers. Curacao lags iar behiad tho State la mach rectors e

metraral educetims. geroentara of ppolation Ls poverty and umemploymmt.

Zn 1Pobrolty. 1906. date from tho Departiant of Labor *bat trat two of our

esuaties hew as sramploysesturate ovor 150. light of the counties armed

the Ls... immplopmat rete of 7.0t.end our district as a wholo exceeds

Georgia'a usemplorasat rats by 2.

Ow county gorarmisats viii face &Moat declaims as our ecomosio

prates* Mortara. Tim faro crisis. slang with fallirMa prices far ferestr,

products. la having. trammodous Impact cm oar arra. The realities of

crano-Rodems-aollings rad the threat of &alining grants and revrane sharlag

morass are placing hoary blades en Coumty Commie...tossers wbo have impapaated
seedaa. bet expensive. solid:east. progress. count,' Oster syatems. etc. over

oho peat few Irara. it aillam difficult..if these bodget cots go through.

for local governorate to raistalo correct enrols's. ouch toes pivvids *ow
sums for ineigeat cage. mospitals In mm arra ore balm' foramd to ratreose

services whirls lora umerin order to keep thoir doors opoo. Privets Per.

Profit Corporaticas have Utti, Isteramt is providing cars fox minuend

patients. Cyr filroto Opticians ore faced. on tra ums hood. with pressor*

frogs their hospitals to hold dram costs *doh axe not reimbursable and. ra
the other. with ethical sad spolloo-legai obi/rations to provide smalls', mod-

lima cam to their patients regardlams of Lmoomm. 'ratio soaltb pt.gr

LCORI NR1141*
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ere pang ea larrommed deemed for services with decreasing resoarces. Oar

major Mali= comes [rem Federal, State ead local governmental bailee. Pro-
mo' rederel cuts la oar mudes mill hive direct mod indirect oonsequemose.
There v111 be met call a decreame la direct Moral =wort. hat also lor
mese@ aimpetitime for scarce State =6 toasty scales as they also begin
to-feel tie effects of drome-aelese-SolLings. Small busamoisee are flooding
that hyalth care benefits are too ampeaelve ta parchess for their omployeas
sal a gavel= ember of people are laird.= the tint's et the aedicelly Jodi»
gent sad missend.

der preliminary INS data Indloatae that our lafaut mortality rate for
15115 vill be 14.1 amerall. the bleak latest mortality rat mill be 25.2 - the
bighoet mete vela= soma Is oar arse sin= 1570. Milo this say repropmeat

statistical ebbe/sties. I fear that it is berologar of Wage ta come.
lea fame a =isle le =mice. for =there sod okildree which. if =resolved.
amid 6o may Vith *II of the galas ve have mad:over the past deveda. It

lo ItVotlo att eameweityouscari regazddsy soca tom* as !seas= pregasacy,
umaceptably, Oita StAtOot mortality set.e, largo 000kOto °I births to mewed

=there. =Ltd above a** meglect, etc. L. higher thee ewer before et a tine

vbs. scamornia mimeo= to deal vith these =able= is rapidly diminishiag.
avoid /Ike to thumb the Corittee for the foresight *Ed leadership

yea aro dommrnstritlag by bolding these hearlage. I u.sld like to ergo pm
ta resist thenf forts of these utto would be °pommy vise aed dollar foolish*
thee they impose farther redocticao on progrema Web currently can provide
caly a minimal level a mewst far poor families. If pleas are sot mad.

oefranotdes the pc= asd =lamed lata the ereIving *yet= of health
core, ve shall sorely 'offer am a eation. the future of our cramtry mill
dispeed am a bealtily and well educeted mow geseratlan a loaders tad workers

obo con be ompeiltime la the world market place...10s cameot afford to give
up os the dream et asking* foto birth stOt. loot*** of a priviuge, la
the greatest natio, co earth.
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Chairman Mania. Dr. Gatewood.

STATEMENT OF SCHLEY GATEWOOD, .1R., M.D., OBSTETRICIAN/
GYNECOLOGIST, AMERICUS, GA

Dr. GATEWOOD. Thank you. I am here to echo much of what Dr.
Holloway has just presented. As an obstetrician syho has had a par-
ticular interest in beiw sure that adequale and quality prenatal
care is available to all Creorgians, we are in a situation now where
we are seeing many of the inroads developed over the last 10 years
suddenly crumble, and we must look at the factors that are in-
volved in.this and we must address them, and I appreciate the com-
mittee having the Ilearing here so ehat we can present our con.
cerns.

I am a. practicing obstetrician and gynecologist. I am in a rural
portion of Georgia, in one of the areas that has the highest infant
mortality. rate. I have been there approximately 10 years. I am
workin ig n Sumter County in Americus, GA. We are the center for
a health district of about eight counties with a population of 90,000.
We have 20 percent el' our population who are below poverty level
and a high number of people who have a great deal of barriers in
obtaining adeqoate care during their pregnancies and for their
children in theearly years.

In looking at wheelies been accomplished over the last 10 years,
I see many of4he fine programs..imchas WIC, the increased use of
certified nurse midwives, the use of nurse practitioner§ having
Made great intvads,and we can indeed-show this by our indicators,
such as infantimortahty,:rates. Looking it my own eighteounty
area, I see 10 years where we went.Trom six hospitals, many of
them with inadequate facilities Aelivering *Ws, to two hospitals.
We went in tli4it time from foutspecialty trained obstetricians and
gynecologists Old nine family practice or general !practitioners, to a
time where vie. now have five obstetricians as of the end of 1986,
three family practitionere and five certified,nurse midwivee provid.
ing a much better quality of care. This: has teen very encouraging.
We do a much more effective job of iroviding quality care.

What we aro now -seeing-, though, is as of the last year and. a
half; obstetricians stopping: the practice of delivering babies. The
people that they stopped delivering care to first are the ones who
do not pay or for whom they iikeive no reimbursement. This is
what I think Dr. Holloway is referring to in his health district dnd
throughout our State and throughout our country. (.1.ertainly the in-
digent patient is perceived as the patient who is at highest risk of
having problems, but also perceived as the patient who is most
likely to sue. So, the liability question has indeed affected us as pri-
vate practitioners regardless of whether we were concerned with
indigent care, particularly the rural physician. The rural physician
finds himself in a situation where he does not have the luxury of
saying you have not prepaid your obstetrical fee, therefore you
must go to the teaching hospital. In our health district, we have
90,000 people SO to 60 miles away from the nearest teaching hospi.
tal. So therefore, the private physician, as is a tradition among
rural physicians, accepts a high number of patienta who are unable
to pay.
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I knew when I went into practice, and it has not changed, that I
would receive somewhere in the neighborhood of 50 to 60 percent
of collections in delivering obstetric care in this portion of Georgia.
Unfortunately, now we see physicians in a bqueeze where we
cannot afford to live on 50 perceat collections. I have seen during
10 years the insurance premium for our malpractice insurance ge
from iiliprosimately $2,000 for tha recommended coverage, up to
over $20,000. Trapped in this is nnt ,.=.!7 the specialist but the
family practitioner who has prmided a total family practice type of
servire.

The liability issue within the last year has caused my hospital,
where about 800 babies me delivered a year,* have two of the
physicians say, "we have tad it, we cannot take this type of pres-
sure," and to 041:0 practicing obstetrics, causing the other two phy-

s sicians to start to look for alternatives to providing *delivery sup-
port. Fortunately, there was some money received from the State
through a nurse-midwifery grant that allowed our hospital to en-
courage all etetetricians to continue care. Unfortunately, within
the lasc 2 weeks the only other hospital providing obstetnc care in
our large health district has had announced V) them by the three
family practitioners and the one obstetrician, that because ef the
increased premiums they will no lqnger provide obstetric care in
the Crisp County liospitcl. The county commissioners and the hos-
pital,are looking at the situation, now, but we see a hospital with
over 450-deliveries, where no one will assume the care of any of the.
obstetric patients. It is particularly hard hitting the patients who
normally go to the public health departments for their care.

I think this pretty well summarizes the effect of the liability
crisis on the obstetricians, the certified nurse-midwives, and some
of the programs that have been set up and have been effective.
Gentlemen, we need, our patients need, our physicians need, the
certified nurse-midwives heed the liability crisis addressed and ad-
dressed very quickly. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to
you today.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Schley Gatewood, M.D. follows:)
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, PSIMARSO STATISM? Op SCHLEY GATSWOOD, M.D., MASSIMO, CA

Sinter (Aunty, with its county seat Americus, (*evils, is the center of en
iighecobaty health iubdistrict. Aggrieve is s tow* with 16,522 population
andit tenet, population of 33,200. The eight couaties, described es the
106f1e Mat area, cowries 2,700 square silos. Ihe Middle flint ere* is
ta the anthem southwest quadrant of Georgie. Ihe total population of this
area is 93,000: Tifty percent of the populatioa le White with lose tben 12
ofthe mixority being other then black. the sodium income for the eree le
$13,462. Twesty-seven.percsat of the populetton is below poverty level.
Unesployment is veil above @votes..

The ietpat hoepital for the Middle Flint ere* le the Sumter Regional hos-
pita/ to Americus, vith1.71 beds, delivering 900 babies per year. The
Crisp County hospital is the second lorgeet hospital end hes 30 bode, de-
livering 450 babies per year. These ere the only hospitals in the Middle
Fliat sots which provide obstetric service st the present.

The availability of.eetvices la the Middle flint eras is effected hy way
of the common fetters present la the rural gross of Ceorele which do not
have easy geographic motes:Ability to large teaching hnepitels. The teech-
ing hospitals la closest ptoty to the Middle flint arse ere 30 to SO'
miles frowits boundaries.

the Middle flint eves hes health departments offering prenstel care, provided
by physicians, nurse-practitioners sad certiffid midwives. These hove been
present in ell eight counties for the lest ten roam. The desired tread.
towards closieg of the smeller obstetric units is illustreted by the fact
that in 1975 there were !our obstetricians and two certified ours* -aidvives
in.the Sneterlegionel hospital sad nine seneiel practitioners delivering
la aaother.five hospitals. In 1985 there were four obstetricians sad three
certified nerse-sidwives in tha Sumter Resional hospital .and one ohetetritian
and three geuiral practitionets delivering la the only other obstetrical
mait which is the Crisp County hospital. In 1975 there wes still handful
of gramryidadves functioning la tbe siebtoounty ares. She decade frou
1975 tn 1915 wee e decade of advancement in the availability of quality
primer:al core. The dogleg of the mall units which were less than eds-
quetely staffed was ms$or accomplishment without leaving patients greeter
then 30 einutes'aely from, hospital facilities.
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Midiesid Aydin for delivery and for payments to the hospital and physi..
cies tnerefeed appreciably during this time. A system of regionslired care
amd refermstowee developed. There was increased usage of certified nurse-
midutamp and auras prectitioners. The WIC program coorinued to expand in
the area. The Osoreilleacernat Bish Risk Program wee si mded until in
1983 it served epprosimetely 2,700 women throushout the stare with a budget
of 4.5 milli** dollars per year. The greatest problea duties this ten year
thieves the problem of cross county paymeat for indigent care for obstetric
patients. The Middle Flint area.faced, to e-lesser extant, the assault on
the nomprofir hospitala by the for-profit hospital corporations.

The two soa-frofir hospitals with oparetioasi obstetric units have continued
to accept cross county indigent patients. Approximately is of all deliveries
at both the hospitals were Medicaid pariaate with approximately 11 the
parisets being delivered being full pay patience. Prenstal care wee readily
avalleble through the public health departments regardless of finaucial status
with assistant to the privett.physician oe a rotating basis. The physicisee
had sporadically provided prenatal care for Medicaid and high risk patients
within ateir offices. The greatest barriers to care during the last ten
years for the Middle Flint area have been transportation for patients from the
*ore distant outlying areas of the counties involved, education of the
neeessity for care, aad attitudinsl problem, among clinical and sedical staff
causing cabstrassment or undue delay in the process of obtaiaing care.

A crisis to the availability of care has emerged within the last year. It

is related to the liability crisis which has been a national problen but has
accelerated to the point that ell of the providers of obstetric care in the
eight couoty area have seriously considered stopping the practice of ob ice.

Much of the consideratioe of stopping practice has been the enotional impact
of the change in attitudes regarding "malpractice" sad the changing Phfait120/
patient relatiouthip. Mach has been on an economic basis. The price of
liability insurance has goes in ten years from less than $2,000 for the
minimal recommits:del level of coverage to greater than $20,000 for any pbysi-
else who delivers sore then approxisately 30 babies per year. Despite the

raising of delivery fees from approximately $300 in 1975 to an average
of $1,000 in 1966, the obstetrician's take-home pay has declined in the last
few years. This pheaomena is probably the economic aspect of the malpractice
phenoesoon and has peculiarly hard-hit the rural obstetrician.

It has been an accepted aspect of rural practice in southwest Georgia that the
collettine rats for obstetrics is in the nieghborbood of 50 - 603, as opposed
to the typical,usban practice. In the city the patient is able to be die -
aissed to the care of the larss hospitals providing a reaching service, if
the patient fails to prepay her obstetric fee. Raising the fee for ob ic

service further lowers the percentage of collections 420011 patients who
are nor on [muted progieas and, of course, has no effect on those who are on
Medicaid or state funded progress.
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Is the Pen of 1985 two of the obstetricisas in Americus had announced that
they would atop vrovidiag obstetric care for a period of dee end :propped
taking new patients. This left the.two remaining obatetriciao, with rhe
prospects of 'deliverimg between 900 sad 1,000 babies. Unwilling to shoulder
this load end with difficulty in recruiting because of low comparative sale-
ries to other physicians/obsietriciana in'urban areas, the two ?meanies
obstetricians began coasideriag offer. for employment elsewhere. The situa-
tion was reeporarily altered and corrected when the hospital agreed to toder-
writs the care of nonfueded iadigent patients and agreed to do the secre-
tarial portion of filing for Medicaid for the obstetricians. (The hassles
of obtaining funds through the Medicaid minbursement system:ore one of the
greatest_frustrations for physicians who do accept this fors of reimbursement.)
In addition:the hospital, the physicians and the Slater Cousty flealrh De-
partment were able to obtale a substantial grant to Eully isplemeat the use
of certified nurse-midwives in total obstetric care. The effect of this fun0-
ing was Oat tha physicians salaries were raised to a level that they could
afford to pay the rising insurance premiums, at least for the presenr time.
There is a prediction for an approximately SOX increase within the next year.
The new plan of fundieg wa4 sufficient incentive to encourage the two physi
clams who had dropped obstetrics to re-enter the practice of obstetrics.

Within the last month, the Crisp County Hospital, vhich delivered approii-
mately 450 babiel in 1985, hes been notified by its obstetric staff of
three general practitioners and one obstetrician that they will no longer
accept new obstetric patients. The decision of the general practitioners
was based on the elevation of their liability premiums to that oi practicing
obstetricians. Unable to make this type of payment they made the decision to
stop obstetrics, leaving the 1one:obstetrician without suppott and with 450
deliveries to eerier* without help. Az the present, a solution to this prob-
lem is being sought by the hospital authority and the teeny coamissionere.
The Crisp County physicians haw further refused to provide back up for the
prenatal clinics in their county and no mechanise has been developed yet to
back the nurses who nornally provide care rhere. Patienrs are being to. 1, to

try to find physicians in other counties who will accept Medicaid patleims.
This, of course, leaves lkdicald patients with the problen of obtaining
prenatel cars having to travel a minimmof 30 idles for clinic or physician
visits.

Providers who have been vety involved, as all the physicians have la the
Middle Flint area, with supporting the health deporeients in the past and
being pleased with the mow Improveesets over the last ten years are now
&silos the economic necesaity of withdrawing Enna a practice that they love.
The reductioa.in isfent mortality which they worked for is beginning to
erode in the presence of cutbacks in the prograie which have mode such groat
strides. The rural physician has a long traditioa of accepting all types of
patients regardless of their financial status. Indeed, there has been a
gteat Joy in the variety end fullness of dealing with life and culture in its
full mate of existence. In a rutal area 'where there is such a great wed for
physicians to be available to be indigent patieata, the fear of the incigent
patient being the ore most likely to sue and the economic *quiet* telate to
insutance have left the physician with little bops of imminent &image. Lack
of feeding fot complete laboratory testing end testing for high risk or
problempatients threatens both the parient and the physician. The phyni-
eien sight be more likely to ha sued should a bad *into= ensue.
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The inevitable scenario arises where one of the many omematties such as
Americus or Cordele will have all its obstetricians discoatinue with the prac-
tice of obstetrics. The time for action is now to prevent what seem so
otherwise inevitable. Me must find a way to provide our obstetricians and
nurse-midwives with protection from tht osIfunctioning liability system.
The rural areas of our country will find themselves without obstetric care
sad only those who can readily afford to travel to the larger centers and
pay the higher obstetric prices will receive obstetrical care in the tradi-
tiomal system.

T. Schley Gatewood, Jr., M.D.
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1. State of Georgia amp showing eight
county subdistrict.

2. tdatrict 7 Columbus, es. . Inketturtality Rate,

3. Barriers to Prenatal 6 Delivery Caret A Survey of Georgia Mothers
4. Good Beginnings

S. Focus on Issues League of Wren Voters

6. Response to Southern Regional Task Force ou Intent Mortality

Enclosures 3, 4. S. and 6 are retained in committee files.
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Chairman MILLU. Ms. Moseley.

STATEMENT OF JULIA MOSELEY, F.N.P., DIRECTOR, WILSON
CLINIC, CUMMING, GA

Ms. Mosstar. My name is Julia Moseley. I 'am a family nurse
practitioner and the director of the Wilson Clinic in Cumming, GA,
a community health service. We are governed by a board of direc-
tors and we.receive a Federal grant for 70 percent of our operation
under the-,Public Health Service Act We have been involved in
prenatal fames since:1979 when we first openad. I think that our
community is vea thical of the problems that we are seeing in
this are!' around the country. For that reason, I would like to just
briefly outline what has hippened in the last 8 years.

In September 1988, the four family physicians in our community
quit delivering babies. They could not afford to do +hat any longer,
due to their malpractice problems, due to the high rate of unpay-
ingnonpaying customers and also because they were family phy-
mums Where obstetrics was only a portion of their practice. One of
those physicians was an employee of the clinic. She resigned and
one of the main reasons she resigned was that she had delivered 50
women in the last year with no obstetrical backup, no provision for
emergency cesarean sectien, you know, pretty well isolated out on
her own.

At that, time our health department did not provide prenatal
care. After our physician left, our clinic did not provide prenatal
care and women received no care. This period of time lasted about
14 months. In December 1984, our county commissioners contracted
with a county north of us, where Dahionega is located, with a new
obstetrician who had just come to town and he agreed to deliver
women that the clinic laad seen and provided prenatal care to. This
lasted 6 months when be had gotten his fill of the rural area and
left and went home. He found that it was very difficult to be the
only obstetrician in a six-county area.

Again, we were faced with the decision of whether to continue
providing prenatal care at the clinic. We felt we had no other
choice and we did. For about 6 months, we delivered prenatal care
to women and these women had their medical records and they
walked in in labor to metroplitan Atianta hospitals. This was a
very critical time for our staff; for our patients and for the obstetri-
cians who were forced to deliver these women, at 2 o'clock in the
morning, that they had never seen, would never get paid for and
had no idea about. The women were sicker, they were younger,
they were at risk in many, many war.

We met with the hospital staffs in several hospitals and were
finding that during this time the malpractice crisis was really
coming to the forefront and the physicians who had once been will-
ing to deliver uncompensated care to a certain percentage of pa-
tients were simply unwilling to do so at all. They, of course, could
do nothing when the women showed up in labor, they had to deliv-
er them, but that did not make for a very good situation for our
patients. Fortunately, in November 1985, we were able to contract
with a new obstetrician in north Atlanta. We have moved all
around the north Georgia area now, and she works at the clinic a
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half a day a week and delivers women at a hospital north of Aden-
ta. This will continue until August, when we have been very fortu-
nate in rrecruitiag a National HealthrService Corps obligated obste-
trician. This young woman will be loeited in Dahlonega which is
one county north of us and she will be the only obstetricien in the
six-cOt40 area. I just hope that shewill last.

lam finding that things have changed a great deal in the last 5
yeah', ni 'far as the priyate, sector's willingneas and ability to con-
tinue to deliver health care to the uncompensated patients, and I
am finding that our women, had fewer ehoices to make. Even if
they ean affora it,' they have a loiig way to drive. All of our women
are married aiid they are working and theY are not, you know,
what you would think of as typically PoOr. If they had lAtedicaid,
they do not have amone who will take them anyway: So, the unin .
lured and the, poor are in the name boat when it comes to obstet-
rics.

We found recently in a survey that the average obstetrical
charge in the north Atlanta area is $1,600 to $2,000 for the obste-
tritional lean for a normal delivery, and when you add in the hos-

tambill

, and the anesthesia fee, and the pe&atrician's fee, you
ye got about a $3,000 to $5,000 bill to be paid before the seventh

month fina that is very difficult even foi a family that has a good
income.

I really would likeI would like to thank you for asking me to
cane and for taking your time to really think through these issues
that I think are b..leoming very critical, apecially the liability issue
in obstetrics.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Julia Moseley follow's:). ,

PiMPAREZI STATEMENT OF JULIA MOSELET. FAsmx NUM PRACITTIONZR AND THE RE.
=ME DIRECTOR OF THE GEORGE E. WILSON MEMORIAL HEALTH SMITH= Hi Cm
mom, GA .
I am a Family Nurse Practitioner and the Executfte Director of the George E.

Wilson /demon& Health Services in CUIRMIE&Georto. The Ws= Clink is com-
munity health facility fUnded under section =0 of e Public Health Service Act.
We are governed by a boafil of directors and employ a Family Physician, a nurse
prfctitioner, a part-time OB-GYN, and four support staff. Our 111i081013 Is to provide
primark health care to individuals at Ask in our community. Individuals at risk in-
clude the poor, the uninsured, and. the marginally insured. The uninsured popula-
tioo is one that is growing our-society. As health care outs use and liabil-
ity, issues dominate the mar deliver* health care to this population becomes
even more difficult Added to iseue is the scarcity of health care resources in
rural communities. The Wilson Clinic has been involved in perinatal care since its
inception in 1979. During these last siz yearit, there has been a critie4 change in
the accessibility of obstetvical services. As I believe that our experience illustrat%
well the problems associated with obstetrical services in rural area, I will new dis-
cuss tbis =nein detail.

In September 1988, the four family physicians who provided obstetrical services in
our community discontinued this portion of their practices. One of these physicians
was an employee ofthe Clinic viho hadresigned. Her decision to resign was greatly
influenced by the previous years' ence in delivering women as a Family Prac-
tice physician with little obstetrical Wkup. The hoopital then closed the obstetrical
suite and we now have an opthamoleity unit where we once had a labor and deliv-
ery area. The hospital's decision was basea on several factors, one of them economic.
Delivering an average of' 100 women a year, most of whom were unable to pay the
full cost of care, it difficult to actively recruit an OB-GYN to the pnvate
sector. From September 1988 to December 1984, there was no access to prenatal care
in our community of 80,000 people. The health department was unable to provide
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prenatal care without a back-up and due to the resignation of our physician, we did
not offer the services. However, women were still becoming pregnant., but rather
than receiving prenatal care, they were walking into emergency rooms in surround-
ing communities to have their babies. If they were able to afford care, they were
forced to drive 20-30 miles to obtain care. In D-w. mber 1984, our county contracted
with a new OB-GYN in a county north of us to &liver the women who received
their health care at the Wilson Clinic. This situation lasted sir months until this
obstetrician, realizing the difficulties of a solo practice in a rural area, left and re-
turned to his home in Kentucky. We were now faced with a critical decision. We
could continue .to deliver prenatal care to those unable to obtain care or we could
withdraw this service. We chose to continue mnatal care. From June of 1985 until
NoveMber 1986 our patients walked in, in labor to various hcepitals in the metro-
Politan area of Atlanta, carrying with them their prenatal records from our Clinic.
This period of time was difficult for our staff, our patients, and the obstetricians

* who were forced to deliver someone they had never met and who would be unable to
pay.their bill. In.November -1985, the Wilson Clinic negotiated a contract with an
obstetrician in nOrth Atlanta. She continues to work at the Clinic Mi day per week
and deliver out patients in North Fulton HospitaL In August of' 1986, we will begin
full time OB services through a NIISC_physician who will be assigned to our clinic
and will deliver women in St. Josefies Hcepital in Dahlonega. We will then provide
services to uninsured women La three Counties and only hope that our obstetrician
frill be able to survive such a grueling ordeal.

As You ean see, we have been aggressive in our commitment to prenatal care, and
have songht for a aolution to this complex Problem.

During the months that we provided prenatal care to women who were Labor &
Delivery walk-ins, we came face to face with the current obstetrical crisis. The ob-
stetricians in the private sector have become increasingly unwilling to provide un-
compensited care to what they perceive is a litiginous population. As thfte physi-
cians pay ezhorbitant liability premiums, they are making choices as to which of
their. serviceezthey con afford to give away. As the recently matriculated obstetri-
cians are entering the marketplace, they must make decisions on where to locate.
Rural areas with little obstetrical support and large numbers of uninsured or poor
women are not attiactive shes.

The patient however, have few choices to make. The women we see at the
Wilson Mk are predominantly young, uninsured, married women having their
first child. They dorilt have the hinny of paying for care in the private sector. The

sector range frien $1,600- 2,000 for a normal delivw. The hospital charges range

vest majority of our paneling are in working familiee whose wages dnnot
begin to coPe with the h cost of care. The obstetricians charges in the private

from W042,400 for an uncomplicated delivery. Maingisdiatric and anesthesia
services, the full coat of care' ranges from 0,20045,090. Even if the Patients can
afford it, transportation twenty to thirty miles is another problem. A family of mod-
erate means finds this an impossible amount to pay before the seventh month of
prqnancy. Women who live in very poor families and receive Medicaid fare no
better. The private obotetrical community by and large does not accept Medicaid as
reimbursement Who can blame them, aB Medicaid reimburses the OB $600 for a
normal delivery, which is lees than half of the pkvsician's charm.

The problem women face in accessing perinatd care are problems our entire soci-
ety win face. To see a change in our appalling infant mortality rate, we must be
aggressive in assuring that all children born La this country have access to quality

ue from conception to birth.
Prom the community health care perspective, my recommendations are as follows:
(l) Bevies the trend of regionalization of perinatal services and moving resources

back into rural areas;
(2) r4mmunity health center funding to perinatal programs in rural areas;
(3) Medicaid reimbursement to physicians;
(4) Closer examination of the state and local government's ability to assure access

to vire for all citizens, regardless of county of origin;
4 (5) Further development of MSC sites in regard to perinatal issues.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee. I commend you
for attempting to address this critical issue.

If I can provide you with any further information, please do not hesitate to con-
tact me.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you, and thank you to all members of
the panel.
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Dr. Lick, in your testimony, you talked about the establishment
of a natiofial rural policy retlecting the important concerns of rural
America, one which will help raise the consciousness level. What
are the important components of that policy?

Dr. IMIK. I think the most important element that, first of all,
has to be addressed is that we are going to look at rural America
differently than we have looked at rural America in the past.

There has been a poychd :4 prevailing 'm America that what-
ever rural America has is is enough, whatever that is, and as a
result, when we address problems and concerns, we, first of all,
have a tendency to do what you and I would do in our own lives
and that is, we look at where we get the most bang for the buck on
those bucks and ,so we go to problems in urban areas first because
the mass of the people are there.

So, the first element is that we have got to sw _we have serious
problems, we have allowed rural America to drift too long. We
have got to address these problens now as opposed to later when
the gap widens.

So the first element that needs to be there /3 we need to change
our awareness, our perspective, our priority level. I think another
element that needs to be there is to back off and examine what we
are presently doing in America. We have lots of things happening
in America that can help rural problems and yet we are not bring-
hig those to the fore, we are not pulling those or t and urilizing
them.

To give you an exam_ple, in rural education, there have been
some movements in the Federal Government to pull together some
rural initiatives. There is a committee that relates to the various
de artments within the Federal Government and they have been

about rural education.
Within the Department of Education, there is a mechanism for

looking at the various units within the Department of Education
and they have been talking about it. The mblem there is the atti-
tude. Nobody really cares enough about the rural elements to make
it happen.

In the particular instance of rural education, ultimately the past
Secretary cared enough that he said we are going to do it anyway.
We are going to do it whether you want to or not and so he created
a new high-priority policy and ho began to initiate some new
things that would bring about some changes.

Unfortunately, the new policy that is there, dealing with rural
education, it is a good policy, it is just kind of there quietly dying
because those people who are in pbtes to implement it and make
things happen really are not making it happen and it has gone
down from being amaybe a beginning priority to not being a pri-
ority.

So it is there in place, but it is not being used.
I am not suggesting, for example, that a new organization should

throw a lot of initiai dollars necessarily at problems. I am suggest,
ing that we need to ovate a mechanism that will allow us to set up
higher priorities, to look at rural problems from a rural perspec-
tive. Often, we look at problems from an urban perspective and we
try to urbanize the rural problems and sometimes that works and
sometimes that fails.

.
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I am suggesting redirecting dollars in some new, creative ways to
impact some of the tremendous problems that exist across rural
America.

Chairman MILLER. To whit extent do you think that perhaps pot.
icymakersnational policymakers and othersare trapped by this
romantic notion of rural America. The notion that if you are ixor,
it is better to be poor in rural America than it is in a highly dense
urban center? One reads your 'estimony, just the health care sta-
tistics on strokes and heart attacks, et Cetera, suggest that it is not
as ciuite as wistcirial as we think it is.

Dr. LICE. The romantic idea is real. It is real for the part of those
people who live in rural America and have the affluence to buy the
things that others cannot buy. So, for the person who has an above-
average income in rural AmeEica, it is a fantastic place to live, but
unfortunately, so many of our people in rural America, they do not

9 have that affluence.
They cannft afford to go to Emory and get heart surgery. They

cannot afford to go to the greatest clinic and have their baby deliv-
ered. They cannot afford to do those kinds of things, so that we
have serious problems. We have a high level of people in rural
America, who have a low education, the7 do net read or write well,
they do not have a high income, they live in poor housing and all
they are doing, in fact, is pemetuating that in others.

But for those who are affluent, for those who are more mobile,
who can go, the romantic idea is true, it is true.

Chairman MILLER. What is the role of an institution, such as
yours, in bringing together that kind of rural strategy?

Dr. LICK. I feel that institutions like mine have a roafor role to
play and, in fact, I would like to see us given the opportunity to
play that role.

We are trying yight now, and there are others around the coun-
try that are hying. State colleges and universities, for example,
have a national program going on tomorrow that I will be function-
hig at, in Atlanta, dealing with the urban economic development
and we can play a role, but the problem is we need some help in
doing that.

We need some help in finding some creative programs that will
give us some dollars to p ahead and put our psople to work in cre-
ative new ways. But without some seed dollars, if you will, to show
that something can actually have impact, we are not in a position
to do very much because the dollars we get from the State are
pretty much comminitted to those things that must be done, like
teaching in the classroom.

But, yes, we have not touched upon the effective use of our insti-
tution.s of higher educetinn. particularly the State colleges and uni-
versities that are distributed all over the place. .

We have got 38 of them in Georgia and we are not in any pod-
tion to really impact on the problem, but we need somebody.to help
us with initiatives that will allow us to try some experimental
things that will have some impact on these concerns.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Holloway, you are serving 11,000 women,
infants, and children in the WIC program currently. What kind of
waiting list do you have?
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Dr. HOLLOWAY. WIC has a priority system for serving all women,
infants, and children. Our waiting lists usually involve older chil-
dren and postpartum women. Right now, we are not serving any
postpartum women, so then is about a potential of 1,000 more
women who could be on the program. We are able to serve all WIC
priorities, 1 through 4.

Chairman Mims. So, with respect to your program, we would
not do 'Well to listen to the advice that the program could serve ad-
ditional populations if they just prioritize? You are already down to
age 4, right?

Dr. HomowAY. Right.
Chairman MILIZR. With respect to children?
Dr. H011OWAY. That is correct.
Chairman Miuzit. Thank you. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. Rowwm. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the ranking minority

member, then I will let you come back to me.
Chairman Mum. All right.
Mr. Coils. Mr. Anderson, you obviously have had some sums)!

in the National Association for the Sounern Poor in 0-ganizing
the poor to provide self-help to address specific needs within a par-
ticular locatIon.

Now you have just listened to the testimony of these doctors and
health providers, on either side of you, they i&ntified a very specif-
ic problem that exists in rural counties, probably a rural county
not unlike the rofile of counties that you are serving in North
Carolina, Virginia, and some other places.

How would you address through your organization the problems
that they identified? How would you go about doing that?

Mr. ANDERSON. Well, perhaps it is bat not to answer this in the
abstract, but to refer directly to some of the successes we have had,
as In Surry County, and as I have stated, the profile of Surry
County was very much the profde ofas described by the lead wit-
ness, Dr. Lick, and they have solved these problems.

Firstthe first thing you have to do is get the support of the
community and that you do by establishing the structure of the or-
ganization. The organization is extensive so that any program will
have the entire community's support.

The president of the organization, an ordinary working man
(we had one doctor in Surry County and he would handle some-
thing like 60 to 65 patients a day) went out and he raised a half a
million dollars from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He was
able to do that because they saw an organized community support-
ing the effort.

y then brought in 3 doctors, and 12 specialists. and other
medical specialists, and then he went out, since Robert Wood John-
son does not give brick and mortar, he raised money enough, an-
other half a million dollars, for a clinic. The health statistics im-
proved tremendously and immediately. This was in the course of
about 5 years.

Mr. Coiers. And this doctor was successful in doing this because
he was able to identif3r community support for this type of effort?

Mr. ANDERSON. That is right, and then they brought in the re-
sources themselves, tbir low income of the county did.
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Mr. COATS. I wonder if Dr. Holloway or Dr. Gatewood would
want to respond to that? Is that a workable modal that perhaps
you ought to be looking at?

Dr. GATEWOOD. We have gone through a number of
Mr. COATS. That 63 a bottom-up approach as opposed to a top-

down approach.
Dr. Gaimwoon. Yeah; we have gone through a number of differ-

ent efforts to involye community. We have been through, in our
area, tWO Robert Wood Johnson grants. We have failed in our area
with these.

Mr. COATS. Why have you failed and Surry County succeeded?
Dr. GATEWOOD. I think that is a question that needs to be ad-

dressed. I do not know enough about Mr. Anderson's program to
make that judgment. I do know that the further you get away from
Atlanta or get away from Columbusour health officethe louder
you have to holler to get.any funding.

We have, liend a program going which attempted to and has. actu-
ally done a very good job of getting community support, and over
the last e years, I think we have appealed to as many as .10 or 15
grant issuing bodies to support our community program. The thing
that I began to realize was that unless you have a fhll-time person
to *rite grants, and you are as far away from Atlanta as we are,
you have a very difficult time in getting a grant into the appropri-
ate form to get money.

Mr. COATS. Mr. Anderson, do you have a full-time person who
does that?

Mr. ANDERSON, No, we do not. The funds that were raised by our
organization were raised by the poor themselves, by private indi-
viduals, by volunteer efforts. I think it comes down to this, if I am
to make a general statement.

There are a lot of people who are concerned about poverty all
over the South, more than before, frankly, in recent years. But you
really cannot do much about a community of poverty if it depends
on the etforts of a few individuais and this is. I thh*, the mistake
that people make, that people who are in this building now are
people who are concernecl about poverty, but then they have not
gotten an organized community behind them and, you know, the
interesting thing is, it really works like magic once you do.

We have made strides in our county in not only the medical
area, but in education and in other areas. We have gone out and
we have found talented youth, It is a very fine thingwe had a
competition among our organizations in 1981 and got a poor boy
who could not get into college that year because he just could not
afford it and in March he became one of the finalists in the Metro-
politan Opera competition and came in second and 7 days later,
won a rxholareld; to London's preatious Guild Hall 960:1^I of
Music. There is a lot of that talent out there.

But we have found it in many of the poorthe very poor, who
we identified whep.I went down there 18 years ago, are graduating
from medical schools, and law schools, and so forth.

But as long as you have a minority in any community concerned
with the problem of poverty, (and you do always have a few indi-
viduals) I think you will not be successful. I was a part of the Fed-
eral effort. I thought there was a better way. I left the marbled
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hall, the Congress, 18 years ago, and went down, and tried it out,
and it worked, and it is still working. It is still producing results.

I have not been in Surry County in 15 years. I established the
Assembly of Burry .15 years ago and left and all of the benefits of
our efforts were done.by the people themselves.

They organized tlictuesourops Lind they got the results. That is a
little general, but !Welcome inirone to go into those counties. I
think it weukt be an inspiration just to see a beflire-ir i-after situa-
tion with the ftanizations weestablished called the Assembly.

Mr. COATS. Well, that is quite a description of a model we prob.
ably &light tohe looking at. I want to commend you for your efforts
along thatiiiie.

Ate, on6vother question of Dr. Lick.
Dr. Licic;We;. this morning, had a brief introduction to the medi-

cal props& here at Mercer, which essentially is designed to pro-
vide medical providers for rural Georgia communities.

It is a decicled effoit on the part of individuals here to ttirget a
specific need bf providing medical service to the small Georgia com-
munities. Is Southern Georgia University doing anything similar to
other fieldi? Are you trying to tarpt your education to both at-
tract and train and then send back Georgia students to meet specif-
ic rural needs?

Dr. Lim. We are. We were partly responsible for getting this
medical school established and we are very much doing that.

For exainple, we have a comparable program in nursing. It is a
rural nursing program. We called it that and it is primarily to pre-
pare fint.class professionals to go out and practice in smaller com-
munities, smaller hoapitals, and community health centers.

We have also put in a rural family nurse practitioner program.
We have also pne after and gotten -Federal funds to develop con-
tinuing sducation, particularly for nursing home nurses.

We are about to implement a master's degree program next year
for rural nurses. The same kind of thing in a number of other
areas, but the answer is, "Yes." But the problem is the whole situa-
tion is SO large, so immense, that we are touching a part of it. We
are not touching all the other allied health specialists, for example,
which there are *almost none in this part of Georgia.

If you look at physical therapists, occupational therapists, and
other kinds of health professionals, we have almost none and with-
out some Lad of funds to help us develop those programs and a
willing State to let us do it, it is just not getting done.

If you look for physical therapists, you would find two in our
county and we are in great shape in comparison to others. There
,tre almost no occupational therapists at all and we can go on to
other kinds of health professionals.

and Aupsta, put some programs out where they are actually going
to
doing that in America right now.

much more is needed' and that is true in rural education as well as

.provide practitioners to go into the rural areas and we are not

rural health. That is true injust a number of areas.

So, the answer is,"Yes, we are." We are trying to do more but so

N

So, t.he rnagoitude ot the problem is immense and that is part of
what I talked about in terms of creating a psychology of.priorities,
so these things are importat Do not just put programs m Atlanta
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So, the problems are so great, ;going back to Congressman Mil-
ler's comments, the organization he asked a question about, really
needs to have an ability to create an awareness.

We do not even have good national data on what is the situation
in rural nierica relative to the rural bealth. That data is not

, We have very little and it.is not goocl.
6 need a national study,to say what really iswhat are the cir-

cumstances of rural health in rural America versus urban Amer-
ica. Wi do not really know. We have done some studies here in
Georgia and we know pretty well, but we do not know nationally
very welr-and. MI* we say this is an immense.problem that has
severe conde.quences and really go at it as a prionty, we will contin-
ue to have Serious problems.

Mr. COAii Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Cheirman-Mnasa. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. RowLorn: Thank you, me Chairman.
I want to direct this question to Dr. Gatewood and Dr. Holloway,

tco.T was struck by what you said about decreasing the number of
hospitals from eight to two. We have seen this taking place in the
rural areas over the past several years.

I wonder how much you think the activities of the Federal Gov-
ernmeet may be contributing to that decrease? For example, the
development of primary, secondary, arid tertiary hosptials moving
health care out of the more rural areas because primary hospitals
are not able to meet certain criteria set by the Federal Govern-

:ment.
The regionalization of our country into areas where less is paid

in One area than in another. area, the apparent inequity in reim-
bursement of Medicare and Medicaid for more ruM areas, these
are things that I have been aware of over the years and become
more acutely aware of since I have been in the Congress.

Do you have the same sort of feeling as I do, that perhaps while
the Federal Government has been trying to help provide rare in
rural areas, they have in fact been doing just the opposite?

Dr. HOWYP/Alf. I feel very definitely that is the case.
Like I say, our hospital system, our health care system developed

as a result of a Federal initiative, the Hill-Burton Act, that wanted
to make health care accessible to the population. Our area is liter-
ally as big as the State of Massachusetts; while you might have
only 6,000 or 8,000 people in a county, that county could oe tremen-
dously large; so small hospitals were set up, 14 of them in a 16-
county area.

What has happend with DRG's and with the health care reim-
bursement situation is that a Jarige hospital in the area will set up
L. ,;regra= jug' to attraa praius pa.azt-stz, a that
make money, et cetera. They do not set up programs that .will at-
tract indigent jiatients and patients that have no money. This
really erodes the fmancial base for the small hospitals when the
paying patients and patients who have resources go out of town.

I think that is one of the crises of our situation is that we are
caught in a changing health care economy. In our area, the system
was set up one way and the rules have afi changed. We really lack
providers. We do not have any private practice psychiatrists in our
area at all and we need many other specialists.
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Dr. GATEWOOD. I would agree with that. I do think that one of
the problems is to set limitations for different sizes on hospitals
and in trying to be sure that the obstetric care was quality care. In
a hospital which only delivered 100 babies, we have discovered that
that is almost impossible in this day and time.

The tertiary system, secondary level and primary level system
obstetric care in Georgia has been one of the very best things that
has happened. It has, to a certain extent, hurt the viability of the
rest of toe services provided and that need to be provided locally.

So it is very difficult to p;.4 the degree of discernment of what
should remain primary-type care and what should be moved up on
a tiered system. I think this has caused a good bit of the confusion,
paiticularly, complicated by the for-profit hospital corporations.
They are indeed taking tremendous advantage of the nonprofit hos-
pitals who must depend on cost sharing. It is a very complex issue.

working as a detriment to provi health care In rural areas?
Mr. lIOWLAND. Am I hearing that for-profit hospitals are

Dr. GATEWOOD. I think very. mu so when you look at hosptials,
such as ours, where we must offer all services, including obstetric
care.

We !'sie a tremendous expense from delivering a high percent-
age of indigent patients, and our charges are as high or higher
than the for-profit hospital that is 40 miles away, which because
they do have an elevated rate of collections, are able to have very
fme facilities. They are carpeted and have a lot of amenities that
are not necessary but that are much apprwiated.

So, our hospital is losing the paying patient because we are
having to take care of the deficit patient and it is a very, very seri-
ous problem for the size community, which supports a nonprofit
secondaiy leiel hospital.

Mr. ROWIAND. Mr. Anderson, will you address that? You appar-
ently are not having that kind of problem in the area where you
have such great success? Can you look at that a little bit and give
us some idea about why you are doing so well and others have not
done well in other areas?

Mr. ANDEMON. Again, I have not done it, nor do I know the de-
tails. I cannot tell you in detail how they did it. All I can tell you is
that they have done it. They have had success.

Mr. ROWLAND. Just one other comment and question, Mr. Chair-
man.

All three of yau who are involved in medical care now, find the
liability problem to be in a crisis situation at this point.

I knowI was contacted by some midwives in New York City
about the problem and, in fact, their liability pretty soon was going
to cost more than what they made annually in order to stay in
business. We find that to be a severe problem in the State of Geor-
gia, regardless of the cost for it? Is' that true or not?

Ms. MosinzY. If I may, in hiring tha National Health Service
Corns obstetrician, I had to do a perspective analysis of the insur-
ance policy for the 4 years that ale would be here. Before the St.
Paul rate hike, it would have been $100,000 for the 4-year period
and if they had gotten what they had asked, it would have been
$160,000 for the 4-year period and for a Federal-funded center, that
is, You know, $25,000 to $40,000 a year for a policy which is almost
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what we pay our family physician, you know, and that to us was
justwe could not have borne that cost. That is why she has been
hirW federally and I am sure the private sector would feel this
much treater than we do.

Dr. GAISMOD. I pay approximately 25 percent of what my take-
home pay is for malpractice premiums. One of the problems that
wet run into now is that in the rural areas, even if we raise our
feesas we have in the last 10 years, from $800 for delivery to
81,000 for .deliverymy salary does not rise. We do not recruit
well. We cannot tell a young doctor who is getting out of residency,
unless he has, some very strong altruistic streA in him, that he
should come to the rural area and deal with a lower salary, plus
the insecurity of what the Government funding is for providing
care. We will very soon find other problem areas such as the Cor-
dele situation, where there are no doctors willing to deliver babies.
I think you will soon find that there will be a town the size of
Americus where we deliver 1,000 babies where no obstetricians are
willing to practice.

The stress of his financial cruich and the tremendous emotional
stress is great. The wholesome feeling that we had in our physi-
cian-patient relationship and the rewards that there were 10 yeam
ago are now gone. We are at the point where there is a negative
air in the practice of obstetrics.

Mr. Ruwww. Thank you.
Chairman Mum. Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEvni. Yes. Mr. Lick, you mentioned the absence of hard

data on rural health. Is there any educated guess as to the extent
of illiteracy on the education side in rural areas in Georgia?

Dr. Licic. Yes, there are estimates. They are better than the
health estimates and illiteracy in rural Georgia is relatively high.
Somewhere between 20 and 80 percent is the currem estimate of
illiteracy in the State of Georgiv.

The expectation is that this costs the State of Georgia some $9
billion a year in lost and economic revenue.

Mr. LEWN. So the estimate is that illiteracy in rural areas
ranges between 20 and 80 percent?

Dr. WK. Yes. The problemyou see, the problemyou can pick
it apart with pieces, but it is a total problem. You just have a badly
underserved area and it ranges all the way from the youngster, 0
to 8 or 4 or 5 years old, where wc have homes where there was
little education in the parents, there is littk reading, there are not
very many stimuli for the child, there is no reading to the child
and you start a person who is going t..1 have a diminished potential
throughout life because of that very bod beginning.

And it is not that we can turn it all around and correct the
whole problem, but we can make it so much better than it is and if
we do not, then all we do is recycle generation after generation,
someone who is a problem and those same kind of problems can
perpetuate health probleme, education problems, adult illiteracy
problems, criminal problems, unemployment prnblems, economic
problems, all the way through.

So, really, when you look at the system in rural America, 1 am
suggesting that you look at the totality of the system in rural
America and that is the kind of organization one needs that has
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enough clout, enough ability to say, 'We have a lot of problems
and here is how we need to address thele various problems."

Adult illiteracy in the State of Georgia is very, very high. My in-
stitution is Just beginning to get into that area. We have got the
first smallquality basic education is the name of our new law in
Georgiagrant fq try to do somethipg about that and we are begin-
ning that thrust now and it is u major problem.

Mr. Univ. Thank you.
Dr. Gatewood responded to Mr. Co'at's question, whether you had

any comments on Mr. Anderson's testimony. I wonder if Dr.
Holloway or Ms.

Ms:Mosztzr. Moseley.
Mr. LEvin [continum,g]. Ms. Moseley had any reactions.
Dr. HOLLOWAY. We have had various communities who have had

good community organizetion and have good local success stories.
Sister Mary Petrosky is in the audience today from Jeff Davis

County aiid they have gotten a Robert Wood Johnson grant. They
have established a health care center and that county today is in
much, much better shape health-care-wise than it was 5 years ago.

Unfortunately, that county does not affect the county next door
and in the rural areas, if I do something in Waycross, it does not
help the people in Blackshear which is 8 miles away.

grew up in a small, rural place in South Carolina named Ware
Shoals and today as I drive through Honea Path, which is 8 miles
away, I get this terrible feeling because I hate those people so
much.ILaughter.]

Dr. Hot.Lowax. It is a big problem. Rural areas have a great deal
of conflict between towns; therefore, community organization has
by nature, in a rural area, got to be very, ve7 local.

It is hard to do much community orgamrotion when you have
got counties that have less than a 5,000-population base and over
16 percent unemployment. So, it is the magnitude of the problem, I
guess, that I would like to emphasize.

Ms. Mosnar. Well, our clinic would not be there if we had not
had some Dominican nuns come to the area in 1976 and begin a
ministry base among low-income people, where the people who
needed the program determined the program, whatever it may be,
from food to clothing to health io housing and they have been very
successful.

We do not havewe have a referral relationship with them.
They do a lot of our counselingbut their program is such that if
someone is in nced, they most contribute back to the community to
receive the assistance, you know. It is a give-and-take self-help kind
of situation, butand they n ere very helpfnl with obstetrics when
we had no one to deliver at all.

They got riders who would drive women down to Grady Hospital,
which was about a 1-hour drive to the intercity of Atlanta. These
women were particularly at risk for problems.

They were able to help in that way, but the obstetrical problem
is so expensive and so Wge that it does go beyond, I think, the
scope of volunteer services.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Anderson, as I finish my 5 minutes, I would ap-
preciate it if you could send us more information about activities
perhaps focused on purry County. It strikes me, listening to your
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testimony and reactions, that we tend to get hung up or caught up
in either/or propositions, top down, bottom up.

In many of the early poverty Programs, you were a part of it,
participation was mandated by the poor. Going through your testi-
mony, and it does not have all the details, amidst the descriptbn of
self-help, there is a lot of' reference to governmental programs.

People built houses with FHA programs. They started education
expansion by a new school. It is not clear how it was funded. So, I
think it would be helpful if you couki send us the details, including
funding sources, for example, for expanded education programs.

How much title I moneys there might have been, the change in
teacher ratios, fromwhat was it, 80-something to

Mr. ANDERSON. Porty-five to one to 17 to 1.
Mr. LEVIN. It would be interesting to know where the money

came from. That is a major shift and probably required a lot of re-
sources. So, if you could send us the details, I think all of us would
be interested in receiving that.

Mr. ANDERSON. I would be glad to do that I would just like to
say that so much of the antipoverty effort is dealing with pieces of
the problem instead of with the whole thing. Today we are concen-
trating primarily on health and there is an interrelationship with
all the problems and this is why I think that you really do, but if
you want to deal with all the problems, you have to organize an
institution that addresses all of the problems.

Second, insofar as your specific question is concerned, I will be
glad to. I think that so many of the problems that our organiza-
tions have dealt with, deals with a combination of private and
public funds and I think that that is how you deal with a lot of the
problems you haw.

In the case of the medical problem in Surry County, they started
out with a foundation grant. Then they wanted to build a clinic
and they went out and they got a combination of private funds.

The clinic that they built in Surry County, the first grant was
$125,000 from a white resident in Surry County who was wealthy,
in a county in which the races had very little contact.

In Portsinouth. VA, they wanted to start a trading program for
the hardcore unemployed. So, they went out from private sources
and raised those funds and the program was so successful that the
city of Portsmouth, the placement rate was 80 percent, taking the
hardcore unemployed off the street, making them carpenters and
plumbers, and so forth.

So, the city itself took over the funding of the program on a level
of $100,000. So that it really does depend on the type of problem
that you have, the remedy that you are applying. but I would be
glad to send you that information.

[Information referred to follow:4
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Chairman Miami. Thank you to all members.
Dr. LICE Mr. Chairman.
chairman Mims& Yes.
Dr. LICK. May :just make one more comment?
Coming back to the broad base of the concerns that we have

raised this morning, you knev, it is going to take an extremely
complex networking arrangeme it to solve some of the problems we
are talkinicabout

Let me mggest there is already part of that in place right now. It
is just not being used effectively.

4 Itisbeingusedasitwasused2OandSOand4Oyearsago,as
opposed to 1,eing updated and modernized to really serve rural
America and that is our cooperative extension offices around
America.

We have a network with co-op extensions in every State, coming4 through the State university system. They are in every county in
America and so 3rou really have already a network in'place to serve
rural America, but we will ilave to change the sense of their prior-
it4es, the sense of their goals, the sense of their outreach and we
will have to encourage them to work with other institutions of
higher education, other soeial agencies and to forth. But, in fact,
there is a rather major network in place and if we mild bring
them up to date and say your role is to really serve rural America
directly and importantly, you would see a tremendous change
within a 6- to 10-year period in the kinds of problems we are talk-
ing about

C'hairman Miusn Thank you.
I want to thank the parel for highlighting a number of problems

for the committee. I think it is important It is clear that the
region can't compete if it continues to lose the number of children
that it does, for health reasons or educational reasons; our society
as a whole cannot retain ita strength under those circurmtances.

Let me just say that the members of this committee and the
Members of Congress are really quite excited about the southern
Governors initiative that was brought to the Congress last week, in
terms of extending Medicaid eligibility to those populations now
not covered in a number of States, those that fall netween State
eligibility and Federal poverty levels. It is an interesting bill be-
cause you will find both Ted Kennedy and Strom Thurmond ere
coauthors of that legislation, along with many Members of the
House and the Senate on a bipartisan basis. As pointed out by this
panel. The earlier we start to attack these problems among our
children, the greater benefits and payoff that we will see. So, in
one way, we see the South troubled by these problems and in an-
other way, we see the South taking the initiative to nationally ad-
dress those problems that they have had so much experience with.

So thank you very much for your time.
The need panel will be made up of Mark Mem, who is the direc-

tor of industrial development for the State of Indiana; Polly Porter,
who will be accompanied by her son, Howard, from Metter, GA;
and Dr. John Iker4 who is the department head and professor of
agricultural economics from the University of Georgia; Dr. Chrys-
tal Barranti, who is extension home ecoeomist, from the human de-
velopment department of the University of Georgia; Dr. Dennis
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Orthner, who is director, center for work and family . --nes from
the University of Georgia and Louise Hill, who is the women's co-
ordinator for the Georgia Farm Bureau from Macon,.GA.

Once again, yor can see how we get into these questions and an-
timers in the period of time allowed us and so to the extent, again,
which you can summarize, . so that members of the committee will
have an opportuity to ask questions, it would be appreciated.

Also, I would like to askif there are no objections, I would like
to ask that Ms..Porter be allowed to go first since Howard has been
standing here all morning very patiently. He got up at 8 this morn-
ing and had breakfast with the members of the chamber of com-
merce and members of this committee and I think Howard and his
sister may have other things to do than listen to us.

So wc are going to let you, Polly, if you do not mind, go first ane
you can proceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF POLLY PORTER, MOTHER, METTER,.GA,
ACCOMPANIED BY HOWARD PORTER

Ms. PORTER. Thank you.
First of all, on behalf of my family and other families across the

United States, I want to thank all of you for caring. I hope that I
can help you begin to understand the experiences that not only my
family, but other families just like ours are going through as we
try to survive this farm crisis.

I would also like to say when I refer to a way of life, I am not
referring to the way of life Dr. Lick was talking about I am refer-
ring to a good way of life in rural Georgia.

I would like to tell ycr 'bout my family. Our daughter, Mary
Ann, is 5 and she is in ki _marten. Howard, her brother, is 7 and
he is in the first grade at Metter Primary School. I hope he does
not turn off the microphone.

My husband, Robert, is employed by the Pineland Mental Health
Department at a center for the mentally and physically handi
capped citizens and I am a health and physical education teacher
at Metter Middle School.

To explain to you the full effect the farm crisis hes had on our
family would be almost impossible. The economic side is not so
hard. We can all write down a dollar figure, but to tell you how
things have made us feel is a lot harder to put into words.

I can tell you about the land, the equipment, the animals and
the house that we lost, but how can I tell you about the way of life
that we are now missing?

First of all, I would like to go back a few years and live you a
brief history of our family. When Robert returned from Vietnam
and I graduated from Georgia Southern Colleges we were married
and we lived a year in Florida while he completed his tour of duty
for the Air Force. Soon after we moved back to Metter, we found a
farm with a house and we arranged to purchase this farm. I guess,
Personally, this was one of the most exciting and happy times of
my life because my dream of being a farmer's wife and of living in
a wooden house on a dirt road was coming true.

8 9
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The farming was not easy itself. I was teaching and Robert had
another job with another farmer to help make ends meet, I guess is
what we will say.

So we farmed after hours: We farmed together. While he did
mai of the work, I helped him by filling the seed-7putting feed *
the tractor ankeverr now and then I wonlif inoW or harroW for
hini. He did. mit waht me to plow too much- becatise I Wowed up
most of his .cprn. We would load hogs, help sows have pigs and
soneetimes eVen in the lite afternoon go-fishing together.

And in 1978, Hoivard wanorn; I had planned to take a few
years off from teaching and itay home with My children. When we
talk about ckisis in 'America with children, I think one of the
crisesand do not get me wrong because I enjoy teaching and I
enjoy getting out of the house for' a while, but I think one of the
crises is that we mothers are not spending either quantity or qual-
ity time with our children. W. are a lot of times looking for other
institutions or other people to provide the love and time that we
need to be providing for them. That was how I felt and that is how
I felt about.staying home with my children, but I was not able to
do that.

Somebody's mother, a grandmother, toid me that I could do it if I
wanted to and I guess I chose not to. I just did not feel financially I
could stay home and not -have that paycheck coming in.

And then in '1980, Mazy Ann was born and ! think, along with
the fact that I could not stay home with my children, this waswe
had been on the farm for about 4 years end the crisis was really
beginning for our family.

Robert had to to work in town becanse the farmer that he was
working for could no longer afford for him to work for him and
that meant a time to be at work and a time to get off work, which
kept him away from our farm a little bit longer.

I do not know that on our farm we ever had a financially good
year. We both had jobs off of the farm, but every penny we were
making was going back into the farm. We had spent a substantial
amount of the money that I had inhcraed from my parents on a
down payment on the farm and also puechasing a tractor and there
were years that we had trouble paying back the interest on the
loan, the operating low, and the farm payment. M a matter of
fact, I do not know that we ever made a tomplete farm payment.

Robert was a good farmer and he worked real hard, but I think
but it seemed like that things were happening that we had no con-
trol t,ver arid let me give you a couple of examples.

One year, we had a beautiful corn crop It came up, it was green,
it was growing, it looked-At was just beautiful, but just as the ker-
nels were forming on the cob and needed rain most of all, it did not
rain and it did nct rah' and it did not rain for about 4 weeks there
and we did not have any irrigation and we los t. that corn crop and
everything we had put into it.

The nextin the next 1 or 2 years, we had an abundant soybean
crop. It all made beautifully, the only problem was every other
farmer in Georgia made a beautiful soybean crop too so the price
was low when you look at supply and demand.
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So these are some of the things that we had no control over and I
do not believe Congress has any control over either, as far as the
rain.

Several farmers in Candler and surrounding counties were plant-
ing onions. We are in the Vidalia onion belt legally and so we de-
cided that we might try planting onions. There. is a tremendous ex-

nse to planting onions, but the profit with onions could be real
h. . .

as h last stip to rescue our farm, Robert decided to plant
onions and just as they were sprouting, the disaster occurreI. In
one night of freezing rain and wind, We lost $25,000. This is an-
other thing. We could not wrap up those onions in blankets, we
could not do anything but sit there in the truck and watch them
freeze.

The effects of these experiences on my family are not easily ex-
plained. First of all, let me tell you that what has ha-ppened to our
family is not usique to us. The details may not be the same, but I
know from some of our friends and neighbors in Candler County
that the effects are much thesame.

After about the third year of farming, I could see a change
place in my husband. He bwan to be a little more withdrawn and
had heard that sometimes this wasthis was something that hap-
pened to Vietnam veterans. So I assumed this was what was caus-
ing this and I tried to deal with it in that way.

By the time we had turned our farm over to FHA, Robert had
begun to drink more and he was drinking almost even, day. I am
sure that some Of you have experienced working as hard as you can
for something and then having it fail.

iIf you can magine this happening 5 or 6 years in a row, maybe
you can understand how Robert must have felt. I tried to help him
feel better and I tried to keep it all together, but I was having a lot
of the same kinds of feelings of depression.

We had chosen this life on a farm ..47st only fcr: ourselves, but also
for our children. We wanted a life (mi. of the fast lane where we
could spend time together with God, with nature and on our own
land, but it was not working out.

Mary Ann and Howard, by the time they were 5 years o14, had
seen a goat and a litter of kittens born. We spent many a summer
afternoon picking blackberries for jelly, riding horses, swimming in
our pond, and just going for walks in the woods.

Robert and the children would go out at night sometimes and
catch fireflies, if you know what fireflies are, or lightning bugs.
Howard had a goat of his own and we had three horses. One of
Yoward's favorite places was his tree house. We also had a garden.
in summer and winter, there were some days when almost every-
thing on our table were things we had grown on our land.

I feel that too often parents buy things to entertain their chil-
dren instead of spending time with them and I felt like in the coun-
try, it was a little bit less tempting to buyit may have been be-
cause of our finances, but also a little less tempting to buy things
to entertain them.

When it became apparent that we could not continue to lose
money, we had a conference with the Farmers Home Administra.
tion and we decided to turn our farm back over to them. This was
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a hard thing to do. It was what we had been working for for 8 or 9
yesus.

We tried to work something out with them so that we could keep
the house and the pasture, but that did not work either and so we
began to realize that the house by the side of the road was no
longer ours.

Robert's drinking continued to get worse. I do not have the time
to try to explain to ymi what it is like to live with someone who
drinks too much. I honestly believe the farm situation had a lot to
do with him increasing his drinking.

The children and I weie not only having to adjust to the fact
that we were losing our farm, -we also had to adjust to a man who
was living in depression. Thc. Farmers Home Administration let us
live in our house until we had finallyuntil they had sold it and
then said that we could live there until the new owners wanted us
to move and shis was both gotid and bad.

We experienced two growing seasons where nothing was planted
on the farm and the weeds grew, but we also had time to decide
what we were going to do and where we were going to go next.

During thia. time, Robert accepted a job at High Hope, which is
the center for the mentally and physically handicapped, and I
think this job, we might saY saved RoWrt. I feel like tt helped him
to understand that he c ild do something else that was worth-
while. He is a very kind and mild mannered person and is very
good with working with people who need special help, and so I
think that he found a place for him other than on the farm.

As a result of this job and maybe along with the job, Robert de-
cided or began to realize that his drinking had gotten out of hand. I
think when he found mit he was needed, maybe he found out that
he dtd not need the alcohol. In the spring of 1985 he checked him-
self into an alcohol treatment center in Brunswick, and the resulta
of this treatment proved to be another salvation for our family.

At first I did not realize how much all of this was affecting our
children. I guess I was more concerned about mYself and how it
was affecting me. Between the two children, Howard seems to be
the more expressive of his feelings and Mariann, of course, is a
year younger and does not express her feelings, excuse me, 20
months younger.

Mariann does not express her feelings quite as much. These ex-
amples that I am using from Howard is the fact that he expresses
himself more often. 1 am becoming more and more aware of the
fact that we need to let our children express their feelings some-
times and maybe even take them into consideration.

A lot of times when families are in crisis we may forget that the
children are also going through a crisis, whether it Ls the farm
crisis or the divorce or an alcoholic _parent, or whatever the crisis
may be. We may forget about the children because we adults are
trymg to survive ourselves and somethnes these things cor..e out in
school.

Being a teacher, I can see where some of the children in my
classes, their behaviors, because of problems that have been going
on at home and sure enough they change, and I can see that How-
ard's behavior in kinderg_arten was changing during the time his
daddy was in treatment. His teacher and I had talked about his be-
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havior several times and some of the problems that he experienced
are a little personal and I am not going to share them with you.

However, he did become more aggressive, a little more aggressive
toward 'his peers, and to have a kindergarten teacher that was
aware that changes were going on and was considerate or caring
enough to share these and discuss these with me, I think, was real
important. He shared a lot of his feelings with his teacher and that
maj_have been a good outlet for him to let out some of his feelings.

Aggle Robert was in treatment I was invited to go to the treat,
ment center to a family conference, and it was not so much or it
was not they did not tell me how I could help Robert, excuse me. it
was more to help me help myself and my children deal with the
proolem, and they also shand with tie how iniPerteat it was that
the children be able to share their feelings.

I had a little trouble dealing with Robert's being in treatment,
while I was veg proud of his being there, how I was going to ex-
plain it to the Sunday School class and people who might not have
understood how fantastic it was for him to lay that he had a prob-
lem and want to do something about it:

Anyway, Howard seemed to have a lot better understanding of it,
I guess, when he related to his class at kinlergarten that his daddy
had gone scaneelece and when he came back he would be a better
man and that is exactly what happened. When he came back he
was a much better man. He seemed to be more in control of his life
instead of the events of his life controlling him.

So in August 1985 we deaded to move to Metter, move to town.
The faim had been sold an: 'he new owner was going to come out
and- cut down a lot of trees .And make a lot .1 changes, so we felt
like this was the time to move to Metter. When we first told the
children about it, they were real excited about going to town, and
the Peeple, the children they would be able to play with, but when
we actaallY started packing and the children realiud that we could
not take the horses with us, we could not take the goats or the
pond, the treehouse, they changed their minds somewhat.

In fact, I think Howard said two or three times he wasn't going
to move to town, but, anyway, we moved into town, and thank
goodness, my sister and I owned a wooden house on a paved road
in town, so we moved into that house. If we had to pay a substan-
tial amount of rent right now we could not or we would have had
to make other arrangements.

Soon after we moved to town, in fact, about 2 weeks later, How-
ard's teacher in the first grade assigned them to write in a journal,
and what sh e. does, she tells them a topic and they write on it
except with first graders a lot of times it is pictures instead of
actual words and sometimes the words are not words that you and
I could read.

Anyway, he drew a picture of his farm and he drew the animals
and the house and I felt like through this journal he was able to
express the fact that he was missing the farm. I want to put a plug
in there for the teacher and the journal and the children being
able to express themselves. Later on in his ,journal he wrote, or the
teacher gave him the topic, "If I had a million dollars." This was in
December. We had been in town for a good while and Howard's re-
eztion to this was, I would take it and buy my daddy a jeep; I
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would buy a survival knife and with the money left I would buy a
farm 'from the FHA. That to me kind of expressed the whole thing,
hie feeling about the whole thing. That is what he would have liked
to do.

As far as coping with the changes the' we have made, I guess we
are doing OK. I will have to say we are coping, tbrJugh the grace
of God. He has brought some other things into our life when he
took the farm out. The children are able to play with some neigh-
bors and they seem to be adjusting. Robert has a farm, I mean a
garden in the back yard, so he is still digging in the dirt and we
are planting things9 Since we gave the farm back to FHA, last year the Farmers
Home Administastion auctioned our equipment and applied that to
the loan that we had taken out from them, and we ended up
having to pay $2,500 income tax on that equipment That is some-
thing that I do not know how to cope with. I mean, we did that but
I do not understand it.

Why did we have to pay that income tax on the equipment that
was sold when we did not have the equipment or die farm any-
more? And then one more blow, last month we received a letter
from the Farmers Home Administration that we still owed them
$16,700. That letter is in my cigar box filing cabinet in the top
drawe of my desk and I do not know how to cope with that either.

As we look back on all this I get a sick feeling about not being
able to live on the farm. However, I feel like one day we will go
back to the country, maybe not planting onions or soybeans or
corn, but to go back to the country and try to recapture some of
the way of life that we might have lost.

Let me thank you all again.
[Prepared statement of Polly Porter followsl

PREMIUM STATEMENT OF }tux POUTER, METTER, GA

On behalf of my family and other families across the United States, I want to
thank all of you for your concern. I hope that I can help,you begin to understand
the experiences that not only my family but many other Amines just lite ours are
going through as we tq' to survive this farm crisis.

I would like to introduce my family. Our daughter, Mariann, is five years old. She
is in kindergarten. Howard,her brother, is seven years old. He is in the first grade
at Metter Primary School. My husband, Robert, Is employed by the Pineland Mental
Health Dept. at a center for the mentally and physically handicapped citizens. I am
a Health and Physical Education teacher at Metter Middle School-.

To explain to you the Bill abet this farm crisis has had on my family would be
almost impossible. The economic side is not so hard, because we can wnte down a
dollar amount. It is much more difficult to put feelings into words. I can tell you
about the land, equipment, animals, and house we kat, but how can I tell you about
the "way of life" we lost?

Let me go back a few years and five you a brief histo7 of our family. Soon after
Robert, returned from MIME= Mid I graduated from col ego we were married. We
lived in Florida for a year while he completed his tour of duty with the Mr Force.
We then moved back to Metter. Five years later we found a farm with a house, and
we arranged to borrow the money from the Federal Land Bank and the Farmers
Home Administration. I guess, Personally, was about as happy as I could be. My
dream of being a farmer s wife and living in a wooden house on a dirt, road was
coming true.

Farming, of ct arse, is not an easy job.. was teaching and I .1 was doing farm
work with anoCier farmer. We farmed the land together whet. were not working
at our other joht. I would help him load the seed into the planters, or grease the
harrows, ur whatever he needed help with. Sometimes I would just ride the tractor
with him and watch the birds or see a hawk catch a rat. Most important we were
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working together on our land. We put up fence, helped sows have pigs, loaded hogs,
and sometimes in the late afternoon we might even have time to go fishing togeth-
Cr.

In 1978 our son, Howard, was born, and in 1980, Ood bleseed us with a daughter. I
had planned to take a leave of absence from teaching to stay home with our chil-
dren until they reached echool eze. By 1980 it was not fmancially possible for me to
stay home. The "fano was beginning for us. Robert was force& to get a job in
town because the fart.o... be worked for could not afford to keep him. He went to
work for an agri-supply company.

I Om% know that we ever had a financially good 7ear. We both bad jobs away
freAtt the farm, but every penny we were making was going back into the farm. We
had spent a substantial amount of the money r had inherited from my parents on
the downpayment on the farm and on the purchase of a tractor. There were years
when we could pay back the operating loan and the interest on the land, but no
matter bow hard we tried we could not make a full loan pnyinent.

Robert was a good farmer and he worked very hard at laming, but it seemed like
we had no control over what was happening to us. One year we had a beautffnl corn
crop. When water was most crucial, it didn't rain. In fact the corn kernels never
formed from lack of rain. We lost the entire crop. Another year we made a beautiful
soybean crop but so did everyone else. The price we received for the beans was less
than what it had cost us to plant them. Most years seemed to be like that and no
matter how hard we tried things happea.xl over which we had no control.

Several farmers' in Candler and surrounding counties had planted onions and
made a profit on them. So in 1980 Robert decided to plant onions. The cost of plant-
ing onions is very high but the 'refit can be nigh also. This was our last hope to be
able to stay In farming. The onions came up fine and Robert and I were so proud of
them. Just as they were sprouting the disaster occurred. In one night of freezi. ng
rain and wind we lost $25,000. These are the kinds of things that hurt us so bad,
both physically and emotionally. The harder we tried the worse it got.

The effccts of these experiences on our family are not easily expkined. First of all
let me say that what has happened to our family is not unique to us. The details
may not be the same but I know from some of our Mends and neighobrs in Candler
County that the effects are much the same. After about the third year of farming, I
could see a clump taking place in my husband. He began to be even more with-
drawl. I had heard about this being something that sometimes happened to veter-
ans of the Vietnam War. So I tried to deal with his depression from this standpoint.
Robert also began to drink more often. By the time we turned our farm over to the
Fm.H.A. Robert was drinking almcsit everyday. I am sure that some of you have
experienced having worked as hard as you can towards a goal only to have it fail. If
you can imagine this happening five or six years in a row, maybe you can under-
stand how R.obert must 1ia', lt. I tried to help him feel better, but I was experi-
encing many of the same feelings. We had chosen a life on the farm not only for
ourselves, but this is where we had hoped to raise our children. We wanted a life
out of the fast lane, where we could spend time together with nature on our own
land.

Mariann and Howard had seen a goat and kittens born by the time they were
five. We spent many a summer afternoon picking blackberries for jelly, riding
horses, swimming in our pond, and just going for walks in the woods. Rert and
the children would go but at night and catch fireflies. Howard had a goat of bis own
and we had two horses. One of Howard's favorite places was hie treehouse that his
daddy had built for them in the pasture. We always had a garden. In summer and
winter there were some days when almost everything on otr table would be things
we had grown. By having animals around, I feel that maybe the children may also
have learned a little more about birth and death.

I feel that, too often, parents buy things to entertain their children rather than
spending time with them. It seemed that was not quite so tempting in the country.
Already I miss the time we had together out there.

When it became apparent that we could not continue to lose money, we turned
our farm back over to the Fm.H.A. This was a very hard thing to do. We tried to
work something out so that we could keep the house and pasture. That did not
work. The house by the aide of tbe road was no lonxer OWL

Robert's drinking continued to get worse. I don t hare the time to try to explain
to you what it is like to live with someone who drinks too much. I honestly believe
that the farm situation had a lot to do with him increasing his drinking. Robert was
not a violent drinker even when it was at it's worse. The children and I were not
only having to adjust to the fac' that we were losing our farm we also had to adjust
to a man who was living in depression.
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We were allowel to live in our house until the farm sold. This was both good and
bad. It was very depressing eeeing the land not planted and seeing it grow up in
weeds. We did however have a chance to decide what to do.

Robert accepted a, job at High Bop% ths center for the handicapped. This job
seemed to have saved Robert or at least it helped hits to realize that he could do
something else that was worthwhile. Robert is a vety kind mild mannered person.
He is very good with this type of individual. He soon began to cat back on Us drink.
ing. this was not an easy task either. In the Spring of 1984 Robert checked himself
into an alcoholic treatment center in Brunswick Georgia. The results of this treat-
meat proved to be another salvation to our family.

At first I did not realize how much this was affecting our children. Our son,
Howard, seemed to meet aware of the changes that were taking plaae. Howard has
always been a veoy sensitive boy. Mariann was younger and she does not share her
feelings as much as Howard does. I am afraid that we adulth too often forget about

feelinp of our children. Being a teacher and a mother, I am becoming more and
taore aware of how much crisis of any kind in the family affect the children. A Iot
of times these things will come to a surface at school. Last year, when Howard was
in the kindawhis teacher noticed that Howard's behavior was changing. She
and I talked about this eeveral times. Some of the changes or problems he was expe-
rie g are personal and for Howard's sake I will not share them. He did become
mo... =MOM tOwaTd8 his peers. I cannot begin to tell 3rou how lucky we were to
have such a sensitive teacher. She was able to get Howard to share some of his feel.
ings with her and in turn was better able tohelp him. This was the first time I
became aware that this crisis in our family was having an affect on the children.

While Robert was in treatment, I was invited to ie.) to a family conference at the
center. This conference proved to be one the inost helpful things, not only in learn.
ing what I could do to help mysef deal with Robert's drinking, but Woo in helping
me to understand the importance fo allowing the children to share their litehngs.
The children talked a good bit about whet was happening to our family and how we
felt about things. Howard senmed to have a great explanation of where his daddy
was. He shared with his class that "his daddy had gone someplace and when he
came back he would be a better person." Howard was exactly right. When Robert
returned from treatment he was a better person. He seemed to be more in control of
his life instead of letting the events control him.

In August 1985 we dclded to move to Metter. The farm had been sold and the
new owner was planning some major changes in the farm. Howe.d and Mariann
seemed to be very excited about moving to town. When we began to pack and they
realized that we were not going to be able to lain the animals, the treehouse, or the
pond with us, the children began to change their minds. Howard said that he did
not want to move. The cover page of this report is a pieure Howard drew at school
just after we moved to town. We actually moved the week before school started.
Howard seemed to have a little trouble getting started. He did seem to have his
mind on school (as much as a first grader can have his mind on rehooD. Some of the
problems he had in kindemarten began to surface arain. I first thought that it was
achool but now I really believe Let ire was trying in how own way to adjust to the
move. Howard's first grade teacher has the students write in a journal several times
a week. She gives them a topic and ask them to write on the topic she has suggest,
ed. The purpose of the journal is to get the students to learn to express therves
more. On one particular day in December MM. Lane gave the students the topic "If
I had a million dollars I would". A copy of Howard's reaction to this topic io
incuded in this report. In case you may I eve trouble reading "first grade spelling.".
I will interpret the journal entry for ych. "I would take it and buy my daddy e. jeep.
With the money left (a) survival knife. -nine dollarsI would buy tho farm from the
F.H.A.

W' are rebutting and coping with the changes through the Grace of God. My
Agee owned a lovely "wooden house ir Metter. The people who were renting it
movei out in Attest and that made it pcoainle for us to move into that house I'm
not sure that we would be able to pay rent e:rtywhere else. We had to borrow $2,:i0v
to pay income tax last year. This was due to the fact the Fm.H.A. sold our equIp-
ment and the money was applied to our loan. I still do net understand why we hid
to t sv income tax on equipment that was not ours. It seems very unfair to me b.
Dec or we received a letter from the Fin.H.A. that we still owed them $16,700.51
Hot Juld this be? They have everiehing we .ad. These are two items that I do not
know how to cope with. llaybe you could help us.

I look back on all of this and I get sick feeling. However, I do thank God thee we
had a chance to live in the country and farm ibr a whileoeven if we are still suffer-
ing from the attempt to be farmers. With God's help we will get through all of this.
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Someday I would like to move back to the country. We definitely will not lay to
make a "livine at farmmg again, but I would like to try to recapture some of that
"way of life" I love so much.

T'hatik yqu all again for caring about the farmer and his family.

4.
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Chairman Mum. Thank you very much, Polly, for sharing that
with us.

We have tried, over the years that this committee has been in
existence, to talk to families with children so that they can break
down some of the distance between those of us who make policies
in this country and familial to see if we can bring away a little
better understanding.

I think it is Fry clear that your testimony is quite strong, and
we appreciate II

Howard, we really thank you for sticking with us too this morn.
ing. Do you have an,ything you would like to say to us?

Master PORTER. I *it want to say something. The first word I
ever said was' helping the tractor, was buddddddding

Chairman Mama. That is sit, Howard? That as the word of
wisdom to us?

Well, you have been g,reat,,you and your sister, Mariann. I would
think aWut how much courage your family has shown. I think
your husband, Robert, to hive taken the steps he has taken, has
shown real courage. You either read about or many of the Mem.
bern have experienced in their own districts, families caught in
many of these same hardships that were not able to make some of
those positive steps for one reaxon or another, and have suffered a
much greater breakdown as a result

I think you are to be commended, Robert, and I want to thank
you for being here this mornirig. I am sure listening to this testi .
mony is not the easiest thing you have done, but I think you may
also hold out a lesson of some strength and some decisions that
others are going to have to make. Perhaps your story will help
them. We are bombarded daily with the traieclies of families. It is
an interesting concept. Many go out 'and do everything that you
are supposed to do in America. You borrow money and you work
hard and you make an effort at it and it does not work. Very often
the determination is that that faniily or that person or that farmer
has failed, and we kind of walk away from you. I am delighted that
you are able to be here. It will lend some strength, I am sure, to
some of your neighbors and others and certa*ly people in this area
that have gone through some of those same diffictilties.

So thanks, from myself and from the committee.
Mr. COATS. I think you have stated it very well, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to thank this family for coming here and being will.

ing to share their experiences with us. It helps, as the chairman
said, to personalize the statistics. We look at the broad, grand num.
bens, but we need to also be very sensitive that each one of those
numbers represents a real life situation. I think it was presented
very well and I want to thank Robert particularly for his patience
in enduring with us this morning.

Chairman Mum. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. I would like to express my appreciation for your

coming and sharing a very personal part of your life with us.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Levin.
Mr. Lam. 'I very much agree with your sentiments. It is not

easy to listen and it is much more difficult to testify, and I appreci.
ate your letting=hare your experiences.

Chairman Thank you all.
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Listen, Howard, you take the rest of the day off. You do not have
to go to school If you want a note, we will get you one. Somewhere
in this auditorium there is a note waiting for you.

Mark, we will start witlryou now.

STATKMENT OF MARK L. AKERS, DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL DEVEL-
OPMENT, STATE OF INDIANA, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, IN-
DIANAPOLIS, IN

Mr. Amu. What I want to talk about briefly is a program that
we developed in the State of Indiana to help communities of all
sizes, as it turns out, to organize themselves and to be ready to at-
tract industrial investment 'and other kinds of investments, as it
turns out, into their communities in ways that provide jobs.

My testimony before us is in written form. I will refer to it brief-
ly, but I want to give a quick setting.

There ere reasons why it was developed this way. The State of
Indiana conatitution prohibits debt, aa so we have no State debt
hi Indiana other than some revenue boilds that are paid off for uni-
versity derinitories, and those kinds of thinps, but there is no gen-
eral obligation debt at the State level in Indiana.

'Therefore, we are not a well-off Slate from a financial standpoint
sb we do not have the ability to c&mc up with a lot of programs
that are going to cost a lot of money. So the feature of this particu-
leeprogram that is attractive to iis is the fact that there are no
State funds or public funds involved in this administration other
than the fact that there are a few of us that happen to work on the

PrZIPZI this program the.:itogistered Mies and Towns Program.
iWhat it does n a brief description and the way it is organized is

that it requires the communities of all sizes, whoever wants to get
involved in it, to organize themselves iii any form that they wish.
In that oiganization they identify people within their community
who can respond to compapiesi, respond to,.as it turns out, other
portions of the conununity in their areas of expertise, whether it is
water, riewer, roade, schools, fire, police, any source of data or. infor-
mation that they mayrequire at any given time.

It also assigns specific responsibility to these people to provide
services to conlpanies or to potential investors in the community as
those needs arise. It also requires the community to gather what is
probably an unreasonable amount of information about themselves
in all these various areas using the expertise of the people in those
communities and drawimi on other resource in the community.

As a result of gathering that information, it also encourages
them to fix what is wrong with the community that they find
throuigh the gathering of 'Aibrmation, and it also encourages them
to build on the strengths that they also find in the gathering of
that information and then, of course, the idea is to get the word
out that these things exist, and so there are programs that encour-
age them and help them promote themselves to the outside world
so that other investors outside the community know that they have
these assets.

We have a fund at the State level, a small fund of money that we
will use to matoh local expenditures in developing promotional ma-
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tale's, advertising and entire marketing program, not just the ma-
, terials themselves.

The result of this has so far been very encouraging in that we
now have. about 230 registered communities around the State,
ranging in poptlation size from about 200 up to Indianapolis,
whose population is about a million. What has .happaned in the
process is that these communities have really come alive in many
different ways.,

One, the ability of people at the local level to handle complex,
competitive industrial projects has increased and, along with it, the
probability of success of those types of projects. Right now there

14 are more communities involved in these processes than are actual-
ly rogistered, but now approximately 300 communities are actively
participating in advertising, market programs, makipg trips to call
on. companies ,and becoming very knowledgeable In the area of
public relations and publicity, and those tIrpes of things.

In the 5 years this program has been in existence, throygh the
end.of March, there .are 478 companies that had located in these
coMmunities providing 58,374 jobs. Now that only counts the com-
munities, that only counts tin metro projects that we have worked
witk at the State level and in our prwatn. That does not coant
%tat local realtors and developers have been doing and local cham-
bers ot compinies not using our assistance.

In a survey shout a year and a half ago we found probably at
least twice this- number of companies doing things without our as-
sistance as are doing things with our assistance.

Currently, tne unemployment rate for 1985 in Indiana was aboat
1 ,percent lower than the surrounding States, even though our
economies are similar in many ways to the surrounding States
from an industrial point of view. At one point we were 2 full per-

1 outage points belew the surrounding States, and the moss recent
data released just last week, Indiana's unemployment rate for the
month of March fell 2 whole percentage points from the previous
month, and so far this year in those communities, on an average,
we have had a new location or expansion of a company every 1.3
business days.

Most of those things are in the testimony in a little more detail,
but I wanted to touch briefly on the larger policy issue that is in-
volved here. Competition for industrial development between
States is becoming very, very intense, and what that means and
what that translates into is very expensive.

In Indiana's case we have a good set of independent programs
and organization that is verycompetitiie so far, but I can see
the . when these things are going to become so expensive that
from a public policy standpoint it is going to be really tough for as
to continue competing a4 the same level that we are now compet-
ing.

The other issue that I wanted to touch on briefly that will come
to a point here is that in the incentive packqe competition be-
tween States and communities that are in an industrial develop-
ment project, what tends to happen is because each community
technimlly can meet the requirements that company has and the
incentive programs that are put together oftentimes will offset
each other because of the competitive nature of the situation.
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What generally ends up making the dsesion are those intangi-
bles that measure the ability of the local community to make that
coinpany happy. Sometimes you cannot measure those things. Is it
a nice place to live; what about the school system; do they have a
good parks and education system. Those things just make It a nice
place fit live, and are intangible.

In this-whole proceas we are talking about a product develop
ment phase because once incentives are either matched by the
competition.or they no longer exist because they are too expensive
from a public policy standpointi, the only thhl you have left to sell
isthe product.. Because of cur State Constitutaon, the way we have
handled things, our taxes and workmen's compensation and uneni-
ployment compensation and all those different things that are in-
volved in the cost of doing business, those things are low relative to
other States, but what we want to do is to make sure that those
products that we develop are very competitive from that stand-
pointz

Since people do not locate in Indiana, they locate in someplace in
Indiana, it is important that those local communities are developed
to, the ;point that they can be.

We have a product development from a State standpoint that I
will not get into at this point, but this one turns that program into
a local program of product development for their local communi-
ties. I guess it has created in some ways a happiness prehlem for us
because our State organization is small.

We have NO or so communities out there fired up. They do not
just sit around and wait once they have done all this work. 'they go
out and do something with it and thex tend to invclve us in many
of their plans, and that causes us an inte;esting time problem be-
cause we are also dealing with companies who are coming in as
well as the communities as we reach out, and it is a real happiness
problem for us.

But the philosophy stems from two basic truisms, I guess. The
communities wait for growth to happen for 'them. Wtever is
going to happen is going to ha_ppen fast and what we have done
with this program has increased the probilbffities of success.

I will close briefly with a story, being an alumnus of Indiana
University, I cannot go without telling a story of what happened to
me when I was in school there.

A marketiog professor told us about a study that they had done
where they had sent students out to knock on doors around the
Bloomington, Indiana area. This was in the late 1960's, so you have
to understand what students were like back then. -

These students were not given any special training, no ;particular
programs. We were just supposed to knock on residential doors and
whe-... somebody came to the door they were supposed to say, "You
do not want to buy any life insurance, do you?" Well, one out of
seven said yes. That tells me two things.

It tells me, one, that even with the worst presentation you ran
make, if you just get up off your backside, if you go out knocking
on doors or go marketing yourtelf you 'are liable to find a market
for your product. We have ircreased the probability for that be-
cause these communities are doing worse than the worst present&
tions, or better than the worst presentation we could make.
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The-other.thIng it tells me is that none of those people said yes,
none of those people who said yes bought any insurance because
that person standing in front of them did not represent a company,
they_ did not have a program.

What ire are doing is providing a community with a program,
not only from the State level through the incentives and all the
other thingi tliatave de at our leiTel, but aiso giving them the cap&
bilitiee Of deielopinent programs at the local level that in essence
turn out to be very low in cost and very effective programs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Prepared statement of Mark L. Akeis followsl

-**"
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Chairman Muss. Thank you, Mr. Akers.
Mr. kerd.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. IKERP, PHD, DEPARTMENT HEAD, PRO-
FESSOR, AGRIMILTURAI, Et1ONOMICS DEPARTMENT, COOPER-
ATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, UNIYERSITZ OF GEORGIA,

- ATHENS, GA

Dr. ha2D. I appreciate this opportunity to testify before the
Select Committee on Mildren, Youtle, and Families. My testimony
willregird the fnancial crisis in agriculture and its impact on the
faradj farm. 1 will attempt to keep !have remarks :;.0 direct and
straightforward as popsible in pmenting what I perceive to be an
economk overview of the agricultural ecet.-.1ray of the United
States aud Georgia at this time.

I will we a minhnum of statistica end generalize to the mexi-
mum extent possible in an attempt to simplify what is an admit-
tedly complex issue. First, I will identify some of the factors which
have eentaibutod to the urrent farm anaacial crisis. Next, I will
outline some of the signi&ant charactoriejes of the current finan-
cial situation that farm families are facing. Finally, I will attempt
to draw some conclusions regarding the implication for farm fami-
lies in the future.

First, the farm financial crisis of the 1980's is rooted in the
period of farm prosperity that began back in the early 1970's. This
early period of prosperity was supported by growing export mar-
kets for US. agricultural commodities The real value of U.S. agri-
cultural exports more than tripled between 1970 and 2980. By the
end of the deem**. more than cue out of every 8 atres of crop land
was producing for export markets and more than one out of every
$4 of farm incezie, including livestock, was paid for by foreign
buyers.

The higher prices and the greater profits resulting from growing
export markets spurred the expaizion of U.S. agricultural produc-
tion capacity during the 1970'a. This expansion resulted in higher
land prres and grwter reliance on debt financing, as farmers were
competing for scarce resources to supply this profitable markeL.

The optimism of farmers was shared by agricultural lenders who
willingly high-valued agricultural And as collatera/
for their rapi increasing farm debta. These factors left the US.
farmer vulne le then to the adverse economic impact with the
partial loss of diose ex,poit markets as we came into the 1980's.

The farm financial vises of the 1980's stein primarily from fac-
tors beyond the control of the individual farmer. Some ftrmers un-
dcubtaly made unwise decisions in the 1970's, but most made deci-
sions that were coneietent with the beet information available to
them at that particular time. However, an abrupt and unexpected
change in U.S. and world economic conditions transformed the
farming boom of the 1970's into the financial crisis of the 1980's.

The economic policies designed to combat inflation caused infla-
tion rates to fall much faster than did interest rates, and the result
was a eharp rise in the value of the dollar relative to other curren- 4
cies around the world. The end result of this was a rise in thw oat
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of U.S. agricultural commodites in terms of these foreign curren-
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cies which mused the foreign buyers who had been buying our ex-
ports to seek other lower cost sources of supply. The valne of a
dollar rose more than 50 pemnt, relative to other countries and
the real value of agricultural exports dropped by one-third bet'ween
1980 and 1985.

Farm wealth, as reflected in the value of lind and ether farm
assets, had more than triplet' between 1970 and 1980, but lavd
prices turned down in 1981 and had dropped by 19 percent nation-
wide by 1985. This is by far the largest drop in land prices since
the 1930's. Farm equity in total dropped by nearly $183 billion, or
about 20 percent between 1980 and 1985.

Total farm debt had tripled also between 1970 and 1980. The fal-
tering export Markets in the early 1980's left cash receipts of many
farmers well below those needed to service the lame debts that
they had carried over from the 1970's. Declining land prices and
shrinking farm equity has left farmers unable to meet the cash
flow commitments or needs through additional borrowing, and the
end result of the low commodity prices, the large debts, the inabil-
ity to borrow is the financial crisis in U.S. agriculture.

The financial problems in U.S. agriculture are widespread but
they are not evenly distributed among all types of farms, all areas
of the country, or even among all areas within a given State.

Farms with sales between $50,060 and $500,000 per year for the
most part are full-tir z? ff.:ily farming operations. These family
size farms account for less than a third of all farms and about half
of ell farm sales, but these farms owed nearly two-thirds of all
farm debt in the 1985 USDA survey. About one-third of these
famil7 size farms, which make up about one-ninth of all farms, owe
about one-half of all farm debt.

The large proportion of these farms are now unable to meet their
debt commitmente. Negative cash flow, couplet' with declining land
values, have left many of these farmers with little prospect for sur-
vival in the future.

On the other hand, nearly one-half of all farms have been found
to have little, if any, long-term debt, in numerous surveys by
USDA and other private agencies. This implies a sharp contrast be-
tween the one-mnth of all farms on the verge of bankruptcy and
the one-half of all farms who face little real threat to survival even
if they are not particularly proPtable.

The farm crisis also differs in severity among different areas of
the country. Farmland pe _set; in the Corn Belt States, for example,
are down about 44 percent compared with a 19-percent drop in
land prices nationally. A similar contrast exists within the State of
Georgia. Unofficial farm credit agency estimates indicate that farm
land prices in south Georgia have dropped from SO to 50 percent
since 1981. Those same estimates of farmland prices indicate that
in north Georgia, farmland prices, have dropped little, if any,
during this same period of time.

The farm fmancial problems of the familes in south Georgia are
likely or at least as severe as those tbat some of you have seen in
the Corn Belt. South Georgia is highly dependent on row crop agri-
culture, the tYpe that was hurt most by the loss of the xport mar-
kets. South Georgia farmers are also mostly commercial size family
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operations, the type that have had the greatest difficulty in serving
their large debts.

North Georgia; on the other hand; is much lees dependent on ag-
riculture than on commercial and residential development, sup-

rted by the growing Atlanta and other Sun Belt factors. North
Georgia tura is dominated by poultry operations which have
remained relatively Profitable and .1:oy small part-time farming op-
erations which can be subedized by off-farm income during perio6
of financial stress.

It is inderitandable then that the plight of south Georgia farm-
ers might not be fifily appreciated by thoee in north Georgia, and
the north Georgia interests carry considerabl.s. weigtt in industrial,
institutional, and Goieerninentapheres of influence.

The worst of the financial equeeze in U.S. apiculture is likely in
the past, rather than in the future, but that is just my opinion. The
value of thedollar dropped during 1985, reducing the cost of US. -
commodities to world buyer!ii Lower loan prices in the 1985 farm
bill will allow U.S. commodity prices todrop to more competitive
world market levels as stable target prices in the 1985 farm bill
provide some price protection for U.S. commodity producers who
are eligible for those programs, and lower interest rates and enatgy
prices have moderated increasca in farm input cost.

. However, the crisis is far from over. It will lake years, rather
than months, to displace competitors who have replaced the United
States in world markets even with lower prices and a weaker
dollar.

U.S. farmers have the capacity and the commitment to produce
far more than can be sold on domestic markets at a profitable
price. A significant financial recovery in agriculture is still likely
to 4 years in the future. Taxpayers likely will not continue to sup-
port a $20 billion plus annual Federal budget outlay for farm pro-
grams for that long.

Roughly a thiH of the full-time family farms in the United
States and Georgia have little chance of surviving the current fi-
nancied crisis. Some of these farms will become part-time farming
operations, others will be consolidated into larger family farms, a
few will be taken over by large comorations. Regardless of the ulti-
mate outcome, each full-time faWly farm that ceases to exist re-
quires a series of difficult and painful decisions on the part of the
affected farm family. Somewhere between 5,000 and 10,000 Gm:ea
:-.;.rxr. families will go through this transition process within the
lieut. years.

We all need help at times. Many farm families need help right
now, they need help in understanding the nature of the problem so
they can quit blammg themselves and can face the financial diffi-
culties objectively. They need help in evaluating their economic al-
ternatives and in 'waking adjustments that are necessary to cope
with the current adverse economic climate in agriculture.

We in the Georgia Cooperative Extension Service are addressing
these issues and, as President Lick said, we could do some other
things but not with a 60-percent Federal budget cut and not with a
budget that goes forward saying that we cannot work with anybody A

except farmers on direct farm problems. We do basically what we
have the resources to do and what we have the mandate to do.

109',
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I. would like to stress that we as a country, a State, and a society
will gain also by helping make that necessary transition as quickly,
efficiently and painlessly ais possible for those families who are
facing unavoidable change.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of John E. Ikerd follows:]
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PREPAUD STATEMENTOilJaw kgRD,PH.D., PROMISOR, AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS,
UNIVIMIRTY or GEORMA

I appreciate this opportunity to testify before the Select

Committee on Children, Tooth and Families regarding the financial

crisis in agriculture and its impact on farm families. I will

attempt to keep my initial remarks ss direct and straight forward

as possible in presenting an economic overview of the

agricultural economy in the U.S and in Georgia.

I will use a minimum of statistics and will generalize to the

maximum extent possible in an attempt to simplify en admittedly

complex issue. First, I win identify some major factors which

have contribu ed to the current farm financial crisis, next I

will outline some of the more significant characteristics of the

current financial situation of family farms and finally I will

attempt to draw some conclusions concerning implications for farm

families in the future.

The farm financial trials of the 1980s is rooted in a period

of farm prosperity which began in the early 1970s. This earlier

period of prosperity was supported by growing export markets for

U.S. agricultural commodities. The real value of U.S.

agricaltural exports more than tripled between 1970 snd 1980. By

the end of the decade more than one-out-of-each-three acres of

crop land was producing for export markets and more than
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one-out-of-each-four dollars in farm sties. includinx livestock.

Was taId for by foreign buyers.

Nigher prices and greater profits resulting from growing

export markets spurred expansion of U.S. agricultural production

capacity during the 1970a. This expansion resulted in higher

land prices end greeter reliance on debt !inancing as faraers

competed for scarce resources to supply profitable world markets.

The optimism of farmers was shared by agricultural lenders who

willingly accepted high valued agricultural land as collateral

for rapidly increasing farm debts. These factors left U.S.

farmers vulnerable to adverse economic impacts from a Partial

loss of export markets in the 1980s.

The farm financial crisis of the 1980s stem primarily from

factors beyond the control of individual farmers. Some farmers

made unwise decisions in the 1970s, but most made decisions

consictent with the beat information available at the time.

However, an abrupt snd unexpected change iss U.S. and world

economic conditions tranformed the flrming boom of the 1970s into

the farm financial crisis of the 1080s.

Economic policies designed to combat inflation caused

tunation rates to fall each faster than interest rates and

resulted in a sharp rise in the value of the dollar relative to

other currencies,around the world. The end result was a rise in

the "cost" of U.S, commodities in terms of foreign currencies

which caused foreign buyers to seek other lower cost source of

supply. The value of the dollar rose more than 50 percent

relative to other currencies, and the real value of U.S. exports
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dropped by more thaa one-third between 1980 and 1985.

Farm wealth, as reflected in values of land end other assets.

had more than tripled beween 19/0 and 1980. But, land prices

turned down in 1981 had dropped by 19 percent nationally by 1985.

Tilts is by far the largest drop in farm land prices since the

1930e. Farm equity in total dropped by nearly 183 billion. about

20 percent. between 1980'and 1985.

Totat-faredebt tripled slam between 1970 end 1980.

Faltering export arkets in the early 1980s left cash receipts of

many farmers well bel i'those needed to service large debts

carried over from the 1970s. Declining land prices and shrinking

fee. equity have left farmers unable ib meet their 'cash flow

needs through additional horrowing. The end result is a

financial crisis for iLS. agriculture.

Financial problems in'U.S. sericulture are'vide spread but

are not evenly d*atributed olong all types of faims, all areas of

the country or evemamong all areas within any given state.

Farms witn sales between $50,000 end $500,000 per year. for the

most part, are full-time, family firma. These family-sized Orme

accounted for less then one-third of ell farms and one-half of

all farm sales but owed nearly two-thirds of all farm debt'in a

1985 USDA-survey.

About one third of these family-sixed farms, about one-ninth

of al) farms,.owe about one-half of all farm debt. A large

proportion of these farms are now unable to meet their debt

comititaents. Negative catch flows coupled with declining land

vzlres have left meny of these farms vith little prospect for

- 3 -
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survival in the future. On the other hand, nearly one-half of

sli farms have been found to have little if any Iong term debt in

numerous surveys by USDA and other private agencies. This

implies a sharp contrast between the one..ninth of all farms en

the verge of forced liquidation and the one-half of all farms

which face little real threat to survival, even if they are not

highly profitable.

The farm crisis also diffe:s in severity among different

areas of the country. Farm land prices in the Corn Belt states,

for example. ere flown an l/eras-11e of 44 percent compared with the

19 percent drop id land prics natanally. A similar contrast

exists even'within tlie state of Sacral*. Unofficial farm credit

agency estimates indicate that farm land prices in south Georgia

have dropAd 'by Seto SO peicent since 1981. The same estimates

indicai4 that irm land prices-in most* aYeati of north Oes'ip--

have dropped little if any during the some period. Farm.

financial problemi of families in south beorgia are likely at

least as severe as those in the Coia Belt.

South deorgia is highly depon4ent on row crop agriculture.

the type oi..egiiculture hareuest by loae of export aarkets.

South Georg/it-farmers also are 'mostly colaercial-sixed (molly

P .
farmiMg operations, the'ty,pa typically having the greatest

difticulty servicing current dein loads. North Georgia. on the

other Wand, la m4Ch Iasi:dependent on agriculture than on

coaaarcial and residential development supported Wy a growing

Atlanta and other Sun-Belt ralated faceors. North Georgia

agriculture is dominated b7 poultry o0eiation's, whiCh have

-4 -
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remained relatively profitable, and by small, part-time farms

which can be subsidized by off-farm income during periods of

financial stress.

It is understandable that the plight of south Georgia

farmers might not De fully appreciated by those in north Georgia.

And, north Georgia interests carry, considerable weight in

industrial, institutional and governmental sphsres of Influence.

The worst of the current financial squeeze in U.S.

agriculture Is likely In the past rather than the future. The

value af the dollar dropped during 1985 reducing costs of U.S

commodities to world buyers. Lower loan prices in the 1985 farm

bill will allow A.S. commodity prices to drop to more competitive

world aarket levels. Stable target prices In the 1985 bill will .

provide price protection for U.S. crop producers who are eligible

for farm programs. Lower interest rates and energy prices have

moderated Increases in farm input costs.

However, the crisis ks fer,from over. It will take years,

rather than months to displace competitors who have replaced the

U.S. in world markets, even with lower prices and a weaker

dollar. And, U.S. farmers still have the capacity and the

commitment to.produce far mere,than cln,be sold on domesti,c1

markets at profitable prices. A aigplficant financial recovery

in agriculture is likely still three to four yeart in the future.

Tax puytre likely will, not p:ontinue to support $20 billion plus

annual federal,budget outlays for.farm programs for that long.

Roughly one7t.hird of the full--time,tfamily farms in the U.S.

and in Georgia,have little chance of sureiving the crrrent

- 5 -
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financial crisis. Sot* of these farms will become Part-time,

family farming operations. Others will be consolidated into

targer family farming operations. A few may be taken over by

large corporate farming interests. Set regsrdless of ultimate

outcome, each full-time, family farm that ceases to exist

requires a series of difficult and painful decisions on the part

k of the affected farm family. Somewhere between 5,000 and 10,000

Georgia farm families may go through this transition process

within the next five years.

We all need help at times. Many farm families need help now.

They need help in Understanding the nature of their Problems so

they can Quit blaming themselves and can face their financial

difficulties objectively. They need help in evaluating their

economic alternatives and fa making the adjustments that are

nmcassary to cope with the current adverse economic climate in

Agriculture. We as a country, a state and a society will gain

also by helping make the necessary transitions as quick, as

efficient and as painless as possible for those farm families who

are facing unavoidable change.

- 6 -
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Chairman Mum Thank you very much, Dr. Ikerd.
Dr. Barranti, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHRYSTAL RARRANTI, EXTENSION HOME
ECONOMIST, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, COOPERA-
TIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS,
GA

Dr. BARR Awn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What I would like to do is talk a little bit about the nature of

farm families, because I believe they are a unique population, and
then talk about how I see, or how we see in Georgia and actually,
in other parts of the country the farm crisis affecting farm fami-
lies, and then to talk a little bit about what we are doing here h.
Georgia to deal with that.

First of all, to have a good understanding of what losing a fern.
means to farm families, it is necessary to realize that farm familieb
are indeed a very unique population. They are involved in a busi-
ness that bonds them to their land. Farming, indeed, is more than
just a job and it is more than just an occupation. It is a way of life
and it is really a way of living.

I think that this is an important point to realize when you talk
about and think about farm families. It is also a very important
part of the individual's self-identity. Being a farmer, being a farm
child is a part of one's self-identity, and it is a part of the family
identity as well. Perhaps most importantly for many farmers and
farm families, being a fanner involves a generational trust of the
land, and for some this generational trust goes back beyond the
turn of the century. It is not uncommon to have century farms in
Georgia and in or places.

It is also important to realize that farm families, by their very
nature, are strong, independent, self-reliant people. And while this
is a very good set of characteristics to own, it can really cause prob-
lems when a person, or a family is faced with a crisis, because it
makes it more difficult to reach out during the time the family
does need to reach out. -

I think it is important also to realize that farm families also 4-
hibit the American work ethic, probably at its best and at it
strongest. Sometimes, you know, with our romantic view of farm-
ing, you tend to think of a laid back, easy going life and that is
definitely not the case. You heard that from Polly, too, they had
two off-farm jobs as well as the ones on the farm.

OK. So what do we we when we have a farm loss? What we see
is this loss of a way of life and we see a loss of self, as well as a
family identity, and a family tradition. And for some we see a
breaking of a generational trust of the land.

What we mean by that is a breaking of the trust by the current
holders of the land from the past generation, and the breaking of
the trust in terms of passing that land on to future generations.
We have a very proud and self-reliant pecple who are not accus-
tomed to roaclung out for help in crisis situatioas.

What we know from research on job loss in general, is that un-
employment causes measurable psychological and physical changes
in people, in all members of the Wilily. You have, for example, just

11.7: .
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to name a-few, we have increases in anxiety, depression, hostility,
higifblOod"preastfre, heart disease, and in iltct mortality rates in-
bream. In addition, we have increases in substance abuse, family
violence and suicide, and we have had that in Georgia, and we see
it 4.. .1

In lion to these general effects of job loss on farm families,
we find that. farm families experience the loss of a farm in a very
similar way that ,people experience the loss of a significant other.
And by that we mean that farm families are thrown into the grief
process. They go through the grief phaties of denial, intense emo-
tion, withdrawal, depression, and hopefully, finally, acceptance,
and then recovery to a meaningful life. This recovery can for some
be very.long and painful.

Some researchers out in the Midwest who have been working
with farmers, looking at farm families experiencing farm loss, have
found that it can go from 8 to 10 years, depending on the severity
of the loss...

Along with general depression, we see intense suffering and
guilt, which tends to erode away self-esteem, self-confidence of.the
adult familymembers. The impact of this on marital relationshiri
and on pareitchild relationships is high.

Children and youth of farm .families are not immune from the
negative effects. They, too grieve the loss of a way of life, and the
loss of a family way of life in,particular. They have worked togeth-
er side by side with Mom and Dad, they themselves have invested
in the farm and some have looked at it as their future. So the loss
of a farm is the loss of their future and Who they were to become.

The stress and strain of going through the loss of a farm for chil-
dren has caused fear and worry, loss of a sebse of security, and for
some a loss of a sense of confidence in their own parents who are
losing the farm. We fmd young children who believe that if only
they hid worked harder, and done their chores, their families
would still be on the farm.

Young children tend to look at things with themselves as the
center of the problem. So we fmd young children who think that if
they could have done their chores more often, and harder, they
would still be on the farm.

Other children react to dress by becoming behavior problems at
school, perhaps doing less well in their work there, 1:,emme de-
pressed or even physically ill. And, of course, the potential for sui-
cide is defmitely a response. While we do not have facts for Geor-
gia, we do see this in the Midwest where the farm crisis is very
severe.

In our hardest hit communities we can fmd a general sense of
desperation and perhaps even despair. Farm families experiencing
loss withdraw from community participation, financially they are
unable to participate by making purchases, and for most they have

4 to leave the community to find employment, especially if they are
losing a farm in south Georgia.

In some communities, also, because of a lack of understanding of
what brought about the farm crisis, there tends to be a tendency to
blame the victim, to blame the farmer and the farm family for the
farm loss, and we find that this tends to increase feelings of self-
blame and also feelings of depression and withdrawal.

r 4
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So what can we say in general? It seems trite to say that limes
definitely are hard down on the farm. They are espeoially hard for
families who are losing a way of life and a way of living together. I
believe the task at hand for us is to try to make this transition out
of farming as painless as possible.

And what do we need to do to do that? We need programs to help
families deal with stress. We need to make available to them
mental health professionals of which, through budget cuts, there
are few.

We need to be able to present educational opportunities to help
familiai deal with the stress, to look at their strengths and build on
their sttengths.

We especially need job training and retraining opportunities for
farm &milks, for husbands and for wives.

There are also older farmers who are losing their farms in their
late Ws and even in their 60's. We need to do something to address
that problem as well, because they are losing their retirements and
their homes and their past and their future.

We are also trying to address the problem by helping those who
work with distressed farm families deal with the stress of that. We
know from research that bankers and lenders and others who work
with farm families are under an incredible amount of stress. That
affects their quality of life and in turn their family's quality of life.

To sum up, I really believe that we are faced with a significant
responsibility as we consider the current crisis in agriculture and
its impact on not just furl families but the rural community.

I am pleased.that we are here talking about it
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Prepared statement of Chrystal Ramirez Barranti, Ph.D., fol-

Iowa)
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PREPARED STAITSVINT or Onorent, HAMM BARRAN= Pal/. DVINIAP-
maw SPRCIALIST, thavziarrr or GROWN* COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE.
ATHENS, GA

I aPPreciate this opportunity to testify before the honorable

members of the-Select Coamittee an Children. Youth. and Families about

tho farm crisis and the impact this crisis Is havin9 oh the children.

YOUth, and families of Georgia. Hy name h. Chrystal Derranti and I am

a Stato Human Development Specialist with the University of Georgia

Cooperative !Intension Service. In recent months tho primary focus of ny

responsibilities has boon distressed farm families. Kindly allow me

to share with you what We havo learned about tho effects that this

gricultural crisis is havin9 on people's lives in Georgia.

To have a good undorstanding of what losing o ferm means to farm

families ft is necessary to realize that form familios are a unique

population involved in a business that bonds thee to their land. Farming

is more than just a Job more than an occupation. it is a waY of life.

a family and community tradition. Doing a farmer is a significant

component of individual self identity and total family idontity. In

addition, and perhaps most significantly. farming for menY involves a

generational trust of the land spanning manY decades that for some

reach back before the turn of tho this century.

Perm families by their very naturo come bY several significant

characteriatics that help make them who they are. These ftmilies are

especially indopendent. Proud, and self-reliant. And Ow Alerican

work ethic Is Porta% Sound at its best and at its strongest amoa0

farmers.
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What we see when wa have family farm loss Is a joss of a way of

life, a loss of self and family identity, and most painfully, a breaking

of a generational trust of the land. Wa soe very Proud and self-reliant

People who are not accustomed to reaching out for help in financial

and personal crisis.

Mere specifically, we know from reseerch on job joss that loss of

employment causes measurable psyChological and physical changes.

For examPlo. increases In anxiety, doPresslon, hostility, high blood

Pressure, cardiovascular disease, and mortality rates have been linked

with unemployment. And increases in substance abuse, family violence.

and suicide have been found as well. We can expect to see these

effects among farm families who ere being forced off the farm. And

we are seeine them.

In addition to the general effects of job loss we are finding

that farm families experience the loss of the farm in a very similar

way that individuals experience the death of a significant other.

Members of farm families experience tho grief Cycle phases of denial.

intense emotion, depression and withdrawal, es they trY tO recover a

meaningful lifo. And the Process tO recovery may be lons and painful

for the entire familY.

Along with depression can come Intense self-blame and guilt which

erodes the self-esteem and self-confidence of adult famillY members.

This has a definite impact on marital relationships and on

parent-child relationships.

Children and youth of farm families are net immune from the

negative impact of family farm loss. They too grieve the loss of

a way of life, the loss of 0 way of family life in Particular, a

family life where they worked side by side with mom and dad. For

121.
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many children, the loss of the J.:radii' farm is the loss of a dream

and of the futuro.

Tho stress and strain of.going through the loss of a farm has

caused fear. worry, Piss o'" a senso of security, and for some a loss

in tho confidence of patents who ere losing the family farm. tic find

young children mho tolleve that if only they had worked hardor at their

chores their families would still be On the farm. Other children

aro reactin0 to the stress bY beceming behavior Problems at school.

doing less well in schoOl work, becoming depressed or physically ill.

And the Potential for suicide as a response to loss of this naturo

is Presmiit among Youth.

In our hardest bit communitios we can find a general sense of

desPair. Farm families aro withdrawing from community participation.

are unable to make purchases from community businesses. and Oar he

forced to !Olive the community entirely in search of non-farm employment.

Unfortunately, In some communitles a tendency to blame the victim, the

farmer, intensifies the farm femiliee'sense of loss, self-biame, end

isolation.

Times are definitely hard on tho farm. And the), aro especially

tough on the families who have made farming a way of life, a

way of living. And for Many, the task at hand is to make it through

some vorY tOugh times. This has been our focus to approach the farm

crisis frail a prevent'en model. by offerin9 eduational workshops on

:tress management. successful coping and buildin9 Of familY strengths

in tough times, we are attempting to help distressed farm families

to cope positively with a very traumatic ond threatening situation.

Moro is needed however in tem of providing outreach to distressed

farm families to meet such crisis situations as lack of food. lock of

rosources to Obtain modical help, and Psychological emergencies.
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In addition to programs for-farm families themselves.. we are

offering educaticaal workshops on understanding the distressed farm

family as well as stress management and successful coping for those

who ere working with distressed farm families. $ome of these groups

include lenders, ministers, teachers, and other helping agencies.

The idea is to create an aware, informed, and supportive environment

which will hopefully facilitate positive coping and a healthy

recovery.

I believe that we are faced with a significant responsibility

as we consider the current crisis in agriculture and the impact it

is having and will continue to have on farm families and rural

communities. I thankful for the opportunity to share my thoughts

with you as we grapple with just how to respond to the needs of

families who have been our nation's farmers.

-A
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'Chairman' Musa. Thank you, Dr. Barranti.
Dr. Orthner..

. .

STATEMENT OF DENNIS ORTIINER,. PH.D., DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR WORK AND FAMILY ISSUES, PROFESSOR OF FAMILY DE-
VELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA

Dr. Oa= In. As I was preparing for my testimony, I was trying
to think df typical images that we, have of the South. Things that
came to Mind were media images like "Mayberry R.F.D." and "The
Walton?' on the positive side and, on the negative side "Dukes of
Hazzard."

*Chairman Mum Tobicco Road.
Dr. ORTIINER [continuing]. Tobacco Road, et cetera of the image-

ry in odr culture about what southern rural area is like.
I spent the kat year as chair of a task force at the UniversitY of

Georgia looking at some of the concerns of rural communities, par-
ticularly in Georwia but deo in the southeast. We are trying to
identify what are the factors that distinguish botween communities
that are functioning well; and those that are not functioning well;
those that are adapting well to the changes, crises, and the ones that
are not.

I have noi,been rarprised to find that there are many strengths
in Southern families and communities, but there are also many di-
lemmas that these families and communitieslace. Mr. Levin asked
earlier about the Ateracy rate, for example, in Georgia. Nationally,
about 10 . 'percent of all adults are functionally illiterate but in
Georgia the rate is about 25 percent statewide. In rural areas of
the State; however, one of the other university task forces found
that 40 to 50 percent of the adults are functionally illiterate espe-
cially in.poorer Georgia counties. To put this in practical terms, we
are lookmg at a population that may have some difficulty organiz-
ing .itself ini-the way that was desciibed in Indiana, for example.
You have to understand, too, that in Georgia, as in much of the
southeast, we are talking about rural more than farm. In Georgia
only about 2 percent of our families live on farms, whereas 80 per-
cent of our population is rural. So when we hear about families
such as the one that testified earlier, a rural, nonfarm family, we
must recognize that this is much more common than we might
want to-admit

There is aleo tremendous youth flight. About 25 percent of our
counties 'in Georgia lost population., in the last 4 years. Our coun-
ties are eging. Basically, what is happening is that young people,
especially those who graduate from high school and college, are
leaving and communities are left with people who are least able to
make the kind of adaptations that are required in this changing
economy. We now have a large number of municipalities, a large
number of counties, that have very few people.

Something that has not been touched on very much in this testi-
mony thus far is the lingering racial tensions that still exist. White
interaction between blacks and whites in many rural 'counties in
Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama South Carolina and elsewhere are
much More cordial than in thepast, racial an4economic inequality
still limits their ability to work togetherktoategrate and to bring
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about positive social change. In fact, we have an area of the South
called the black belt, formerly the area of "King Cotton," where we
have "ahnost a majority of counties that have heavy black popula-
tions. These are not attracting new industries and there are a vari-
ety. of reasons for that. Some of the best attempts to bring about
economic changes in this am have not resulted in significant
change.

What are some of the major dilemnias that our task force has
uncovered? Well, one that I have alluded to already is the quality
of education. I could not have timed it better, but yesterday's At-
lanta Constitution headline is "Georgia's Slumbering Schools: In
the Rural Reaches of the State, Poverty Leaves Its Mark." The au-
thors of this conclude by saying:

Public education is not equal in Georgia. The most educational and comfortable
live in the suburbs where families have money and the students are motivated. In
the rural countryside, most of the classes are dull. And those who graduate stay
home and work, rf they can find work. It is a cycle that the Quality Basic Education
Act in Georgia may now be able to solve.

We have a serious laroblem in what was referred to earlier as
amenities. Many of these counties simply lack some of the basic
amenities or services that are necessary and one of the basic amen-
ities is education. I might note that the Quality Basic Education
Act Georgia, which was unanimously passed by our legislature, is
seriously attempting to upgrade the quality of education, the qual-
ity of teachers, the quality of students and the quality of the high
school degree.4 believe that is a basic, fundamental aspect of eco-
nomic development.

We must recognize that we have a dire situation at the preschool
level, where kida coming into the schools are not prepared. Take
Head Start, for example. Oilly 15 percent of the children who qual-
ify for Head Start can get into a -Head Start Program in Georgia.
So we have, again, a viable, good basic economic development pro-
gram which simply is not able to address that need. And, of course,
as Dale Lick talked about earlier, we are not anywhere near help-
ing our young children. -

C.ommunity reaction to problems is restricted, again as I said, by
racial, and economic, inequality. That slows down some of the abil-
ity of the counties to react to internal or external opportunities.

The quality of services is generally poor in several counties and
the gap, as was pointed out in earlier testimony between urban and
rural seraces in Georgia is really growing. Measurable quality of
life differences are becoming more substantial. In light of this it is
interesting that in the southeast, in contrast to other parts of the
country, a recent chamber of commerce study found that chambers
in the South are not as aware of the importance of services to out-
side industries. This comparative study found that when you ask

ow important quality services are attracting new industry, what
they found was that chambers in the South put services very low
priority in comparison to other parts of the country. This means
that even the business leadership is uninformed and unaware oi
the importance of services, such as education and medical care to
economic deyelopment.

Family problems have already been touched on by others but not
all of our rural families are as cohesive as some of the images that
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tave been presented Incest rates are very high in the southeast as
well as family abuie, teenage pregnancy, and early marriage. What
these patterns do is contribute to a cycle of poverty. We then go
back to sonie of the same problems we had earlier.

What do we need to do? Briefly, I would ssy that we need to con-
tinue to support efforts in Georgia Ilite the Quality Basic Education
Act and expand that to othec States. We have to see this as a state-
wide effort, not simply a communitY by community effort. The
State has to get more involved and has to raise standards. We have
to make some things, like a high school degree, really mean some-
thing.

We have goi to develop community school programs. There have
been some excellent examples in Georgia and the southeast of pro-
grams in which the business community and schools have cooperat-
ed to develop private sector initiatives within the school. I men-
tioned some of those in my written testimony. That ia> again, an
excellent place to start.

We need to look at the consolidation of local services. We have
counties in thie State that have very few people, too few to support
a good edhcation program. So we need to be looking at consolidat-
ing services and doing a better job just in the area of medical care.

In the area of University research, I would support efforts to
have the Agricultural &tension Service inCrease its involvement
in a let ef the 'areas that have been reviewed. Unfortunately as
times have gotten tough, the Extension Service has focused more
and more on farm Problems and, specifically, the agricultural side
of the Farm Program. The funds that are necessary to support faint
ilies and family adaptation to some of these ,changes have lagged
behind the need. I believe we really need to look at the priorities
for extension to see whether some kind of congressional mandate
should be forthcoming to increase the funds needed for the human
factor side of agricultural and rural changes in the South today.

We also need to arrest capital flight. 'We have a =Or capital
flight problem in the southeast in farm areas. Part of this is due to
deregulation of the banking industry. The same policies that
caused the closing of Greyhound bus stations in rural communities
is also causing the closing of rural banks,or their merger with
large urban banks. This situation is causing capt.--1 to flow to
urban areas and credit problems to be exploding in the rural come
Enmities of Georgia and the southeast.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to share some of these
thoughts and I look forward to the opportunity of hearing more tes-
thnony.

Chairman Mimes. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dennis K. Orthner, Ph.D., follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OFDENNIS K. ORTENRR, PHD., PROFESSOR OF FAMILY Dinnue

OPMERT A1OD DIRSCIOR, CaNTICR FOR Won AND FAMILY beam, UNIVERSITY OF
GEORGIA, Alums, GA

Images of the southern family and coamunity are very common in our
society. Hany.of these Images have beep romanticized in our popular
literature and television programs. On the positive side, we have shows
like *The Waltons" or "Mayberry. RSA)." that have presented an overly
romanticized image of What southern community and family life can be
like. 00 the negative side, we ffld numerous characttrizations of rural
community life, including the Pulitzer Prize winning novel The Cranes of
Wratil end the popular.T.V. show, "The Dukes of Hazzard."

Although each of these characterizations has some basis in fact
they are ptimarily fcmnded in fiction. Few families can live up to the
ideals of the mythical Walton family and few rural communities are as
chaotic as that portrayed in Hazzard County. Nevertheless, there are
genuine dilemmas that rural families and rural comunities face. Rural
life in the South is bard and there are many abiding social aid economic
problems. As ehe economy improves, the southern states are renewing
their assault on the difficulties that beset rural families and rural
communities. We are only beginning, howevet, to identify the
complexities involved in community problems and legislative, policy and
program interventions to deal with those complexities are still being
explored.

My testimony and this report are based upon a preliminary
examination of the dilemmas facing rural communities and families in
Georgia and some of the efforts that are being undertaken by the State
to address these concerns. I will be drawing upon material collected as
part of a Kellogg Foundation study of policy and program needa in
southern communities. This study is being undertaken by the Universiry
of Georgia andincludes seven Task Forces examining such issues as
economics, health, natural resources. government., education, social
values and norms, and community processes and institutions. In
addition, this report will examine data drawn from the statistical
summaries collected by the Georgia 2000 Commission and the recent
compilation of the Georgia Atlas. ContributiOns have also been made by
the Institute of Comaunicy and Area Developmenr at the University of
Georgia, an institute that supports local and regional planning efforts
throughout the state of Georgia.

This testimony will focus on family and comaunity variables that
impact upon economic developaent in the South. I will be exploring some

of the factors that contribute to. as well as inhibit, community
economic development, rather ehan focus on economic fattors solely The
contribution of this testimony will be to explore the factors that
influence the operation of economic variables in community development
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Family and Community in the South

A comaunity is only as healthy as those families of which it is
composed. Strong families promote community integration while weak
families rob communities of resources. Healthy communities reinforce
family values and promote the development of social support networkS.
Weak communities foster family isolation and accentuate family stresses.

The Rural Family

Over the past several decades, there has been a gradual
convetgence of lifestyles and family patteras between rural and urban
families (Rosenblatt &Ander:fon, 1981). Rural families, like their
urban counterparts, are today most'likelk to be Separate nuclear

families, relaiively small (although.slightly larger than urban
families), ind intlude a mother who has a significant impact on a
family's finances either through.her farm.labor or'her employment
(Schumm &Ullman, 198I).

Rural families ire not as likely to be as close and multi-,
generational as they once were. The farm family,itself only represents
a minority of rural families today. In Georgia, for Staple, only
thirty percent of all citizens live in rural areas and-only two percent
actually live on farms (Georgia 2000, 1986). The great majority of
rural residents are employed in agriculture, fisheries, or forestry or
they emanate totheir jobs in nearby utban areas. This employment
pattern has influenced the bieakdown of traditional extended family
systems in the South. It has Also caused many young people to leave the
farms and rural areas to find employment in other sectors of the

neconomy.

Youth-flight from the rural south is very prvasive. Rural areas
of the South ari aging.as many young pedple depart for education,
training or entry level jobs and do' not revUrn to their home communities
(Beale, 1978). Farming is no longer conedered a viable occupationnl
objective for many youth, so traditional community youth programs tnat
centered.around farming (eg. FUture Farmers of America and 4-H) have
nuffered. This has resulted in a significant generation gap between
unny rural children and their parents and in increased stress oo the
rtraf family (Heffernan and Heffernan, 1985).

The Runt Community

Duting the 1970's there was a resurgence of interest in country
life and a recognizable migration of people to rural communities. This
trend has been reversed end we are once :win seeing an overall shift
toward the southern urbanization (Garnick, 1983). Between 1980 and
1983, one out of five counties in Georgia lost population. AU,. of these
counties are rural and seventeen of the thirty had no town with a
population, of even 2,500. This decline in population has accompanied
the fragmentation of traditional kinship and friendship support networks
upon whicartural families have traditionally depended.
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One of the major problems rural communities face is the
replacement of traditional informal support systems, such as family
charity. with new formal support systems, such as unemployment.
compensation (Blakely and Bradshaw, 1985). However, as land values and
rural incomes have declined, the tax base needed to support pr4grams
such as vocational education. communicy mental health and the Like has
.iminished, Thus, individual and family ptoblems that need to be
addtessed, particularly during this period of farm crises, are not being
addressed, let alone being resolved.

Southern rurel tommunicias are,also oiCan thatattetized by
lingetingbi-racial tensions. Relationships between blacks and whites
ate often cordial but,vestiges of Preludice limit potential community
integration. Recent research indicates that communities and counties in
the "Black Balt* of the South, those cOunties with a majority of black
populations, have a more difficult time attracting new businesses than
their majority-white counterparts. Undoubtedly, some of this economic

unattractivenasi tomes from the quality of schools and other amenities
that these counties offer but the racial,factor cannot be discounted,
even in the mid=1980's.

Dilemmas of Rural Communities in the South

Beyond the obvious limitations of weak economic conditions, rural
communities often miffer from a variety of related problems. These
problems in turn make it difficult for some communities to garner
economic resources or take advantage of new potential growth
possibilities. The lectors that usually distinguish communities with
good growth potential from those that have weak growth potential are
quality of education, community leadership, quality of services,
community integration, and personal and family well-being.

Quality of Educatiofi

Rural communities in the South have traditionally developed
tomparativelypoor educational sxstems. For example, a recent study in
Georgia found that one out of four adults is functionally illiterate
(Gabriel, 1986). Drop-out rates from rural schools are exceptionally
high, with fewer than one out of five students graduating wIth Ai high
school diploma. Even among those who complete their high school degree.
inadequacies in their education appear when they spek admission to
colleges and universities: the overwhelming majority of students in
univetsity developmental studies programs come from rural counties.

The role of education in community development is not completely
understood. There are data, however, that indicate that business
relocation decisions art vositively influenced by high quality education
in the prospective location (Rentz, 1985). This is particularly true
for white collar and service industries that demand better educated
personnel in their labor pool. Extoit for basic educational needs and
vocational training opportunities, quality of education is less
important to blue collar industries, which have traditionally been
attracted to the South because of low labor costs. These industries are
now moving their manufacturing operatior.., to even lower cost, overseas
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locations, however, leaving nany southern communities unprepared to
attract high quality White collar or service industries or to develop
these industries themselves.

A

A related problem in rural education systems is inadequate
preschool programarthat foster early educational skills. Rural children
often otter first grade with poorer preparation for mathematical and
verbal Skills and less exposure to ideas and experiences that schools
will later use (Cook, 1985), In Georgia, Head Start programs can only
accomodate approximately 15% of the children who qualify for these
programs end many perents cannot afford other public or private-
sponaored progralb whihh meet these early educational needs (Parham,
1986). In addition, inadequate preschool day care programs limit
opportunities for mothers tO be employed, When the economic
circumstances of the family require it.

Community Leadership

The quality of leaderahip in rural communities in the South is
uneven at best. Many mayors, sheriffs and city or county council
representatives are undereducated and often uninformed about management,
accounting and representational issues.that they oust consider when
promoting community growth end well-being. Compared to their urban
counterparts, these people often have fewer resources to attend state or
regional seemings and, because they sometimes feel inadequate, they do
not participate in edUcational or training opportunities which can help
them in their leadership roles.

One of the problems that complicates leidership in rural
communities is the tradition of plantation life that fosteved the
development of power elites. Thus, leadership tends to be controlled by
a relatively small number of inflnential people who aro expected to
provide benefits for the community at large. However, stems the tax
base is so low, there are law benefits to distribute tProughout the
community. Also, the pay of public officials is often very low and
this, no doubt, increases inducements foz corruption. It is not
surprising, therefore, that a relatively large number of rural community
officials in Georgia hive been removed from office for criminal,
activities,

Community Integration

Rural communities in the South are often characterized by close.
intimate relationships between community members. Certainly, the
television image of "Mayberry, R.F.D." fosters this notion. By
community integration, I am not referring to racial integration but to
the extent to which there are both formal and informal interaction
networks through Which people support one another on an ongoing basis,
as well as in emergencies.

Research studies indicate that rural communities tend to be quite
hospitable to newcomers, in contrast to the image that they are very
very of outsiders, most new neibers of the community find it relatively
easy to integrate themselves within the existing support systems (Rank 4
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Voss, 1982). This ease of integration has one negative effect on
community development: newcomers tend to Want their new community to
stay the way it is while long term tasidents are mote likely to want to
promote ,c4kangs. For example, there are many instances in which economic
development in North Georgie has been retarded by newcomers not wanting
to promote growth and development; many of these people were attrect4.4
to the arse becsuse of its "rurality" and low tax base. Threats to
promote developeent and increase tame may benefit the quality of life
of earlier:residents Dut retard quality of life for urban escapees.

Another dilemma tat effec t. community integration itself is
racial and oconelic imequel,Aty. Communities are often characterized by
haves and have.mots; those who own property or businesses and those who
work for them. Many rural communities find it difficult to effectively
meet the needs of both of these groups, usually supplying the
disadvantaged with less suppbrt from community leaders and from the
limited resources that they have at their disposal.

Quality of Service.

Sado services are sadly lacking in rural communities in the
South. Not only are utilities such as water, sewerage and health
systemè inadequate but programs that facilitate financial adjustments
and help people adept re 'changes in acopomic circumstances are uncommon
or unavailable. Most southern communities have weak or nonexistent
programs in such areas as employment sa .stance, vocational
rehabilitation, mental health, legal aid, community plammiug and public
housing. Since 1980, the gap between urban and raral areas in the
service they provide to residents has been growing (Blakely and
Bradshaw, 1985).,

Without these services, residents a'io disadvantaged and
communities are deemed to be less desirable to those outside.
Unfortunately, many southern rural residents are unaware of the
importance of these factors to nonsouthernars. In a comparative study
by dbe National Chamber of CUmmerca, it was found that southern Chambers
of Commerce considered quality of community services to Ds a relatively
unimportant factor in community attractiveness to industry compared to
representatives from other parts of the country (Reitz, 1985). Ibis
suggests that southern community residents are often unaware of the
importance of community services to nonresidents and that they may also
be unaware of the value to their own people. especially the younger and
better educated who are leaving these areas for better quality of life
in southern cities and towns.

Family Life,

Thedrural southern family conjures up 4 strong image of
traditional family values. Popular culture would suggest that these
families are highly adaptive, integrated and psychologically close.
Indeed, reco4t studies of farm families ten4 to support some of these
beliefs, especially studies in the Mid-Uest and Vest (Olson et al,
1983). Some of the recent research on family strengths has been based
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upon these families, adding to our professional literature the
presumption of family solidarity in rural America.

Rural families in the So3th ars not always able to live up to
their traditional form family ideal. First of all, the majority of
these families are not farm families who own and work their own lend.
Most southern rural families work at low wages in agriculture blue
collar jobs that contrast with the agribueinesses of the Mid-liest. In
addition, farm families in the South are now experiencing even more
economic difficulties than in ocher parts of the country, with nearly
one thousand farmers in Georgia experiencing foreclosure this year.

This is not to say that most rural families in the South are
suffering. They are not. But there is a fairly high proportion of
rural families who ere reporting high levels of family violence and
family disorganization (Krisberg and Schwartz, 1983, Turkington, 1S-5).
Incest rates are very high in the South, considered by some to be higher
than sey ether part of the country. In addition, child and spouse abuse
rates are very high. Teenage pregnancy and early marriage are still
common in rural counties while traditional values limit access to ner
education and contraception among rural youth.

These instances of family disorganization are particularly true
among lower socio-economic and minority families (TUrkington, 1985).
These families are also lass likely to have access to support services
and progress in rural aress, leaving them vulnerable to inter-
generational poverty and inequality. It is difficult for individuals to
break out of poverty since the sexual and conflict behaviors in these
families often conflict with traditional values in the more prosperous
communities, Family problems can accentuate perceptions of social class
differences within the community and increase prejudice and
discrimination. Thus, poverty perpetuates itself and services ars rot
provided because of perceived undeservedness by those who control
economic resources,

State Responses to Rural Community Needs in Georgia

In addition to the many local responses to rural community and
family needs, the state of Georgia is now making sone significant
strides toward improved quality of life and economic well-being for its
rural residents. Some of these efforts are extensions of long-standing
concerns while others are new and exfanded efforts-that should pay
continuing dividends. Fortunately, ehe state of Georgia is blessed with
an expanding economy, a Sun-Belt lozation and progressive leadership.
Still, there remain many unmet needs for rural families ir,d these will
be identified later.

Collection of Date

One of ehe most important determinants of a state's ability to
address the needs of ies people is data that can document the
pervasiveness of a problem and the extent of the need. Up until
recently, Georgia, like other southern states, has not always had at ics
disposal the data needed to understand and focus on problems. With few
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exceptions, research on southern communities has been inadequate.
Southern universities and state agencies have not always had the funds
necessary to carefully explore the many issues that concern theit
people.

There are.several recent efforts to remedy the situation so that
existing or new data can be interpreted in such a way that policy makers
and legislators cam use them. Ihe Georgia 2000 Commission, for example.
has explored a number: of major eoonomic and social issues of the state
and prepared a statistical summary of its findings. /hese were compiled
by both the private and public sectors of Georgia and form part of a
growth plan for the state. The University of Georgia has reeently
prepared a map of state.statistics, The Georgia Atlas, the first of Its
kind that is available. The Kellogg Foundation Task Forces at the
University qf Georgia are also gathering important new data on such

issues as community well-being, literacy levels, potential economic
growth models, natural resource recovery strategies and quality of lifc
considerations. Taken together, these effects should provide vuluablc
information upon which a rural community agenda can be built.

Quality Basic Education Act

The State Legislature in Georgia passed unenimously in 1985 the
Quality Basic Education Act which is designed to transform public
education in the state. The purpose of the legislation is to raise the
overall quality of education in all areas of the state, whether urban or
rural. The Act provides a formula for the redistribution of funds for
primary and secondary. education, increases standards for new and
existing teachers, increases pay for teechurs throughout the state and
stiffens high school graduation requirements for students.

The Quality 34$14 Education Act is designed to increase the
prestige and status of education in Georgie. It should somewhat reduce
the brain drain of teachers from schools to the private sector and
increase the value of a high school degree from a Georgia secondary
school. The potentiaX econosic benefits are enormous, especially as ;..he
economy in Georgia shifts toward the service sector, demanding higher
levels of education and competencies from our citizens. This is not an
immediate solution to community problems but it will certainly improve
the quality of life and economic development of rural communities in the
future,

Community Schools Programs

Community schools programs are being initiated in many parts of
the state. These programs are designed to make better use of school
facilities in the evenings, on weekends and in the summer months.
Community schools provide adult education, community forums, vocational
training and enhanced recreational opportunities. Community schools,
where they have been successfully implemented, have been significant
factors in the improved community integration of rural communities where
it helped foster the economic well-being of rural life (Garewood and
DeLargy, 1985).
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A good example of a successful community schools program was in
Brooks County. In the southern part'of the state (Mott Poundation.
1982). A program was established there called REAL: Rural Education
through Action Learning. This program was supported try state,
foundation and Departuent of Labor fulds to ttomore vocational education
and cemmuniry integration in that counry. lio program has been highly
suteessful and serves as a model for other such programs which are treisq,
considered throughout the state.

University Support for Communities

Universiries and colleges in Ceorgia have been major promoters of
community development in the state. WhIle this is a traditional role
for many state Institutions, particularly land grant universities, the
service role of southern universities has remained very visible and
strong over the years. The Cooperative Extension Service is one of the
most visible arms of this effort throughout the state and ft plays a
major sole in local community development and coordinated efforts for
community development throughout the state.

The Insritute for Community and Area Development at the University
of Georgia represents a noteworthy effort on the part of the state and
the University to ueet the plaening steeds of rural communities and
regions of the state. The Institute provides technical assistance to
communities in developing long-range development plans, works with local
planning officials if they are available, and provides direct planning
assistance ard other importanc emphasis ie on economic impact analyses
for local communities which can help loeal leadership identify their
economic alternatives for community developmenc.

The Georgia Center for Continuing Education at the University of
Georgie also provides an expanded outreach to essist local communities.
They provide seminars for training of local community leadership and a
dere base which can be drawn upon to assist in local planning. The

Kellogg foundation-sponsored Task Fetces are designed to determine the
priorities for continuing education in the state and assist the Georgia
Center in defining its short- and long-range objectives for adult
education.

Developmental Highweys

The ewe of Georgia is currently in the process of developing
highways which will better link rural areas of the state to urban
centers. These highways are designed to promote the development of
rural industries that need urban markets. The thinking behind this is
to encourage distribution of industry throughout the state (it is now
concentrated in several urban centers) and facilitate rhe move from
agricultural to industrial and service economy.

While this is considered a short-tero solution to rural
development needs on the part of many legislators, economists caution
against an overemphasis upon developmental highways. While these
highways can ease the fie., of pods and access to services between urb.a
centers, impacts on rural development have been marginal to date At
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best, this strategy must be undertaken in concert with a broader
community development effort that solves other local needs.

Lend Use Plenning and Zoning

A more comprehensive examination is currencly being undertaken in
the stete of Georgia. This effort is designed to determine the
requirements for development in different sectors of the state and the
resources that are available and needed to promote economic development
This effort is not unique but it Is noteworthy for the state and a first
major srep in defining the requiremenrs fot the economic development of
rural communities.

One limitation of land use planning in Georgia is the
Constitutional limitetion for the state's role in overall planning and
zoning. This control was totally abdicated to local counties, making
both regional and state.wide planning efforts quite cumbersome and often
ineffective. In feet, regional planning and development commissions
receive very )4ttle stare or federal funds today and operate almost
solely from local contracts.

Church end Religious Contributions

Rural churches in the South ore notewotthy for their traditional
values and community integration activities. Church leaders, whether
white or black, heve nor been reticent in their criticism of legislation
and policies which sometimes inhibit personal and community well-being.
Religious activities has a long tzadition in the South and black
churches and church leaders have been particularly influential in
southern communities and states. Rural churehos have been especially
strong advocares for families and an important resource for communiry
leaders.

This potentially brighr picture of the rural Church in the south
has begun to dim somewhar. In a recent study / conducted of rural
pastors I found quite high levels of lou morale among these clergy
compared to those serving in urban dhurches (Orthner, 1986). Likewise,
many of riles* pastors complained that their parishioners do nor take
them into confidence. Rather than being a clearing house for coamuni.y
rensions, personal concerns and family grievances these pastors suggest
thar rural families are typically socially isolated and rarely turn to
anyone for help, ofren until it is too late. Like their urban
counterparts, rural Churches are aiso experiencing a decline in their
church attendance.

Unmet Needs of Rural Cocmuniries

Despise selected efforrs to berter support rural communities and
rural families, there remain a nuaber of areas in which state action has
been eirher nonexistent or ineffective. There are also emerging
problems in rural communities that have been stimulared by state and
federal policies and legislarion and these need to be reviewed and
perhaps reconsidered.
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The lack of high quality services provided to residents of rural
areas hes-been noted es a pervasive problem in rural living. While many
rural ratidents do not expect to find the range of local services
available ro rhea locally as in urban areas, there are basic needs in
such areas as education, employment assistance, community mental health,
and the like. Small communities and under-populeted counties cannot be
expected to provide these services because their tax bases are minimal
end the menavvent costs for these services are high. In Georgia, for
crimple. troll over half of all the counties do not have at least 3300
students in its public schools, a number uhith is considered minimal to
supporr a quality education systen.

Incenrivos aro needed to presets cons:Adation of ba it services.
In Georgia. this may moan consolidation of counties, an unpopular idea
in rural areas. Reverthuass, Ln order to break many children and rheir
parents out of the rural poverty tycleoir will be necessary ro
reorganize many local serites and consolidate rhem under stronger
leadership,

A somewhat related problima is that of rural leadership. More
rraining in clry and county aanagemant is needed end rural leaders need
to be stemusgod ro parricipato more in their regional associations.
Likevise, greater c molidation of services should result in I ur
development of more compere= leaders as rhe resources needed to manage
programs and services vill toms from a eider area and population base.

Rural Credir Problems

One of the major problems stifling development in rural areas is
tho lack of credit. Vithour availablu credit, it is very difficult for
rural people to develop the businesses end indusrries rhat uill help
vitalize their areas. It will make it especially difficult for them ro
make the transition from an agricultural to a service-oriented economy

The problems of:rural credit have many causes, not the least of
uhich is rhe decline in land values and the relatively low wages that
rural residents typically earn. These problems are exacerbated,
however. by the deregulation of many industries rhat have rradirionally
served rural communities. Along virh a loss of airline, train and bus
services, the local banking industry in rural communiries is beginning

to vanish. In its place are branches of larger state and inrarstare
banks with litrle invastmenr in rural communities and rural development
Coupled with this has been capitol flight from the rural tommuniries and
to rho urban centers of the Souris. The loss of rhis capiral and
restrictions on credit play a major rtle LA stress in rural communities.

Rural Resesreh Needs

In order to understand rht strategies dr:kr are maker likely ro
improve the quality of life for failings in rural communities, such more
research is needed 04 MVO. communiries in the sough. Thera are unique
problems to rural life in the South, as I nored esrlier, but very licrle
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research is currently being Lupported to look at rural family and

individual needs. As research dollars have become more scarce, much
more of this research has been dedicated to basic agricultural studies
and comparatively little to social and behavioral sciences research.

Unfortunately, much of the information wa depend upon for policy
and legislative action is anecdotal. Carefully developed studies of
rural familyneeds are exceptions rather than the rule. This is not to
say that extension services, hose economics departments and social work
units ere not fulfilling their responsibility. They are, but their
resource: ire sadly lacking and funding levels have declined
signifieantly. Thus, the problem has growo but the data needed to
etipport good answers is not a/ways there.

Contributions from Support Organizations
r '
During this time of transition ln our society it is important fot

organizationiombo attempt to meet the needs of people to establish
overall priorities. Given mass.madia attention, the mcobless of urban
America riceive a great deal more publicity than those of rural America.
The farm crisis is not the only crisis faced by rural communities in
America. *Moore attention needs to be given by organizations such as
religiods groups, P.T.A.'s, -and vsriouq men's and women's organizations
to how theys.csn contribute.to the development of rural communities,
especially:kw:the South.

t a ,t) --
Rural churches ,. in particular, need outside support in order to

continua their sirvice efforts. The rural church in the South has been
a major institution in promoting change but it often has inadequate
resources to support its efforts. Pastors wbo represent major
denomidations shoulclbs encouraged with additional support from their
denominations.:

Other volunteer organizations also should be encouraged to develop
a rural comsunity emphasis. For example, parent.teachet organizattons
in rural schools are often ursuccessful in attracting parent
involvement, especially among economically disadvantaged parents. Given
the importance ofediscation for commutity,,stats, and regional
development, the input of.additional resources and training for parent
involveamint'could prove to be crutiel to local communities, their
schools; children Und-families.

Conclusions and Reeonmendations

As has been noted, rural communities in the South are undergoing
significant change. Their agricultural base is still strong, but it is
beginning to erode and the institutions which traditionally have
supported the rural community are not adapting as quietly as needed.
For many of these communities, there is the hope of a savior in the form
of A new automobile or other major manufacturing industry. Net well
understood ars the opportunities in service industries or the
entrepreneurial developments they themselves can mak* to revive their
own economies through the redevelopment of their communities and rural
regions.
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The following recommendations identify some of the major tnrusts
that should have a positive effect on rural communities and the
integration of rural families.

o Significantly expand preschool education programs in
rural areas of the South.

o Promote regional planning and development commissions and
give them greater authority to effect lane use plank:11g.

o Increase research on rural community development and
factors that will strengthen rural families.

o Improve quality of primary and secondary schools in rural
areas.

o Stimulate che work of private and public voluntary
organizations in rural communities.

o Increase training and leadership competencies among rural
leaders.

o Promote cooperation end consolidation of rural
communities and counties in order to improve
services to rural residents.

o Foster the development of alternative commpiry
schools in ordet to bettar.facilitate the
integration of community residents and promote
community development strategies at the local level.
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Chairman MILLER. Imise Hill.

STATEMENT OF LOUISE RILL, WOMEN'S COORDINATOR,
GEORGIA FARM BUREAU, MACON, GA

Ms. Mu. I am Lotiise Hill, 'the State women's coordinator of the
Georgia Farm Bureau. On behalf of 161,000 family members of our
organization, I would like to commend this committee for having
this hearing and especially haVing it here in the middle of a farm-
ing commtmity.

As you have already.heard, and I will empbasize.again, the prob-
lems facing fermi, families are many and the farm sector is in a
state of depression. The farm family unit is al a state of depression.
The farm family trait is presently under tremendous pressures. The
Georgia Farm Bureau has recognized this problem and has had
several programs on dealing with the difficult times. Every day,
our membership sees real examples of the problems facing farm
families and need not he educated to the reasons or to how these
problems are createdthey already knOw t418. So a an organiza-
tion, the Georgia Farm Bureau, is taking_ os,itive steps not only to
help our farm families deal with'the present situation, but we are
actively advocating avenues for a more optimistic future in agricul-
ture. It is our view that instead% telling a farm family of their
despair, something they already know about, we should. provide an-
swers and alternativeafor their future.

What assistance is needed in the rural conununities to help fami-
lies overcome the despair that has been created by the present ag-
ricultural depression? First and foremost, we must take some
action to save the family farm. Second, the temporary despair and
stress must be dealt with.

The present problems facing farmers are primarily a result of
outside forces, as Dr. lkerd reiteratedlow commodity prices, the
overvalued dollar, high interest rates, depressed land values, em-
bargoes, et cetera. Many factors have compounded CC top of each
other, making the present farm economy the worst since the De-
pression. It is ironic that when the general economy seems to be
the strongest ever, the agricultural community which represents
the No. 1 industry in the country is in a state of depression.

Looking toward the future, the Farm Bureau can see this situa-
tion changing. The 198$ Food Security Act, coupled with lower in-
tereat rates and lower energy costs, should help bring some pros-
perity to the agricultural sector. But, of course, the farmer who is
foreclosed on today, will not see a brighter tomorrow. In the first 8
months of this year, there have been 665 foreclosures in Georgia.

The debt situation is like a plague to rural areas, and must be
solved for any long-term relief to take place. The Farm Bureau has
urged, with some success, the banking regulators to implement
policy changes to allow forbearances and the restructuring of farm
loans. Upon the request of Farm Bureau, Congressman Lindsay
Thomas of Georgia has introduced Resolution 810 which calls for
the Farm Credit Administration to practice forbearance rather
than forec!osure through loan restructuring progran2s. Debt re-
structuring mug become a reality.
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The Georgia Farm Bureau realizes that even with debt restruc-
turing,. the problems with _the. agrisector will not be solved over-
nighp, so We are trying to address the immediate needs of our mem-
bers thiough rkograms designecl'to heIP farmers and their. family
Members tope-with skies from the agricultural crisis. .

I-mSome exampl* At the annual Georgia Farm Bureau Presidents'
Conference, wlich is a Way leadership meeting of County Farm
Bureau. _pretideiits; we had 'training Seminars explaining the
gresentlarm crisis as well as looking at new opportunities in farm
prograins and extuainhig ruiancial alternatives. Althetigh the criti-
cal agridultural situatIon was acknOWledged through tfie confer-,
ance, the. 'program focused On up-tO-dite information on how farm-
ers can survive the trisis which they in turn could communicate to
local Fariii Bureau'members.

Another special program sponsored by the State Women's Com-
mittee featured the farm, family and the importance of the familyunit hi the rend area Thq conforende focused on the importance
of -the. family unit in a farming operation. Participants learned
skills that could enhance farm life as well as were challenged to
apply these newly acquired abilities. Program topics included were:

Building Better Working Relationship Between Farm Family
Members.

Estate -Planning.
Financial Planning.
Home Business Opportunities.
The Role of Leisure in the Life of the Farm Family.
I Vfant you to note that the conference ob,jectives and topics did

not dirfttly relate to the farm crisis, and did not focus on those
topics that we continuously talk about such as stress, but instead
they, focused on needed information and skills that a family could
use in dealing with.the challenges that they currently face.

Probably the most beneficial outcome of the conference turned
oat to be the social interacfion. Farm family members had the op-
portunitY to interact, discuss, and fellowship with other farm farm-
lies that were facing some of the same problems. We believe that it
is through this type of social interaction that we can probably best
address the farm crisis an the family unit. Farm familia have tra-
ditionally depended upon their individual family for support sys-
tems.

To reach outside of the family. unit is not a common practi.e.
The current agricultural situation is forcing the fan* members to
seek support and resources outside of the. fotnily unit. This can
have some positive implications, but we fear at present the nega-
tive will overshado* the positive.

An example: Most faiin wives have been forced to seek employ-
ment off the farm in order to supplement farm income. Vany
people would argue that thiti is not a result of the farm crisis and
is not unique to agriculture, bilt rather a reflection of our country's
overall economic situation. I would disagree tty saying that beciuse
most farm women are an integral part of the farmmg operation,
and while at honié make daily contributiona to the management. of
the farm in addition to mamtaihing 'the family household. The
need for the farm wife to seek-employment away from the farm
has resulted in a loss of labor for the farming operation. The stress

, i42t
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creited as a result of the wife not being involved in the daily oper
ation,rd home activities has hid many effects. One of the stront
est`bijAnton the Wife herself. Alany farm wives attempt to fulfill all

they,, carried *ler to off-the-farm employment as well
as keeping thab comniitmeit_. to their employ= 'this personal
stresPiiill4larm Wife hailed ifianyeffects on the family.

ManOt the familifarins.in Georgia have multigenerations con-
tributinkt:f:the farm operation. This may .result in a varied set of
value in telt' the mragement of the farm. The grandfather
may net. igfie 'with the giandson's decision. If agriculture is in a
positive sitnatife,Aiii,disagreement- can- be worked through, but
with the .curient 0004uraisitmation, these disagreements often
risilt in major amily atguments; once again impacting the
strength el the family unit Family stave!), as we have already seen
and'heard. much todayt, diiectlY affects the children. Many times
children growing up on,a !Arm expect to' Continue the tradition of
operiithig the, family feria- and then suddenly foreclosure shatters
that dream: The fereclisure of a farm causes many changes in
what wee onee.a stable environment for the children.

A:sector we have notaddressed today as the,various testimonies
have been presented is the farmworker's family. Most of the com-
meats today have directly related to the farmowner's family and
the effects on the farmowner's family. I think Ms important that
we acknowledge the ripple effect that will affect 'farmworkers and
their families. The loes,of employment will have a tremendous
impact on theee families and. an almost every case, farmworkers
have little education and their alternatives for employment in the
rural area are .almost 'nonexistent,. Because of their limited re-
sources,..the families ef farmworkers are faing devastating situa-
liens as a result of the agricultinal economy. Many of these farti-
lies will struggleiust to provide the basid needs of food and shelt4r.

Whether: one is.discussing the farmwerkers' family or the farm-
owner's frilly, traditionally in Georgia, agricultural production
has contered.around the family unit. Farm families take pride in
their family unity and strength. Many times in the past, it has
been this strength that has pulled them through difficult times and
will continue to pull them thrOuth. But the current agricultural
situation is challenging the strength of the farm family more than
it efer has before. External forces are pulling apart the internal
bonds nf

The, depressed state ofihe agricultural sector of the economy is
causine severe and daniaging wounds to the family. We believe
that the answer to solving the problem HO in strengthening ,the
agriculture economy. Job retraining, career counseling, relocating
programa, all are important and all have their place, but are not a
long-range answer to the farm family problems. Firmera want to
be farmers and they want to remain on the farm. Gentlemen, as
yon ha% heard today,..ellni not well in, rural America It is impor-
tant that 'we look at the family farm. I Urge you to back leg-
islation IMO as Resolution $10 introdnded by Congressman
Thoinai"filtlt will help, farmer' restructure debt, making family
farming a atrOnger-induatxy; thus, relieving the stress on our
family farms.

4
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Therewill bele positive tomorrow in agriculture. It is somewhere
around the corner and the Georgia Farm Bureau families plan on
Wing a part of that future.

Thank yoxi.
Chairman Maus. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Louise Hill followsi

a
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PlISFAXED SyAllatENT OF LOUISE Mu. or 'MX GEORGIA FARS& Bvax4u

I am Loidse 111101i0 State Women's Coordinator a the beorgia Farm Bureau. On behalf

of the I61,000 rural family members, I would like to commend this Committee for having this

hearing, especially for holding It here in the middle of a farming community.

As you have already heard, the problems facing farm families are inany and the farm

sector Is In a state of despair. The farm family unit is presently under tremendous pressures.

The Georgia Farm Bureau recognizes this problem and has several programs on dealing with

the difficult times. Everyday, our membership Sees real examples of the problems facing farm

females and need not be educated to the reasons for or how the problem was created they

aireedy Imow thtx. So as en organization, the Georgia Farm Bureau Is taking geltive steps

not only to help our farm female; deal with the present situation, but we are actk ely advoca.ing

avenues for a mete optimistic futuse in agriculture. It Is our view that instead of telling a farm

family of their despair, something they already know about, we should provide answers end

alternatives for their Adore.

What misters* is needed in the rural &immunities to help families overcome the despair

that has been created by the present agricultural depression? First and foremost, the family

farm must be saved. Secondly, the temporary despair end stress must be dealt with.

The present problems facing farmers are primarily a result of outside forces low

commodity prices, the over-valued dollar, high interest Patel, depressed land values, embergoth,

etc. Many factors have compounded on top of each othet making the present farm economy

the worst since the depression. It is ironic that when the general economy seem to be the

strongest ever, the agricultural community which represents the number one industry in the

country is in a state of depression.

Looking toward the future, the Fars. Bureau can see this situation changing. The 1985

Food Security Act coupled with lower interest rates and lower energy costs should help bring

45
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tame Preeity to theilBricelhirel i-eetor- Bet *of Courser if the farmer is foreclosed on 'today,

he will notsite a-in:kilter tomorrow. In the first three months of this year, there have been
.

665 foreclosures in Georgia.

'The debt situation is like a plague to rural am, and must be solved for any long term

relleflo take' place. 'The Farm Bureau has urged, with some success, the banking rqiirlators

to '1;epliment`inticy changes to aliiw forbearance and the' restructuring of farm loans. Upon

the kvitrelit'of Parlti Alive% Congressmen Lidisay Thomas of Georgia has introduced H. Con.

Res. 316 which calls 'foe the Farm Credit Administration to practice forbearance rather than

foreeloi. unciwOugh losnliestructuring prograis. Debt restiucturiig mit becorie 4 reality.

'1lb Giorgi* item bureau realises that ciie i. with debt 'resbucturl.gj the problems with

the agri-Mtetor iiii not te solved overnight, so we are trying to address the immediate needs

0 our members through programs designed to help farmers and their family members tope

with 'sires* from theiUgricatural crisis.

it Gm annual dichti itarm Bureau Presidents' Conference, which is a two day leadership

meeting of Count. y Farm !Wean 'Presidents, we had trainini ieniinars explaining the present

farm crisis:is Will as looketfat eu;si opportunities in the farm programs and examined financial
4.

altenualves. Although ihe critical Ugrieuit'ural situetion wee aelmowledged throughout the

coitference, the mogram fOcused on Up-to-iate information on how farmers' can survive the

crisis whici theY1; turn cotila colimimleate to local Farm Bireau members.

'Another special program sponsored by the State Womens Committee, featured the farm

family and the importance of the family unit in the mat areas. The conference focuseo on

the iMportance of the gamily unit in a farming ,veration. Participants learned skills that could

enhance farm life as well as were challenged to apply these newly acquired abilities. Program
. .

topics such as:

Building Better Working Relationship Between Farm Family Members

Estate Planning

Plnencial Planning

Home Busbies. Opportunities

The Robi of Leisure in the Life of the. Farm Famili

I.
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1 . -.
Please note thst the conference objectives and program topics did not directly relate, -

to the farm crisis, but instead focused on needed information and skills that a family could

use in dealing with the challenges the farm family currently faces.

One of the most beneficial outcomes of the Conference turned out to be the social

interaction. Perm family members had the opportunity to interact, discuss, and fellowship

with other farm families that were facing some of the same roblems. We believe that it is

through thie type of social interaction we con best address the farm crisis on the family unit.

Paris fatuities have treditionafly depended upon their individual family for their support system.

To reach outside of the famfly unit Is not a common practice. Tne current agricultural

situation la forcing the family members to seek support and resources outside of the family

uolt. This can have some positive implications, but we fear at present the negative win

overshatkow the positive.

An example is most fawn wives have been forced to seek employment off the farm in

order to supplement farm income. Many people would argue that this is not a result of the

farm crisis and is not unique to agriculture but rather a reflection of our country's overall

economic situation. However, we disagree because most farm women ere en Integral part of

the farming operation and while at home made a daily contribution to the management of the

farm in addition to maintaining the family household. The need for the wife to seek employment

away from the farm has resulted In a loss of labor for the farminq operation. Ilia stress created

as a result of the wife not being Involved in the daily operation and home activities has had

many effect". The strong family bonds traditionally cultivated and maintained by the mother

are weakened. Many farm wives attempt to fulfill ail of the roles they carried prior to off

the/arm employment as well as keeping their commitment to their employer. This situation

results in tremendous amount of persons] stress for the fans wife which directly affects the

family.

Many of the family farms in Georgia have multi-generations contributing to the farm

operation. This may result in a varied set of value judgments in the management of the farm.

The grandfather may not agree with the grandson's decision. if Aviculture Is in a positive

situation, thb disagreement can be worked through, but with the current agricultural situation

A
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these disagreements often result in molar family arguments: once WM impacting the streagth

of the family unit. Family stress directly effects the children. Many times children Brewing

up on a farm expect to continue the tradition of operating the family term and then suddenly

foreclosure shatters their dream. The fortelosure of a farm causes many changes In what once

was a Stable environment for the children.

Most of my comments have related to the problems faring the owners of farms; however.

It is imPortant that we consider the ripple effect of these problems to the farm workers. The

loss of employment win have a tremendous impact on these families. la almost every ease,

farm workers have little education and their alternatives for employment in a rural area are

almost non-existent. Because of their limited resources, the families of farm workers are facing

devastating situations es a result of the agricultural economy. Many of these families will

struggle lust to provide the basic needs of food and shelter.

Whether one fa discussing the farm worker's family or the farm owner's family, traditionally

in Georgia, agricultural production has centered around the family unit. Farm families take

pride in their family unity and strength. Many times in the past, it has been this Strength that

haS pulled them through difficult times. The current agricultural situation is chellesiging the

Prength of OW farm family Snore than it ever has before. External forces are pulling apart

the internal bonds of the family.

The depressed state of the agricultural sector of the economy is causing severe and

damaging wounds to the farm fantify. We believe that the answer to solving tM problem lies

in strengthening the agriculture industry. Job retraining, career counseling, relocating programs

ell have their place, but not es a long range answer to the farm family problems. Farmers want

to be farmers, and they want to remain on the farm. AB is not well in rural America the

Family Farm must be .aved. We urge you to beck legislation such es H. Con. Res. 310 that will

help farmers restructure debt, making farming a stronger industry; thus, relieving the stress

on the farm families.

Theee win be a positive tomorrow for agriculture, and the Georgie Farm Bureau families

plan on being part of that future.
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Chairman MILLER. liStelling to this testimony this morning re-
garding what was done in Indiana, I just wonder if you see a differ-
ence in the underlying infrastructure here, in terms of rural pover-
ty and the educational system between here and Indiana. Dr. Ikerd
and others can try and answer.

Mr. Anus. Well, I guess that is a yes and no answer. Indiana
isunlike Georgia, Indiana has more urban centers away from one
ins:7.r town, but it is still, Itr and large, an agricultural State, but
manf, many small towns. There are about 500 incorporated com-
munities in the State of Indiana and about 15 of them have a popu-
lation of more than 50,000. So it is by and largu a rural, smalltown
State.

I understand potentially the difference is in education levels that
were addressed here today. But I guess my response would be to
say the reasons why it may not work lik.e it did in Indiana, in
Georgia, is just to say the task is different. There are different
wa_ys to approach it.

I guess, just to back up a little bit, Registered Cities and Towns is
the heart of a much larger program that involves primarily a part-
nership between public and private industry. Because we do not
have a lot of money at the State level to work with Indiana, and
becaupe of our lack of ability to borrow. We have to balance the
budget, we cannot borrow to do it. What that means is that we
have to draw the private sector and the university sectors into the
economic development, and what that means is we also haw to
draw that in at the local level, too. In the process of Registered
Cities and Towns happening, the local communities involvedyou
know, the person who runs the school and the person who runs the
water and sewer system and the banker and whoever is thereI
understand that educational levels at the local community level
are different, but in Indiana we have some communities under
1,000 people, under 1,000 population where the mayor is the barber
and they do not know much about all this stuff, but they are in-
volved with Registered Cities and Towns.

I cited in my testimony towns like Hamilton and Orland and
Freemont, Ashky/Hudson which attracted two companies, each of
which had more jobs associated with that location than were in the
entire town, in part because they were organized and they were
able to respond to the needs of companies and to work with people
that were already there. Somebody runs the school system, some-
body runs thehelps organize these types of things.

COn the education side of it, what we have tried to do is free 'I)
some of the money that needs to go to universities to some degree
by involving the private sector into those programs. Purdue Uni-
versity has a program called SID-MAK [ph.] in which six private
corporations have donated $1.2 million to this particular program
to do research on the factories of the Mare.

What programs like that do is allow us more of an increase than
would normally be expected to go to a program we call Prime
Time, which is in essence putting a lot more money at the Ic
through 5 level of education, making sure that the kids at that
level, Idndergarten through fourth and fifth grade, have very basic
skills of reading, writing, arithmetic, and those types of skills at
that level, that have smaller classroom sizes and a little bit better

14.9! =.
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facilitief than they might otherwise hive, concentrating efforts at
thoee levels.

'So it is a'giant program that involves a lot of people and it is not
justko outand,otganise and start marketing yourselves to indus-
triallpreipecia around the country. It involves a lot of people by its
nature; aild'in'doing that the people contribute not only their time,
buttheir rifebuities, throngh the whole process, and the whole State
is involied; beliUse we cannot do it at the State level by ourselves.

CluillinadtMza. Dr. Ilteri
lksiiii:Yes; sir.

Mum You seem to suggeit that this trend has not
=Ain fact you are:going to lose the whole Infrastructure

ire in 'the 'viral commtinities and the rural regions of the
fat think Tit." Berienti also *stifled that families who must

sieltimiloyment oriesources for the family fmd that they have to
migrate, to urban sections of the State or to othei areas of the coun-
try, ye also'hear4 testimony that the banks Will follow-them be-
calise.obviousk the banks go:where the depodts are. And you start
fa lose the shoal and economic, fabrie of Mlle of these areas, it
seems to Me.' And it does not aniear that it takes many years
before that is accoinplishea

'Dr. Imp. i would hike to Zomment on your previous ques-
lion and then geti at this becausaIthink they are related.

Ve have a iniigrnm going on .in cooperative extension now,
which ia.,a highligiority program, which was a spinoff of a program
we called Gecigm 2000, In Georgia 2000, a group Of leaders :from
across the whole State gottogether:and discussed the issues and de-
fmed priorities:for Georgia:over the 'next 15 years, going to the
year 2000. The spinnff on that proftram has been called County
2000., What we are trying to do with County 2000 is send teams of
extension people' into the counties who put together groups of 50
county Jeaders, eo we are involving a lot of people in this program.
Our rots is to help these, people identify the community resources
and to. identify for themselves the priorities for their counties,
moving into the year 2000. I think there are 16 counties in the pro-
gram this year and we will be moving into 16 more counties next
year. Most of these counties are in rural areas and they are facing
the financial crisis that inaffecting the farm economy, surrounaing
communities, .ande these communities themselves. These are the
issues that County 2000 is dealing with.

Now to:your second question: Yen; I think there are adjustments
that are inevitable in Georgia- and elsewhere around the country
because of factors that have already been put into place, that I oat-
lined very briefly in my paper.We had an agriculture that was
gearillg 11111_to produce for a growing export market We expanded
capacity. Vie have an agriculture now that is shrinking because we
have lost that export market' I often say that we are at a cross-
roads in agriculture today.

We can go one of two directions. We can either continue the
trend. to produce for the domestic market, and if we do, Georgia
farmers and U.S. farmers will have to cut their production levels
probably another 15 to 20 percent to bring supplies in line with do-
mestic demand at profitable prices.
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The other road is to try to regain the export market. If in fact we
are successful in puttim/ the policies in place to regain the export
market, then we could have a larger rather than a smaller agricul-
tire sOinewbere out in the future. But we are not going to accom-
pliali either of those within the next 3 or 4 years. That is the point
of what 1 am saying. We. are going to continua to go through some
period df adjustment in agriculture.. That fs inevitable. I think
whatjvi hnve to do is to deal 'with that reality aid to make the
transition is effectively and is imoothly as possible: We Can then
look on to the future.and decide whit kind of agriculture we want
and put the policies in place that will bring it about.

Chiirmin Panama. Congressman Cats. .
Mr.. Qum. Mark Akers, ,Indiana hae followed a prograni ivhicB

you have :described, registered cities and towns. It occurs to _me
that at @tome poiiif the State had to make a decision as to which of
two apkoaches it wouki-

One approach is fo.say that- we viill energize:the communities to
thedevelop comniumty fiist and hope that jobs follow. In other

words, we have got a deteriorating downtown, so let us put in a
mall and fix uto the store fronts. With- education laddngthis might
be a nisstive inducement to Bestries moving here. We ought to
develop our parks and streets, our infrastructure, sewer, water, et
cetera, and then hopelo attratftlie jobs.

The othevapproaoh would beand it seems to the you followed
the second approachlet us go after the economicirowth or devel-
opment of thelobe first and then hope that that will bring about
the renewal in the community.

Could -you comment on that? Is it either, or, some of bothwhat
is the thrust? Which are you putting rust and which are you put-
ting secolui?

Mr. Axial. Well, it is a little of both. The emphasis tends to be
more onhow do I put thiaIndiana isevezy State is going to
say this, you understand thatladiana is kind of unique in our sit-
uation because of the surrounding7the tax etructure of the sur-
rounding States. And because of their tax structure and their abili-
ty to borrow as they balance budgets and go into various programs,
their tax rates are somewhat higher and their unemploymeat com-
pensation systems are different. It is lower cost to work in Indiana
So we have, on a regular basis, companies coming to us where
many of these successes come from. They have got a project, they
are interestod in Indiana, the probabilities are higher. We have to
staff to handle those projects that come to us. It is two-pronged.
One is a target-marketing program which at the State level is simi-
lar to what I described at the local level where we gather private
and public expertise and network,on those expertises.

I guess the emphasiswe also have a program, too, that helps
communities develop themselves as a product, because, you know,
you cannot go out and sell a community that really does not have
some of the things that these companies are going to need. So we
have takenat our level, we have taken a couple of different tacks.
Most of our incentive programs work through the community, so
that when there is development, that money flows into the commu-
nity. We have a UDAG [ph.] type program where money flows into
the community, they loan it to the company in order to induce the
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company. to come there and then the money, wheirit is repaid by
.the Company stays in the communitp-you 'mow, recycles the
.iiioney in the community, so everybody walks away happy in that

lebave

of deal.
usedsome.of our community development block grant

money;the small cities money, in traditional ways that block grant
money has been used for in. uelping communities do downtown de-
velopment., neighborhood development, putting in infrastructure
that is reqoiredShooe Ones of

Butitur incentive.progsbms, Watrlaige, are incentives not only
forth. companies, but for the communities, too, becauselhere is
only one incentive program, for example, that we have that goes to
the company and that in a training program, where:money goes di-
rectly to thecompany. All the other money that we have when we
entice companies to come to Indiana goes to the community for
things to be done in that community to help that company locate
there.

I guess the answer to your questionis, yes, we have come down
with more of an emphasis on attracting the investment into the
State because without that investment nothing happens, without
lobs taxes do not get paid, churches do hot get conftbutions, char-
ities do not operate, those kinds of things. And then that invest-
ment is very important to us. But:the other side 'of it, too, we have
tried to mae' our programs so that therwork with the communi-
ties, both. through.the grant level like--the block grant
have worked m the past and we have State fwids trgserres-

too. Working in that traditional way, but also as .divelop-
went happens, that money goes tothe communities and not to the
comp8111013.

Mr. Coma My second question is really more of a comment than
a question-r The-`other four panelists all toucheckon the cooperative
extension service as an ln-place network to deal with problems that
farm families are experiencing. My understanding that extension is
-funded oneithird 'Federal, one-third State and One-third locg
county-wide4 know it is in 'Indiana, I assume that is a national
way it is funded. Taking into consideration these...facts; the chang-
ing needs of farm families we are in an inevitable period of adjust-
ment., and that.welinow that perhaps one out of nme farms are in
severe distrese'andtprobablyavill not make it is it not treasonable
,to assume that-, our extension dollars ought to be reprogrammed.
We ought_to be doing a lot or thinking right now about how we are
spending those dollars.

or instance, in my hometawn, Fort Wityne, IN, an. urban area,
we have an activeigood extension servide, but much time is spent
teaching home economics-A lot of time is spent on urban garden-
ing, on productipg information and helping citizens with lawn care,
shrubbery wowing; things that really aretnot getting at the heart
and soul4of the problem .thatexiste au the farm. And I was just
wondming if. some thoughte'has been given to restructuring how
those dams We probably .do need,to be spending lot
moreieffort intd with. stress that_falls on families that have
had to give up their ann. WI heard some eloquent testimony on
that tins morning-on providing the community emotional, local
support for familiesin stress and in distress.
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The.extension service, since it is already in place, could reorient
its policies, work with local ministers, psychologiets, mental health
centere, to pull-together a cooperative lobal effort. It could provide
a structure to meet a lot of these needs.

If Any of you want to conunent on that, I would be glad to hear
your thoughts.

DrAirinte. First here in Georgia, we get about 16-17 perient of
our extension funds from_ the Federal level, but it is significant
And when you get down to what extension is involved in and what
it does, it is many directed from the Federal level because it start,.
ed out wand reinains a cooperative program. We basically do what

mandated,therw.
When you mentioned some of the things like urban gardening,

for example, those are earmarked dollars that ome from Washing-
ton for urban gardening, the come down and :bat is what they
have to be spent on.

Mr. COATS. OK, so that burden falls on us.
Dr. Ime. And some of our program it is directed in that way. In

fact, the Fednal budget that went forward from the administration
this year mandated that the States would have to show that they
had satisfied:all the needs of working directly with farmers on
commercial term decisions before they could spead any of those
Federal dollars on resource development, community development,
home economics, youth programs-or anythirg else. Now, that provi-
sion did not pas& as far as I know, but that was the proposW Ian-
guage..And that is the program direction that is being passed down
now from the Federal level.

Now I work with farmers, and I would argue that we need to
continue to work with farmers and to work with the financial crisis
as we are doing, to help farmers assess their resources. But we also
need the other programs in community resource development, eco-
nomic development, as we are talking about here, and the broad
programs we can do through 4-H to deal with problems of crisis
affecting the .children and so on. We can do those things, and ex-
tension is amendable to doing those things. In fact, we-have major
thrusts in those areas.

We have reorkanized our extension structure to create a whole
segment within extension that deals with economic development.
We got quite a bit of criticism, our director did,- from various
sources about doing that But we are pushing to the maximum
extent that we possibly can, I think, into those- areas to try to
direct our resources toward solving the total problem. In fact, we
got some matching funds from the Federal level to put together a

Pr
for financially distressed farmers. We have gone ahead

anIgr:rnie working with the other departments, in the stress area,
with the home economists and with the resource development
people on finding jobs and so on. We are pushing a comprehensive
pmram, but we are not getting any encouragement from the Fed-
eral to do that We are doipg itbecause we really feel that it
needs to be done, and we are going to continue to do it until some-
body takes the dollars away from us, rather than wait for someone
to encourage us to do it.

But what we need is support for those kinds of things. We recog-
nize that the need is broader than just farm decisions. We are

.011
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going to help peoplativitlr farmalecisiont because that is our basic
thrust. But we need support to do these-other -things that we are
toing to do. .;
.0he Other.pointivyiouid to:inalre, is if you look at north

Georgia ted eolith fidorginryou have *look at them differently. If
you 7are troinuto ilookAit an exaraple . OF economic development
comingfrodtathe.loctil -community and a treinendobs success story,
all you lave to,do-js-look at north Gitorgia.-Drive. from here on up
throught Atlantaiso on' upthrough that are*, That is -the, fastest
groviing. part- of -the ,whole country.--.And -compnieslare locatingf .
whole -mdustries arellocating, it, is a relatively us area.
But,- you.ge to south-Georgia and then try to find. etresources
that will-attract industries into those counties that are hardest hit
now biithe far* finaricial crisis. We are hying to do that, but it is
a tfly different job than going into north Georgiet or joing-out-
side-of towthurin- the Xxiwestsomewhera and saying OK, all *e
need to.doisimarshatalmresourcesrtogether andget them orga-
niied and we will brieg 'le in. Go to south Georgia,t4rive;those
roads of soodxadorlW see the-poverty there and .aee the re-
sources there, and then krtodeal withithat, to put those resources
togetherfsO that thosepeople, can make:a living. That 'is -what, we
are trying4o do-in extension ind thatis what allot of other people
in:Georges are.tryingito do.- We Deed all the help-we can get. ;

lifx:Coms$0.Diaarranti, you are directly iiielved in thido yeiu:,
waetto coniment on,that'l-

BAnnazeri. think John pretty:: much summed up:what I.
would haversaid; I- think as a member of -the departmentiof *home
economics:extension,. Irmant to- stress that we are very much in.
volved in etreesmanagementj strength building, and other kinds of
supPort propania, anda lot of our prxrams are based and aimed
at the quahty of life isaties and that is-what we are about rather
them .mke decorating te_ gourmet cooking. We are trying to be
about that as weare famd with- the farm crisia now.

Mr.-Coma I guess I am a little,confused, because I have talked
with all my extension people,:too, back in Indiana and the answer
they give, tee ia similar to -your answer: That is to say, we want to
do evelything- we are doing now and:we want to do s little bit ;
more. If you -just:give us more knoney, we will do more- of it. And
now is not the time for you to p111 moz!ey away because them is a .
crisis on the farm. But no one is coming forward' and saying all.
that we are doing is not in the right area. We have got a new situa-
tion that we are trying:to deal with.-Let us be ftale end specifi-
cally target in on the problem thatfacee us today. We should prior-
itire because in a day of limited resources. and funds, to be truly
effective, we have to do that -

I have 441 people come to me and say, "Whatever you do, do not
take a fenny from 4-H, in fact, give more to 441." I have home
economics teachers- coming-and saying "Whatever you do, do not
take away from that!' I have urban gardening people coming and
saying, 'Me guy in the city fa hurting, too, that little_ plot outside
in the backyard isimportant and we need this service."

I Anon earaskhig the quest;on., Is anybody sitting .dowA and
saym, "Wait. a.minute, this is a crisis, funds are limited, we need
to rethink this whole thins."
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Dr..1xxim. I mouktjust like to clarify: Maybe you did not catch
part ofwhatl-was Sayhig awhile ago.

In cases where we are trying to reorient, we halve the people and
the programs that. we have been seeving before that say "You
ciiinot take those fundmandfputithem-samewhere else." When we
are trying, tomove in oneidirection or another, we feel the pressure
that Iroircanna.quit- doing that 8'1(1E4811 doing something else."
We;need support: for- change.11óme of it may be new dollars, some
of-Wain-be redirercted-daars, but we need to shave the ability te
redirect: We needlojiave the confidence in our leadership to allow
theYeitensi.on:tadministration to redirect -to meet the needs over
time, rather thin,having one group say redirect your funds from
here tobil-4,.1.rat no new funds; and somebody saying "If yon take
your' funds out of thia.area, we are going to see that you do:not get
any_funde

--Mr.lComs. But a lot-of that support has to come from the exten-
sion-itself:411e national extension has to get together and say this
is-whatme need.
-Dr:tuani. I do not know about the natinal level, but at the

Statedeveli. we-have the leadership who wants to move, who wants
to address these current issues thatare coming up and who are
doinprerything.that they can- to redirect-those resources. But in
many calls the .getzpiilled back by those who say !Toll cannot
quit doing You- cannotTedirect in tidal Cases becauie
you would have to quit doing something else, and So wirsay, 'OK
if We cannot redirect, what is- the alternative' Well, we need more
fundalollo some-new things :, ifwe cannot quit doing the old. And
then when we want more funds, what we get flis less uids. We get
a -60-pereent budget cut -because. nobody tMn that we are doing
the things that ought to.be done. It is a dilemma.
1Mr...Cosys.- Well, I am way Over my time here..
Mr. Rowi.ann. I just want to commend you on being here today

:and talking about the problems that we are 'having on the farm
and some of the things that you ari'doing to address them in Geor-
gia, the-Southeast ,. and the entire country.

Let me ask yeu about the FFA. I had the opportunity last month
totalk to the FFA in Waycroas; GA, and I was surprised that there
were 300 'people there. Do you recall the themeI cannot remem-
ber the theme for.. the FFA for this year, but it was a real good
theme. Do any of-you remember that?

.(No responsol, ov:.
Mr RawLANV. Are any of you involved in the-FFA?
Dr. Imam Wit work with the WA in extension, but it is totally

aOininistered outside.of extension.
Mr. EOWIAND. A lot of young people are coming along, and-they

do not have to be just those that are actively tilling soil, there are
many other things to do in agriculture. They were redirecting some
of their energy and some of their activities .11) these treas.

You- do not know if there is a drop in enrollment in FFA,in the
State of Gebrgia, &you?.

Dr. INERD. The:e is-a sharp drop in enrollment; but 1 couldn't
quote yowthe figures, but there le a sham drop in 'enrollment.

Dr. femuitarn. There is a drop in vocational agrie,altural courses,
too. ,

1;.1111A3
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Mr. RowlAwn. Thank you very much for your testimony and for
focugw on this most important area.

Mr. Isvmt.iJust a quick question because we need to get on to
the thirdpanel. t

Let me-ask someone who has been, though not representing a
rurakareaphas- been working on rural credit .issuesI am on the
Banking Conimitteea few of us have Proposed a bill on credit to
try to -ease the load for people,so they can afford to plant this
summer or for next summer. But let me ask you,.because I think
underlying the attitudes of a lot'of people in Washington is the fol-
lowhighLonise-Hill, you say all' is.dot well in rural America, the
family farm must be saved; I think:a number of legislators and a
nipther ofjpeople in'the executive say this: "There is going to be a
squeeze on the number of farms in America." Mao in your testimo-
ny. sivsial Ofyou have alluded to the fact that the younger genera-
tion ii jeaving the farm. So, I think some of our colleafues, and
Perhaps even.more, people in the administration, are saying "Why
save the family farm."

Now,, this could take hours, I know, but maybe in 1 or 2 minutes
you could fortify us agree with that, but I am accused of
romanticism instead of realitywhy we should save the family'
farmin a minute or less.

Ms. Hui. My reply to that would be, obviously we have heard
lots of statiltics on how maay businesses fail in the rural communi-
ty as a result of farmers going out of basiness. Most recently I have
heard that one business per every five farms that go out of busi-
ness, fails. That is a critical part.,If we do not maintain the family
farm in rund,areas, what W111 we substitute? We talk about bring-
ing indnstry in, but is there enough industry in this country to
come in and supplement all of the rural areas in our country? I
think it is criktml that we keep agriculture in business And that we
maintain agriculture in a healthyposition.

Mr. Lxvni. In other words, I think the answer would be the non-
family farm would take the place of the family farm that is what

e are saying kind of under their breaths.
. Hu. But-is it a reality that it will? And what type of farm

is that nonfamily farm going to lie. How mariy people will it
employ, will it maintain that rural economy, and I would propose
that "No, it would not." Our economists can probably give you
more statietics relating to that, but I think you are idso lookbg at
a hardcore issue of a way of life and quality life, too, in addition to
the er.vtomics of the matter. And you have heard that from the
various testimonies today, that there is an important quality there
that wethat our country was founded upon and I think we are
going to have a tremendous loss if we lose.

Mr. Lsvni. Mr. Rowland judt mentioned that somebody on the
next panel has to leave at 2

Dr. Inan. Let me respond in a minute or less to what you say,
because this is a question that is often asked, 'Why should we pre-
serve the fam%! farm?" From an objective economic consideration,
I think we are concerned about the structure of the industry of the
farming sector. In fact, we have policy, and have had it in place
over the yews, that says, "We want to have a productive, efficient
agriculture." We put public resources into agriculture, making it
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efficient so we can free up resources to do everything else. We have
been very successful in using fewer and fewer people and fewer
and ;fewer resources to produce from the land. But, 'the other side
of that efficiency is maintaining a competitive agriculture, which
means maintakting an agriculture in which no single entity has
control. With a competitive agriculture, we can depend on what-
ever benefits are generated by public research and education dol-
lars. eventually to be passed on to the consumer, as food prices rela-
tive to incomes-go down.

So,, I think =one way of maintaining a competitive agriculture is
to make sure that there are a lot of people in farming. In antitrust
considerations and. various things of this nature, we are concerned
about the structure 'of almost every industry. We see other indus-
tries that do notyperforin nearly as well in that area, I think be-
cause we get down to the point where there are too few. So, ,I think
there needs to be a lot of farmers out there, and if there are going
to belt lot of themove do not have a better model than to have
family farms out there operating.

And another important kind of ethical question is that the
people of the country ' are concerned about who owns the land.
When you get right down to it, what is the country geographically?
It is the land and they are concerned about who is out there On the
limn. Let foreign ownership of farmland get up to a fraction of a
percentage and you have people in the street. They do not want
foreigners owningthe lancl. They do not want big corporations
owning the land. The taxpayers want a lot of people out there on
the land that they tan believe in and trust and who cannot some-
how control the country through the ownership of the land. I am
convinced that the taxpayer is concerned about who is on the land,
in addition to the Struceure of agriculture.

I think both of those are strong reasons for maintaining a family
farm based agriculture, even if you throw out all the sociological
reasons for doing so. _

Mr. Levitz. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. 'Thank you. Next we will hear from Dr. Gus

Kaufman, Margo Smith, Bonnie Engle, and Rev. Arnold McKinney.
Dr. Kaufman, I understand you have a time problem, so we will
hear from you first.

Dr. KountAkr. I have been able to buy myself another half hour,
soI will not take all. of that.

Chairman Manz. We must be out of here at 3 o'clock, so please
apportion your time accordingl3r. Again, your written statements
and supporting documents will be put in the record, and you may
summarize. And I think also you might want to quickly comment
on something you have heard here earlier.

Dr. KAUFMAN. I think I am going to secede to Margo Smith, who
has a more general statement and I will follow her.

'STATEMENT OF MARGO SMITH, COORDINATOR, GEORGIA
NETWORK AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, ATLANTA, GA

Ms. Spam. I will be fairly brief. I represent the Georgia Network
Against Domestic Violence and we are a coalition of battered
women shelters throughout the State of Georgia.

)(14715,17
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oPktiire'a *oath' sten ht a phone booth hifhe middle of the
t. She hairliva Small children besideliér. She is crying, con-
AileedingAnd badly bruised. She mil* hes Some ithall change

lin .heripacket; enough th.makt a phone call.' Fortunately, she also
has tliiinumberoreitrisis'Inio far battered women.

Shelters'are a lifeline for families in criiis. Some of the services
thetvahelters...provide ere:- Shelter; '24=lieur counseling-24-hbur
criaisitiunselinFjob 'referrals, legal cOunselin& end children's pro-
grams inzaddib on. to a *db variety of. prevention . Pre-
-ventinildemesticwiolence en essential part of whir pro-
videke everliopeto sake change in the tragic cycle of violence,
we have to focus on prevention programs.'
-Theseincluda.training of prilicy and medical personnel, working

withzehool curriculum% et cetera.
According to national statistics, we can expect 100,000. to 200,000

Georgia women to bmvictims of abuse this year.
.,The expense of violence in,the family, is devastating. Paramount,

ef come, la:the lospet human lives and the spread of-the disease ef
violence to the next. generation. One-eighth of all homicides are
spouse nnirdersaeikd these are not including boyfriendgirlfriend
hving*agether, thie Is just spouses..I read today that 40 percent of
all wonren who kill thsix husbande ,and who end up in jail, were
victims, chronic victims of domestic violence. Aghty-five percent of
men in prison report they grew up in a violent home, most of these
saw their fathers beating their, mothers. We see this traveling from
generation to generation. It is not something you can just ignore
and hope it goes away in this generation.

In addition, the expense to the community is overwhelming.
Many police deaths and most of their injuries result from answer-
ing domestic calls, their most frequent call.

Absenteeism from work due to domestic violence costs American
businesses an estimated $8 to $5 billion a year plus another $100
million in medical expenses.

Attacks by husbands on wives result in more injuries requiring
medical treatment than rapes, muggings, and auto accidents com-
bined

Shelters for battered women exist only through a concerted, co-
operative community effort. Currently in Georgia, shelters receive
no Federal or State dollars, soon to change with some Federal
money that is going to be allocated soon. Support from local United
Ways, church groups, civic organizations, and concerned individ-
uals reflect the investment and commitment of these cities and
towns across Georgia.

Citizens of these communities across these States are requesting
that their State find Federal tax dollars be reinvested in services to
protect and strengthen their greatest resourcestheir families.

Currently only 18 of Georgia's 159 counties have any services for
battered women. Last year, crisis lines for battered women received
16,000 calls and shelters served more than 4,800 women and chil-
dren. Most of these service% unfortunately, are available only in
the cities, leaving unserved the vast rural area of the State.

The poverty that permeates the lives of women in rural Goergia
makes abuse in the -home an almost inescapable trap. A safe place
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for her, and hepchildren is something that few of these women can
dream of, as.thiy are left isolated, unheard, and unassisted.

The picture of .ppveity for women in rural Georgia is bleak. I
think we liive.heard .something about poverty in Cieorgia, but I
think if we 'focus in on the feminization of _poverty, we will see a
pretty startling itatistio.

.Thgty-five percent bkad of households are.below poverty level in
Georgia.,The averages median income for a Southern black female
is.$8,718. Forty perdent of. all poor Southern households.are headed
by a female with no husband preeent. The proportion is-More than
two times sis high ,for blacks as for whites. Fifty-four of Georgia's
159 counties have a 20-percent-and-above family poverty rate. Be-
tween 1960 and 1980 in the South, the portion of black family pov-
erty represented by single mothers and children escalated from 27
to 59 percent.

Por there to be a change in the face of poverty for rural Georgia
women, an investment of dollen and resources must be made by
the State and Federal governments in the form of dollen for shel-
ters, job training, child care, and prevention programs.

Por a pbor woman trapped between the fist on one side of the
door and hunger for her and her children on the other, crisis serv-
ices that provide a hope for a-violence-free life are a necessity.

Thank-you'very much.
Chairman Mum. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Margo Smith follows:]
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Pictur a woman standing at a phone booth in the 'middle

of the night.-.She has two *mall children beside her. She is cry-

ing, confUsed, bleeding and badly bruised. She only has zoo,

small change.in:her pocketenough to make A phone call. Porten-

ately, she also hos the number of 4 crisis line for battered women.

Shelters are a life-line for families in crisis. Some

of the services are: shelter, counseling, job referrals, legal

counseling and children's programs in addition to a wide variety of

prevention programs.

According to national statistics, we can expect 1 - 200.000

Georgia women to be victims of abuse this year.

The expense of violence in the family is devastating. Para-

mount izt the loss of human lives and the spread of the disease of

violence to the next generation. One-eighth (1/81 of all homicides

are spouse murders, and 85% of the men in prison report that tnuy

grew up in a violent home.

In addition, the expense to the community ls overwhelming.

)Iany police death's and most of their injuries result from answering

domestic caller their most frequent call.

Absenteesim from weik due to domestic violence costs American

businesses 3-5 bil/ion dollars per year plus another $100 million in

eidical bills.

Attacks by husbandson wives result in more injuries requiring

medical treatment than rapes, muggings, and auto accidents coMbined.

Shelters eXist only through.a concerted, cooperative community

effort. Support from local United Ways, church groups, civic organi-

zations and concerned individuals reflect the investment and commitmeat

of these cities and towns across Georgia.
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Citizens of these communities across the state are re-

questing that their State and Federal tax dollars be reinvested

in services to protect end strengthen their greatest resource -

their families. .

Currently, only 18 of Georgia's 1S9 counties have services

for battered women. Most of these services are available in the

cities, leaving unserved the vast rural areas of the state.

The poverty that permeates the lives of women in rural

Georgia makes abuse in the home au almost inescapable trap. A safe

place for her and hdr children is something that few of these

women can dream of as they are left isolated, unheard and unassisted.

The picture of poverty for women in rural Georgia is bleak.

S4 of Georgia's 159 counties have a 20% and above
family poverty rate. (Southern Regional Council, Nov.
1985)

40e of all poor Southern households are headed by a
female with no husband present. The proportion is
more than 2x as high for blacks as for whites.
(SRC, 140v. me)

The average median income for a Southetn black female
is 63,718 (1/3 that of white males) (SRC, Ncv. 1985)

Between 1960 and 1980 in the South, the portion of
black family poverty represented by single mothers
and children escalated from 27% to SOS. (National
Advisory Council on economic Opportunity, 1981)

For there to be a change in the face of poverty for rural,

Georgia waken, an'investment of dollars and resources must be made

by the State and Federal governments.

For a poor woman trapped between the fist on one side of the

door and hunger for her and her children on the other, crisis services

that provideahope for a violence-free life are a necessity.
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-Georgia Network Against Domestic Violence
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STATEMENT GUS KAUFMAN, MEN STOPPING VIOLENCE, INCO
ATLANTA, GA

Dr. KAuntior. Think you, Margo.
-jam Dr. Gus Kaufman, and I am clinical director and a founder
of Men,Stopping Violence in Atlanta, GA. We are a nonprofit orga-
nizatibn whine goal is to stop male violence t ward women. Cur-
rently 'we PrOvicle counseling for 85 to 90 men a month in 6 bat-
terers groups ahd an provide individual counseling.

We arose from the battered women's mownient, which Margo
Smith also repreedats. That movement itself is an assertion of
women's rights and it is thus a part of the larger struggle for social
justice that our country at its best embodies.

I want to skir a few things that I think are difficult to say, they
do .not get said often, especially by men, and it has to do with the
situation .of battered women and their childrenour childrenin
this country. .

Justice, as you heard from Margo, iS still hard to find for bat-
tered women. 'This committee no doubt knows those statistics, that
a woman is battered in this country every 18 seconds, that more
than 1 million of these women need medical help. Dr. Rowland and
I spoke earlier about when he worked in emergency service in
Macon, in the hospital. Almoet ontquarter of women who come to
an emergency room come from ninnies from battering, although
that is often not i;ecognize4 or aillted about, historically.

Every day four women in thia country die from injuries from bat-
tering. In yesterday's Macon Telwraph and News ,thele was.a story
whichiiip6rted thai about one-half of all police Nurses on the job,
in the line of duty, are on intervening in domestic violence situa-
tions. Whit'that atory did not say is that the FBI uniform crime
statisties retorts, which say that 87 'percent of those domestic as-
saults are males assaulting femiles. We often do net look at the
realities of mile violence toward women.

We knoW about the prevalence in this counti9 of rape and of
incest. We are finding out more and more aboUt that. We know
about the ways that labor and law maintain male privilege in the
oppression 'of women and children in this country. And what I
would like to talk briefly about today is what Men Stepping Vie-
lence and organiiathns like ours and the battered women shelters
belIeve needs to be done to end male violence and end abuse of
women.

We counsel batterers, men who hatter their wives."They call us
when the wife has left or the partner has left or when she has
threatened to leave unless he gets help to end his violent behavior.
More rarely a man will call us when the court has sentenced him
as a condition of probation following a conviction for battery or life
saultte a tounselin* 'program like Men Stepping Violence. I say
More rarely because in this country, it is very rare that a man is
charged with battery when he has committed a domestic assault It
is even rarer if he is charged, that he is actually prosecuted and it
is rarer still that he i8 convicted and sentencedprobably not 1 in
1,000 reach that point.

Groups like ours have some tools that we can teach men who
batter their wives, that they can use to become nonviolent in rela-
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tionéhips. We-tan. teach them how to recognize red-flag situations.
situations where he needs to take time out, leave the situation,
take a, walk, ...tither than to get abusive or violent We can teach
him to recognize his feelings, to express his feelings, to share with
other inen and his support grogp and thereby break his emotional

- addiction to his partner as the only one he shares with emotional-
the only one he lets know what is going on with him and there-

fore, the person he feel& he must dominate and control to get his
neeckmet. .
1.*There are only a handful of programs in the South like ours.

Anteven imAtlanta where we are located, we 'see only a fraction
of 1 percent of all the men who batter their wives. Outside of At-
lanta, in the ivral South, there are virtually no such services. So,
we know that for this reason and for others, counseling of men who
batter is not the primary answer. It is important becahse counsel-
ing programs give the lie to the belief that men cannot help them-
selves, that he is provoked by his partner and he has no choice
other than to hit her or to physically assault her when she does
folnething he does' not like.

Walleye found -in our work with men who batter, that men
choose when they will batter, where they will batter and how they
will be 'violent, and that they can learn to choose not to be violent.
But the important work is with the courts, with the police, with
legislatures, to develop policies, procedures, and laws that give
clear, unequivocal messages tci men that battering and other forms
of violence will uot be toleratedcoordinated policies of all of these
people inVolied in our society.

Our society has a long way to go in this respect. Few batterers
are arrested, fewer prosecuted, fewer still convicted and sentenced.
So in effect we novi give the massage that batterinig is safe behav-
ior. A man can blame a woman for his actioas and Ile can get away
with it, jag a8 thcse.whose duty it is at this paint ta protect citi-
zens can blame her for not prosecuting or for dropping the warrant
and they can get away with it rather than taking on the system
that does not arrest, prosecute convert and that keeps her from
being able to safely prosecute.

Our organization is directed by a s6man, Kathleen Carlin, who
headed a battered women's shelter and a rape crisis center for 6

We acknowledge in our structure and in our statemouts that
ttered women and their advocates speak for a reality that .has

not been alloWed a voice, that has never had a voice. And too often
battered women have not even been allowed to have a life.

We challenge the other systems in this society to believe battered
women first of all, to believe their stories, to take their stories seri-
ously, not to assume that a man's home is his castle, that what he
does there is his business, even if it contravenes the law. We ask
other men in power and in society to take seriously End to bring
home a commitment to justice for all.

(Prepared statement of Gus Kaufman, Jr., Ph.D., Allow!)
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PREMIUM SFATIOaNT OF Gts KAUFMAN, JR., PH.D., Curaciu. Duescros, Mot
STOPPINO VIOLENCF, 13w, ATLANTR, GA

Atlanta's Public Safety Planning and Research Unit estinates
thirty .thousand- domestic violence calls for police services in
1984, representing no fewer than tvelve thousand households. In
kWh County, en estimated 1000 cases come before Magistrate's
Court a year, many being repeat offenses. Services for the
victim ore beginning to be in place, but the Atlanta Council onA
Battered Vomen last year vas able to shelter only e fraction of
those requesting service.

...The lessons that men learn about controlling, dominating and
always winning play themselves out most trsgically in the one out
of every four marriages in vhich a man repeatedly batters his
vife. Every 18 seconds a woman in this country is beaten by her
male partner. The home, that place of supposed safety and
minor:ince for fannies, is, for 1.8 million women every year, a
nightmare of terror and,for over 2000 women, of death.

These grim statistics reimal not only the extent of the
problem but the reality that battering does not stop without
intervention. lntervencion occurs r. all levels: at the societal
level, with arrest and prosecution, at the level of the family,
vith safe shelter for the victims, nd at the personal level vith
the individual Utterer.

Hen Stopping Violence is a private, non-profit, tax-exempt
organization whose mission is to end violence against women.
Founded in 1982 by two Atlanta psychoherapists. Dick Bathrick
end Dr. Ous Kaufman, MSV is the only organization of its kind in
the Atlanta area. Its unique integration of service and social
advocacy makes it a powerful force for change.

While MSV has been in existence for over three years,its
growth hae depended on the extraordinary efforts and donated tise
of the tvo founders, Bathrick and Kaufman. Only this year was an
active Board developed vhich acquired the organization's tax-
exempt status and began a modest but successful fundraising
effort that enabled thea to hire, through e combination of
partial payment and donated time, Kathleen Carlin, former
director of the Cobb County YVCA Battered Vomac's Shelter, es
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part-tise Executive 'Director and to open a small office. Funds
have come from private donations, fees for service, small private
greets, honoraria and. lately, DeKalb County. Still very much in
its stsrt'up phase, the organization feces an escalating dilemaa
of demand for services thet rises constantly with MSV's increased
credibility and visibility, and strikingly inadequate resources
with whintt to meet the demand,

.Even thoqgh only a very small percentage of Waterers ever
askes the extensive commitment to struggle with persona: change
in e treatment program, demand for these services dramatically
outstrips. MSY's ,present capability to meet then. at the same
tine, comsunity education and advocacy activities, to necessary
to curb battering, do not yield the funds necessary to support
them. MSV's programmatic successes have placed severe stress on
its underdeveloped organizational structure. In order to build
on its foundation so painstakingly laid and be able to respond
credibly to the need in the community, MSV needs operating funds
support.

Already, MSV has gained recognition for its leadership and
expertise in treating batterers and planning comaunity
intervention to stop domestic violence. Even before the recent
hiring of staff and opening a small office, Dathrick, Kaufman and
other men volunteers and group leaders have, in addition to
conducting treatment cervices for send provided training and
given leadership to such groups as the Mayor's Task Force on
Domestic Violence and Judge A.L. Thompson's Domestic Violence
School Curriculum Committee. ln April, RSV's Executive Director
appeared on P8S's "Late Night America" as an expert on domestic
violence.

MSV was recently featured in the Christina Science Monitor in
an article on batterers. Numerous requests fros the media for
information following the murder in DeKslb County of Gwendolyn
Grimmette, including publication of an article or. ths Op-Ed page
of the Atalanta Constitution by the Board ;rvsideit, later
reprinted in the Southern Feminist newspaper. attest to t :roving
public acknowledgement of MSV as a :tutted eettori:y on this
issue. Regarding MSV's DeKalb Coanty Con:: Interv+viion Preje:t.
Judge Ron Jeson said,

la counseling exclusivelr tbe male vno
batters, Men Stopping Violence pr-vides an
invaluable service to :te community and to thp
courts in our attempts to rednce violent criminal
offenses in the home. This grovp of dedicated and
talented nen focuses upon the root of tho problem:
"he attitudes, pressures and rvacione that lead
men to strike out. r am glnd they are In my
courtroom when we conduct the Domestic Violence
Calendar.

An associate of both the Georgia Network Analns. Donestic
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Violence end the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence,
MSV works in close alliance with the other pioneers in this work,
particularly the Domestic Abuse Project in Minneapolis and EMERGE
la Boston. MST's design to address ard find solutions to the
problem of bettering is s carefully structuied program in which
men take responsibility for stopping their own and other menis'
violence against women through 1) treatment, 2) training and 3)

community education and advocacy.

1. Treatment: MSV group leaders handle more
than 150 cells per month from batterers, partners
of banterer*, referral sources and other members
of the community venting information about this
problem. From a beginning of two groups started
by Kaufman and Bathrick in 1982. MSV now operates
five groups led by six trained leaders. Forty-
five men, on an average, are enrolled in group at
any onetime.

2. Training: MSV's training component is
two-part: its internal training of group leaders
and volunteers, and training of othar segments of
the community. Six men have been trained as group
leaders by spemling 24 weeks as a member of a
battertrs' group plus 40 hours of didactic
training and supervision.

In 1985, nearly 100 mental health and health
professionals were trained in skills to recognize
and intervene la battering situations. Groups
included CPC Parkwood Hospital, the Georgia
Association of Marriage and Family Counselors,
Georgia Conference on Social Welfare, and
workshops such as the Psychiatric Institute of
Atlantea conference on domestic violence, with
Lenore Walker.

3. Community Education and Advocacy:
Through a grant from DeKelb County, MSV has this
year, joined with the Magistrate's Court to
develop a court intervention program. Since that
program began in July, MSV workers have sp nt an
average 12 hours a month at the Domestic Violence
Wender Court, talking to an average of 60
defendants a month. Now, lISV's participation has
doubled, with the instituting of a bl-weekly 90-
minute domestic violence class. In 1985. men
working with MSV, either as group leaders or as
strictly volunteers, participated in 030 different
speaking events, interviews with the media, and
meetings in the community advocating for solutions
of the problem of battering.
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addendum to _testimony of Gus R. Kaufsen,Jr. Ph.D.s Men Stopping
ViOlestmc Iac.

Nen Stoppinn, Inc.was founded In 1982 in Atlanta, Ga. Our
goal.11 to istop.mnle violence toward 'roman. Currently we provide
coseaellian for 85-90 son par month in six betterers groups and
individuel.counielling.

NSV arose from sad is a part of the battered woaan's
movement. That , ovement itself represents the assertion of
wossa's rights end is thus a part of. the larger struggle for
.ocial Nftice which our country et itsbest embodies.

For battered women end their children justice is as yet lard
to find. This comaittee no doubt knows that in this country "

women is battered by a husband *or boyfriend every eighteen
seconde...that more than * million of these women need edical
help each yesr. Every day, four die."(Reader's Digest, Januery,
1986).

Ton .know the-prevalence of rape and incest, the inequalities
of Locos*, labor and law which ssintain male privilege and the
oppression of wosed and children. I would like to tell you today
what Men Stopping Violence does, and what we believe needs to be
done to end abuse of wosen.

As I sentioned before, we counsel batterers. Men call us
when their wives or ;wieners bey* left or Weetended to leawe
unless the son gets help to end his violent behavior. More
rarely, se yet, a sae cells us when a court has found his guilty
of battery or sessult and sentenced his to NSV counselling as a
condition of probation. NV and other bitterer.' progress around
the nation have developed a good set of tools a nan can use if he
wishes to become nonviolent in relationships. In group he learns
to recognize "red flee situations and take a "time out" at tbat
point; to recognize and express bis feelings and to depend on
other son in the group for emotional support, breaking his
addictive habit of always expecting this from a partner who be
then feels be must, end has the right to, control.

But NV is one of only two such programs in Georgia; one of
.only a ..andful in the South. Evan in Atlanta we serve only a
fraction of * per cent of sen who batter. Outside Atlanta, and
specielly in the rural South there are virtually no such
service*. We know therfore that counselling for men who batter
cannot be the answer. Tot it is important for it gives the lie to
the belief that betterer is provoked, that he has no other
choice. Ve have found that batterers do choose when and where and
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hew they will be violent, and that en can choose not 4o be
violest. , , . .

. .

MST else works vithl'coeite, police, end legislators to
develop .policiee. prockdaree, .esd laws which sive cleer. end
**equivocal .neseases tbi4 battery will lot be tolerated. Oer,
Isoniet7 Kee a lone 'way te Ito in tbie'respect. few batterera ere'
ezreaCnd.; fewer yroseceted. end still fewer convicted add
seatenced.." pie, gives Ken- tKe neesage...that battery-1e safe
behavior. *Alma can blame the women for his actiose.and -*get sway
with it:* jisst as those whose duty it is tO: protect iitiseas coo
bliss her for ant piosecuting. dropping tfie warrent, etc. arei get
sway with it. . '

; .., .

Men Stopping Violence, loc. is direcced by fithleen Cerlin,
s-women who headed a battered wesa 's shelter sad rape

'crisis canter for six years. We scknowle that bettered wasen
end. theta advocates speak for a real ty which hoe not been
ellowed a voice, or too often, a life. V. challenge other systems
Vo believe bettered women. to take their stories seriously. aot
to issue. "a saes twee is hie castle. end whet be does there is
his business,* even whoa it contravenes the law. We ask that
other nee too take seriously--bring hose-- a cossitsent to
Justice for all.
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Chairman Mum. Thank you.

iTATEMIDiT OF BONNIE ENGLE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
Rama 3couriac ON clup ABUSE, ATLANTA, GA

Ms: -Ebtaiir; Thank yeu, Mr. VhairMan and the ,conmiittee, for
c*OrtililitytNneme: iiiPOnnie Eagle, and l am executive di-

reder,of the, Georgia Council On Child Abuse. We are the Georgia
affiliatetfor -the National, .Committee.Thr the Prevention of Child
Abuse bilePayeiits,All'onymoizirAti a _nonprofit orpnization, we
ire_Yitiatteir baled wh itrongemphasis on.preventmin.

(AN kibise reporting has doubled in Geoigia in the last 4- years,
which puts us at the top of the list across the couutiy. With 26,511
new cases reported last year, we know that this is only the tip of
,the, iceberg 'of ,and families suffering from -the terrible

CTeorgia officialteattriliute this vast increase in reports to an. In-
1

crease. in twa_factors,' hinny stress and public awareness. More
single .tfamilies, greater mobility, economical stresses and in-
ceased use of idrugs and alcohol all lead to greater isolation of
families and-potential-for abuse: Probably an'even greater factor in
the high rate of reportiag in our State is the increased public
awareness of child abuse. Two years ago, Georgia was covered with
a campaign thet specifically was geared to report child abuse. That
campaign was entitled 'It's OK to tell" and initiated by the Gover-
nor, Department of Human Resources and the Medical Association.
In this campaign, Georgia citizens received a strong message, and

re
that was that child abuse is unacceptable and that it needs to be

e Georgia Council on Child Abuse holds as its sole mission the
prevention of child abuse in WI of its forms. We are committed to
channeling the interest and awareness of child abuse into pieven-
tion efforts in every community.

We recognjze the price that society pays for its abused children;
the cost of foster care, treatme3t, penal institutions, juvenile delin-
quency and violent crimes. We have the vision that healing the
fractures, nourishing the neglected, counseling the perpetrators
and victims is not enough, it is not the solution. Educailon for pre-
vention before the abuse, this is going to be the long-terio solut: n.

Tho Gaviria Council on Child Abuse works toward the goal to
have child abuse prevention services available for all. Rural com-
munitiero ae faced with unique challenges; with limited services,
inadequate ti-ansportation, and issues related to lack of anonymity,
these challenges require the combined expertise and resowces in a
communityreligious, civic, human service, educators, law enforc-
ers, corporate leadership; all need to come together in order that
the five following prevention goals can be met

One, that all adults should be educebx1 about the existence of
child abuse, convinced that it can and Audi be prevented, and that
thay should know what they can do to help prevent abuse. Alai the
campaign that I mentioned earlier across the State is one evunple
of 'now Mit citizens are doing it.

Two, parenting education and support servines shouki be avail-
able to all firet-+une parents. An example of this is the First Steps
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Program ,which is a volunteer hospital-based program providing
parenting information and support to all new parents. It begins
before they leave the hospital and continues through the first criti-
cal weeks at home. The research base shows that the earlier inter-
vention,occurs, to. support, monitor, and redirect high-risk parents,
the greater the odds of success in prevention. This program is now
in three hoepitiliiii Georgia and based on Me interest in hospitals
and from volunteer groups acroes the State, we expect that First
Steps will be.State-wide within a few years.

Thiw; child abiwe prevention education should be available to
all elemiiitary school' children. An exaniple of "what is going on

iright now, ntouth Georgia Colquitt County, through a volunteer-
based group, school prevention programs _are now available for all
children in grades one to three. In 2 years, the prevention pro-
grams will be incorporated in all gradewin ail public schools in this
county.

Four, all teenagers and young adults should know about all types
of child abuse, what the warning signa are, and how to reach out
for help should they 'erceive the warning signs in themselves. This
goal. is .being met in a variety of ways. One of the most effective
programs incorporates drama into a curriculum. The nationally ac-
claimed play "Touch" and Georgia-developed play "Private Places"
are two examples of how some young adults are getting this mes-
sage in our State.

Five, self-help groups and other support services should be avail-
able to all parents under stress, victims and perpetrators. For ex-
ample, Parents Anonymous groups continue to successfully aid
troubled parents in reducing and preventing abusive behavior.
Adult suivivor groups provide needed support to victims of sexual
and other abuses. breaking the vicious cycle. Therapeutic services
for abised children and for perpetrators are underdeveloped at this
time in Georgia.

We look to a day when all of these services will be widely avail-
able. It will take a broad-based a:immunity effort. The Georgia
Council on Child Abuse is focusing much of its energies on the de-
velopment of volunteer-based child abuse councils, a diverse group
of citizens who will take the leadership in making sure prevention
becomes an integral part of each community's sevvices. Currently,
20 such councils exist in our State, many are in predominantly
rural counties. This number will double over the next year. These
ar, the groups which this State is counting on to make prevention
services avaikble

A 58-year-old child abuse victim, responding to a recent televi-
e ion broadcast on child abuse, called our toll-free helpline to say,
"Thank you for finally giving me the courage to get help. But if
only this had happened when I was a teen. What a difference it
would have made for me and my family."

Our challenge is here. We ask your help to make sure that no
one forgets that child abuse is unacceptable, it can be prevented
and that there is help available.

Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Bonnie Engle followsl
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2. Pereting sization aid siggett services stsuld be availabl to au first-

tine proonbe.

for scuples

Ming voltstsers, the *Tint Stieso hogiital-based program provides parenting

intonation and swport for all nos parents, begiordig before They leave-es

hospital ant aontirning through The first critical weeks at hom. The

reseemott base Mom that the earlier Intervention *cows - to swot,
. I

=sitar and redirect high-riak parents - the greater the akts-of sercese in

prevention. This ;dogma is nai in three horgitals in Georgia. Based on the

interest from hospitals ma volunteer grow, "first Stepso is escechel to te

state-wide within a fee years.

3. Child stun preveitics Meatiest should be available to all elteentaty Wool

childrut.

for ample:

Through the efforts of a voluntser-limed group in Colguitt county of Georgia,

adcol prevention program are rot available for all children in grades 1 to

3. In tin years, prevention program will is indorporated in all grades in

ell public schools.

4. All tamp= aid rug Milts sisuld laud Smut ell. tyres of child alum

Mat tbs warning signs ate, aid how to reach oit for help ebstld they

Plareiva es warning signs in .thoselve

Haw creative approached are meeting this goal. Some of the tore affective

progress incogorate dram into a currioulue. The nationally =labial play

"WW1* anl Georgia-developed play *Private 1315ceso are Us sampled of hcw

sass young adults ere getting this massage in our state.
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delf-helP VW/ rad chew seNcrt services 'toad be available to all
parents unisr stress, victim, reel perpetrator5 .
par earesple: ,

Monte Ananystoe grcate centime to succeosbally aid treaded parents in

redsairg ant prevantleg abusive behavior. Mat aavivor grcups provide

mead sugar- to victims of soca end other abuses - breakiel dis vicious

cycle of abase. Tharrsehtle eervicea tor abased ddldren and tor

inspetzetore are underdevelcped at this time in deargia.

via Ionic to a Ow Veen all these services will to widely available. If these

preverfAca orspeeste are to be available fer etch asseinity. it will tare a broad

based caloutaty etfort. The Georgia Ccarcil on dela Abuse it tccu5 in3 sulk of

its enwqbas re tne develkoant of volunteer-Wed child Ouse courcile. a diverse

graap of ciSsens reto will tabe the leadership in 'skim subs preventiran Woes

an intoled prat of their ccessaittiee services. 0.trzentlY, twat), sell magas
redst in cur etate. sere in =el counties. Ibis number will amble oar CO next

These anrthe grasps Watch this state is coentirg on to maks prevention

services svatlabie to all.

A fifty-three year-old child abuse victiat rescarrlhil to a recent televisirn
, trosicast on se xual. abuse, cel3e3 ots toll-tree helpline to say "Manic res tor

finally giving ars the courage to get helP. bat if only this had hastened lawn I

was a teen. ibat a &Mance it woad have sada tor no red sy bony."

Our dvallagYs is here. lie lust nst let entre forget that child Wee is

unacceptable, it can be preventrdi rad that help is available.
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Chairman Massa. Thank you.
Reverend McKinney.

STATEMENT OF REV. ARNOLD McKINNEY, PROGRAM COORDINA-
TOR, GENERAL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CONVENTION AND
PASTOR OF MACEDONIA BAPTIST CHURCH, WAYCROSS, GA

Reverend Ma Know. My name is Arnold McKinney. I am the
program coordinator for the General Missionery Baptist Conven-
tion of Georgia and the pastor of the Macedonia Barlist Church in
Waycross, GA:

I am delighted to be able to testify this afternoon in front of this
committee, and I thank you for this opportunity. My testimony
probably should have been placed at another segment, since I am
not dealing with child Anise or sponse abuse.

What I would Ike to talk about just-briefly is a Model for work-
ing with_the State and the church that has developed in the State
of Georgie but is in its infant stages right now, and jUet give you
the background'and tell you how it came about and where we
think we are going. -

About 4 years ago,.the Governor's Council.on Family Planning
convened a meeting of the ministerial community of Georgia to
talk about family planning issues, issues that really are generally
not discussed with the very conservative religious community of
the State of Georgia.

The main purpose was just to give information out Out of that
meeting, 2 years later, the State of GeorgiaHealth Department of
the State of Georgia funded, through funds that they receive from
the Federal Government, a Zday meeting of the relieous leaders
in the State of Georgia to discuss all the programs of the Health
Department and how those programs might be better utilized in
the community. The purpose was for the religious community to be
able to go back to their churches and inform their congregations of
what the Health Department had to offer for those communities,
and then to also discuss programmatic problems that the religious
community was able to see what was happening between the
Health Department, the Department of County Health and their
parishioners.

That meeting evolved the next year into an even broader meet-
ing, again paid for by the State government, of the religious com-
munity and all the members of the Human Resources Department
of Georgia, which includes the Department of Family and Children
Services, Department of Rehabilitation Service% Department of
Mental Health, Retardation* Substance Abuse, the Youth Services
the Office of Aging, the Department of Children Abuse and Depart!
meat of Public Health. We shared program ideas, discussed areas
of possible mutual activities and gave the religious leaders a
chance to feed back to the Human Resources people what they felt
their primary concerns w.re, what the problems were in the com-
munity and then opened up, an avenue for communication about
how the churches might really be able to help the State in deliver-
ing services to the people.

We also discussed at length the problem of the separation of
church and state. And I think we concluded that there really is not
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toproblem, but that we are dealing basically with the same com-
modity, that is peoPle in need. *.

The church in the South; especially the black church, is still the
primary °place where people go when they have a problem, when
they are in stress. The black church- still serires as a place where
peoplego even if they end up at ad abuse center or ara health
department ..or some. other area, the primary area M still the
church. '04

We lave te deal with the fact that a lot of our people go te
areasgo te places for assistance and they are met with discrimi-
nation, racism, insensitivity more than anything else. That also
aline s. back again to.the church. So we-have been discussing this
with-the thunan Resource leaders ofthe State.

And let me give you an example of what 1 think has really
helped in theselituationa, On.-the. local level, we took the State
cgnference andin.the areafmherel pastor, the Waycross area, we
had a local meetin&otipeople mho mere nurses in county health de-
partment!, people:Nho' worked in the mental health area, people
who were fizst line.people with State agencies on .the county level.
That gave, tie a chence te really tell them firsthand what they, were
doing when, our people went ,,-to them for help. I think 'this has
hell* a lot. It has not increased the amount of money that these
agencies desperatelineed, butit has made.their dealing with some
of the Problems a loi; easier, eakcially froni, our point of view.

The drurch;js suggesting certain areas that, we might be able te
helP with SSW and Pectazal delivery of services. Home visitation
by churcli meMbers, espeCial with the elderly, would be a way,
that could Lita down the cost Stateuperations. Community educa-
tion and outreach, a lot of Ofir people just suffer from the fact that
they,.do not realize that services ere available. If you live in the
backwoods of some of the south Georgia towns, the only way that
yo*havitte find out about some things that are available is if your
minister 'happens te tell* you, you have no other way te tmd out

Accesa te services is a problem for people who need transporta-
tion. Trarrportation is generally available, most churches have
transportation.available te them through church vans and cars of
people who go, te the church.

We talked about decentralization. An example I can give you
would be a health clinic placed in a church facility. Church facili-
ties are dotoriously underusea. They are builtI will give you a
very good example, take our church, which was built basically for
Sunday morning, choir rehearsals, and a couple of classes a week,
But We have 11 classrooms, an industrial-type kitchen, huge fellow.
ship hall, and a sanctuary Well could all be used r. great deal of
the time during the week without any infringement upon the reli-
gious 'activities of the church. Human resources of the church could
dab be used. In our small church, we have eight registered nurses.
We are about te conduct a health screening day for our community
where the people will be able.d come in. We are prevailing upon
some doctors te come in and give their time free of charge to give
some screening to some patients Who otherwise would not get te
the doctor. Medicaid and Medicare is very good once you get sick,
but there is not mud, help for people who are not sick.

erni r
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We have been discussing commodity distribution out of the
church which would help decentralize that problem. We have dis-
cugned providing shelter for battered women because one of the
problems..that we run into for_shorteterm shelters is that there is
not a place. There_are churches in every community and the
chin:014;4d be in theArefront of trying to solve this problem.

Stress counseling sahould be .available through the church, and
this is something again that is available and should be available
without charge through the church, to reduce some of the load or
make it easier on,the State facilities.

Tough decisions have to,be made and I think the church is going
to have to help leadCongressman Coats asked a queetion about
deciding where the mooel was going to come from. And he was
Wring the extension people about it, but I really think the State
government, the Federal Government, the local government has
got to spend some time maldng lome tough decisions about where
the money is going. We have been told; end most of us do not be-
lieve, that there is no money. We look at the budget and we see
money being allocated for things that we probably would not agree
with. But nevertheless, we know that tough decisions have to be
male, and it they are going to be made, we need to know from the
Government .where the money is going to go. I think the Federal
people and the State people need to get together so that the State
(government can sit down and go to their local level and say, look,
the Federal Government is no longer going to be doing XYZ, and
we have got to assume this burden and some of it is going to be
passed down to you. I think that negotiation and discussion needs
to start, not at the bottom, but at the to:p.

You have my written testimony, but I would like to add that I do
not think the look-mom-no-hands approach to budgeting that
Gramm-Rudman has produced is really the answer to the question.
Somebody needs to make a decision and to have some discussion
about it:

Someone else was supposed to testify with me and I do not want
to leave out anything. One thing that we do want to make sure
that everyone understands, we realize the churchand we want
the Government to realizethe church cannot be a substitute for
State government or the Federal Government. Private charity
cannot replace what the Federal Government has been providing.
But we do also realize that the church was the primary and the
first oftice of welfare. The Biblical basis for that is found through-
out the Old Testament and New Testament. The church has to get
back into the forefront for social justice and welfare. It is particu-
larly disturbing to really understand when you hear about abuse,
especially spouse abuse, and to realize that the theology of many of
our churches supports the abuse of women. I think the church
needs to do something about that. ,.

That ill not in my testimony but I need to add it.
Chairman MILLER. It is now. [Laughter.]
Reverend McKnom. Thank you very much.
Chairman Mum. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Rev. Arnold McKinney followsl
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PRIPARED SIWIRSONT or Rxv. ARNOLD Mc Room, PASTOR, MACEDONIA MISSIONART
&wryer Omen, %acme, GA

Previous testimogy has established thet the State of Georgia
(especially the Division of Public Neelth,0emcgie Department
of HUMSft Issouross) bas ettempted to forge e working reletion-
ehip with the church community in eddreesieg the needs of the
people. Deny in government hewn approsehed this reletionship
of church sad btete ea visb/e solution to the economic and
palitice1 restrictions that have been imposed upon the govern-
news ettempts to serve the needs of the poor endthe dleedvantaged.
It ehouLdbanoted thet the church community does not sea itself
as a eevior of the segments of governnent which cannot perform
ite responsibilities bleeds. the present edministration believes
"it ie more blessed to jvdge than to help the poor." and that ,

°privets charity is an edequate substitutelor public justice.".
The Church tannot replace the government. tt should also be noted
that the Church's involvement in the delivery of servites to the
poor and the disadvantaged is not a new policy., but the enactuent
of an old challenge.

The challenge to the church has not changed since Jesus of Nazareth
gave the ministry its job description almost two-thousand years
ago. The challenge of the church is to do in the this present age
what Jesus did as Ne walked upon this earth. The church's role in
society must be seen in light of its founder's description of
Nis work:

"...the Spirit of the Lord is upon me. because he bath
anointed me to preach the goopefro the poor; he hath
sent am to heel the brokenhearted. to preach deliverance
to the ceptives. mmd recovering of eight to the blind.
to ser et liberty them that are bruised,to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord." (Luke 4;18-19,LIV)

The religious community.especielly that segment that ministers with
the poor and the disedtenteged.must be heelers of those in pain.
deliverers of the downgrodden. and trumpeteers of hope. The religious
community stet seek to diainieh the pain and hurt caused by poverty.
dieeme,recies sad ecunonie disruption. limy of the people,

.eepecially the tommunity of the block church, ere oppressed
and enslaved. /hie oppression and *allayment exists in many forma:
ehronie unemployment and underemployment; dr2 and/or elcohol
abuse; lock of available and effordable heel teret ratielly hissed
criminel justice systems; and insAbqUate educations/ systems.

The bureecrecy. even underriebei the block church might tall the
enlightened leedership of the 1960s. could not and connot edequarrly

(more...)
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Pate Two...MCKieneeillouse Select Committee on Children,TouCh and Families

**Anse thee* issues unless the church is Properly tiniatorinS to
the total needs of the ecemunity. lf these problem ere nib*
properly addressedthe individual must be ministered to in a
holistic fashion:Wad:body:soul: and spirit. The government is
new learniegmdmat the church her always known. lt ie impossible
to-heel a person phyaiehlly without ministering to the totality
of the pone*. Ibis ease approach must be taken when the community
is being served,also. An obvious example ean be drawn from the
Proinsms,Oi the Public health departments of our eosmunitiee.
The State hes reeognieed that "technologies hew: reduced or elimanated
many of the infecting and coemunicable diseases" that plagued
our communities in the past. "The contemporary nudes of Slimness
and death ere, for the cost part, the diseases that developand
accelerate in severity as e result of sehealthy life styles.4
The government is ill-equipped to address the Issues involved
with the changing of life styles.

The goverment, *wash= it has the financial resources and the
political will, cannot properly address the causes of many health
and welfare issues of the poor and the disadvantaged. At best.
the goverment can deal with the suifeee symptoms (results) of
these problems. For example. everyone in the-nation agrees that
we are currently engulfed by en epidemic of teenage pregnancies.
The liberal segment of the goverment wishes to address this issue
by the unhampered and indiscrimate distribution of birth control
The church knave that birth control only addresses the physical
syeptoms or results of the problem. Birth control information and
articles should result in a decrease in the number of babies born
to teenagers, but birth control does not address the cause of the
epidemic: sexual activity amongst the members of the community
who are least prepared. physically,emotionally and financially
to pursue this activity. Shen teenage mothers are questioned about
their realm for.early sexual activity, the majority respond that
therwere seeking an expression of love and affection. Sexually
active teenage males ars often found to be attempting to prove their
manhood. The government cannot adequately address the need for love
or self-esteem. The church must *dress these made or relinguish
ite &Onto be representatives of Christ on earth.

The church and the goverment must syrk together. Most people
cannot understand the fragmentary and impersonal delivery of
services that is the hallmark olgovenument bureacrecy. In many
cesmitiee, ePtcleill in the Poor emesinitiee of the rural
South. the church is still the place where moat people in need
of help go for insistence. The church must be prepared to assist
these people througb the mese of goverment assiateem and nn-
assistance and to help the people and the gonament address the
causes of the problems fseed by the poor and the disadvantaged.
However, in its eagerness to forge a working relationship with
the government the church must not forget that the causes of
many of the prioblews of the poor and the disadvantaged is pest
and present =elan, discrimination, and *concede &minim. The
church nust not forget that it has a. higher calling than the
govirament.

BESTwOOPt:AVAI BLE
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PSI. llnee...1WEinnev/Mouse Select Committee en ChildrenAouth and families

As the church works vith the government it mutt remember that it
cannot become part of the goverment. It would hove been impossible
for Moses to teed the children of isrool out of ceptivity if he
was empleyed by the Pharoth. (Whoevet pays the piper,colis the tune.)
The *ma, in working with the soVernment mat tem*Wher that
primarily the teIationship vf the church and the *tote is en edverstal
me. The relistone community oust do vore'than provide e soft
shoulder upon *lob the people can cry. The religious cosmunity
must work witb the sovernment by constantly advising; governmental
Ueda* and bureectstic adsinietretors of. the mod to invest'in the
otrugslo to produce o sensrstion of healthy children and strops
families. We vest influence the electorate to recognise chat if the
present budgetary tour** is pursued thet by "1990 every American
vill be spendiog 21 percent less on poor children and 58 percent
more on the military than we did in 1980."S

We ma not let the "New Right" throw out the baby with che bath
watet. We know that many of the social service (welfare) ptograms
ere not productive, but we must not let the few endanger the many
uccessful and cost efficient ptograms. Head Stsrt, and
Medicaid are but a few of the umny successful programs that the
religions commuoity met continua to support.
As we votk vich tbe government us must etteggie to make the governeent
mots humane, compassionate, and occountable. We mat teak with
che government, its leaders and sdrainisttators, in such a fashion
chat the religious ovmunity's voice for a positive vision for the
poor and disedvantsged will not be heard as s sttident voice of
uniformed opposition.

In conclusion, the need for a vigorous defense of the continued
separation of church and state not withstanding, the tensions
community and the state must tealire that we do have ones very
imortent common ground: people in need of ministry and service.
The religions comunity and the government should have o common
standatd of metes. in dealins vith the poot and the disadvantaged.
This standard of success hes been aptly articulated by an
it:natant ptsecher of vaguest/m*1e experience in the delivery of
cervices to the poor and the disadvantaged. A follower of this ptescher,
vbo used to be a government bureocret, recorded the ptescher's
words es Me instructed Ris follower* (then and now) on whet was
neceseary fot dim to be celled oucceseful:

"for 1 ems en bunsered, sad ye gave me meat: I was
4hirsty, and ye seve no drink: I was s armpit,
and ye toOk me in: Itaked,sed ye clothed me: I wee
sick,and ye vieited me: Ives in prisom,and ye came
vnto me...And the Ring *bell answer and sty unto them
Verily I osy unto you,Inaseuch es ye havs dons it tAto
one of the lesot of them My brethren, ye have dome It
unto am," (Matthew 25:35ff.:LIV)

Thank you for your time and consideretion.

14;f2
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Respectfully Subudttad:

Reverend Arnold Meltinney
Pestor,Matedonia Missionary Baptist Churchpilayoross,Ceorgie

Program Coordinaror,General Missionary Baptist Convention of GoorSia,Int.

April 21.1986
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Chairman Maim. Margo and Bonnie, we have witnessed now
cycles of unemployment and economic distress.with respect to %mi-

. lies, and we seem to be able to pretty-well document an increase in
chi:d abuse,,and. spousal abuse, and a lot of other things that we
have heard about this morning which happen when families came
under this) kifid of stress.- Am I xerect to make the assumption
that is also true in rural- conwunities when these families come
under stress? .

Ms, Sairra. I think stress is always a contributing factor to vio-
Ienceincrease in alcoholismall those things contribute to vio-
lence. I hate to pUtI hate to say that it is all associated with eco-
nomics, becauseve seedoinestic violence never stops.
-Chairman.idniza I understand that. But we have charted the

last severallecessions and we see significant increase in unemploy-
vent accompanied by if :-ificant increases in the manifestation of
violence, or substance abuse, or alcohol abuse, or what haie you,
end I just wondered if that is also:true in rural communities in this
State.

Ms. Stara, it would he real hard for me to say anything about
domestic violence in rural cominunities because there are. no hat-
tared women hotlines and there are no statistics that we keetx.

Chairman MILLER. Apparently the Macon Police do. According to
yesterday's newspaper they are figuring out how many of their offi.-
cers are gettinchurt answering domestic quarrels.

MS. EMILE. With -child abuse, it obviously is a factor in rural
communities that -economies are going to affect how parents and
how 'adults take oat their stress on kids. Yes, we see an increase.

Chairman MILLER. Would it be incorrect to assume that if these
familiee had not manianted some form of abuse, whether spousal
or child abuse, prior Wan incident like unemployment or foredo-
sure of the farms ,

Ms. .13biate. Well,. thoqe of us who have worked with violence,
family violence, recognize that family violence is a cycle and that
most of us have some potential to be violent to kids and most of us
have support systems. When.t those support systems get to a point
where they bleak down or they get too much to handle, if a family,
if a parent, if a spouse does mot have .that kind of support built
around themand sometimes it is internalthey can easily act
out. So, it z 'passible that a family has: not experienced violence
prior ,to all the economic stresses but will act out with violence
when those stresses come. ,

Chairman Milani. Reverend McKinney, I assume _you are saying
in your testimony that you do not think that the church has per-
haps fulfilledits fun potential in providing that kind of support for
its members.

Reverend McKinter. The -Sonthern churches ure notoriously
conservative-when it 'tomes to the rights of women and.also for the
enlightened- teat:Inca children. The spare the rod, spoil the child
can be very weik misinterpreted into child abuse, and I think the
church has not really seen the necessity air really interpreting that
scripture in the light in which it was given.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Kaufman, you: mentioned that your pro-
gram is used in some instances as part, of a diversion program, or a
condition of . probafion in the cerl cif Aporises who abuse their
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spouses:How prevalent is that, arejudges in the Atlanta area will-
mg to use your organizatbn and to mAe.participation a condition?

Dr. Kaunciot. We have the beginnings of a program in De Kalb
County right next to Atlanta and we have a sporadic use in Cobb
County and in Fulton County. But, by and large, the vast 'bray
of wife abuse; partner abuse, .Lever reaches the judge " the
,juftu do not even.know of our program. If they were to use us, we
wind not handle the men they refer to us because we do not have
the financial resources, the counselors, training, -a do not have
anything like the ability even if they were using s, which mostly

-they are not.
Mairman MILLER. SO what would be the tyr:ail case? In my

.area of California, you know, we have prograzds for fathers who
sesially-abuse their children, and- the Parent. United Program a
part of &diversion program. It seems to be Aber successful, if not
with helping the family to survive at least helping those indivtd-
nate to survive a rather traumatic exoLience. Bdt there it is really
extensively used by the police de;.artinenb, th-y think rather effec-
tively.

nat would be the typical case? Are you talking about repeated
violence, where ,the police bra.* up the violence, or the neighbors
do and.things calm down, and then the incident flares again

br. KAUFMAN. Well, Margo might can speak to what is a typical
domestic violence case in Georgia right now. A man who comes to
us is a manis an exceptional batterer. Perhaps you could speak
to what a typicalwhat would happen in a typical battering case
in Georgia today?

Mo. Suns Well
Chairman Maxim First of all, are they filed ba be. tery cases?
Ms. SMITH& Well, the U does not go out specifically, you know,

a man beating a worn: it is a domestic call. So a police officer
really does not know wnat he is going to get into. Most callsmost
police would prefer not to arrest, would preferthis is generaliza-
tion, some police forces do use arrest, but most prefer not to arrest,
to mediate or remove one.or both partners, either/or partner at the
time. In extreme cases, of course, they arewell, first they would
ask the woman if she wanted to_press a warrant. She would have
to take out her own warrant. There is, currently the law states
that a ipolice officer can arrest on probable cause, but this is rarely
used. Once again, in Atlanta they are starting to use it more, but a
police officer can arrest on probable cause,eif they see evidence of
what can happen, they can arrest. But so few times does that even
get any further along in the prosecution process. As Gus pointed
out, there are very few times that a man does serve time. And

Chairman MILLER. The expectation would be that there would
then be a repeat offense at some later date.

Me. SMITH. Yes. And perhaps even worse. That is the tragedy. In
domestic homicides the police have born called at least five tunes
usually.

Chingman Maize. To that address.
Ms. Scam. To that address.
Chairman Mama. Congressman Coats.
Mr. GMT& Reverend McKinney, I appreciated your testimony,

particularly your remarks thatin both your written statement
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and your oral testimonytbout the role of the church in all this. I
too have &It for a long time that the facilities of the church are
really extremely underused in addresskng not only the needs of the
church body itself but of the surrounding community. In many re-
spects, we do have magnifieent physical facilities that are used
once. br twice a week and within' that we have the resources of
trained teachers, doctors, mimes, educate= alid others that if prop-
erly employed and' motivated can really provide a more than sup-
plemental approach to dealing itrith our social problems.

What I partacularly appreciated was the fact of your recognition
that many of the social problems that we currently face require a

(. I would like to comm-nt on something that you mentioned. Con-

r ties in Georgia, women are not viewed in the same light as they

holistic approach to tho therapy for those problems, and that while
we can address certain things at a governmental level, without pro-
viding that spiritual dimension we may not be solvini the problem.
Your illustration of teenage pregnancy I think was particularly to

pregnancy. I think they brought out tbe that many babies

the point. Many of you probably sew the Bill Moyers' documentary
about the' crisia in Latin Ainerica and the problem with teenage

are conceived not out of a need to tap the welfare system but
simply as 0 meann of self-expressien, of self-appreciation, of Jove,
self-respect, whatever. At the spiritual dimension, the government
probably cann'ot even address, so I appreciate you bringing that

looking etas a part of the policy,.

church and goVernment in canying out sothe of taese programs ia
something that we need to foci* on.

follow uP and say more about that., I woUld like to hear it.

has happened as an outcome of communities just talking to each
other, the religious community and the State government. You
would not expect. sex education programs in the churches, at least

to orm the act.

and young women. Somehow that has to be enhanced enough so

got to go to bed with somebody's child or in order to be a woman or
to be falfille that they need to go to bed with someone. The prob.

out. I think that is an important dimension that we ought ti be

not in Georgia.. But our convention, which ia about 600 churches,
have been arguing that that 'as where sex education belongs, in the
church, because it ia not a question of technique which does not
have to be taught. If you witness dogs on the lAreet, vou will notice
that. they do not take sex education in school, but they know how

that they do not have to feel that in order to be a man they have

lem that is so sad is that the same people who are having children
are going to be very strong candidates, teenage candidates for
abuse.

gressman Miller asked about what went on in California. There la
such a vast difference between the cultural setting of California
and the cultural setting of Georgia, and in a great many communi-

would be in California. If you look at some of your State laws in

That is more a statement than a -liestion, but if you want to

And finding that proper role f'or the church in the interaction of

Reverend ,McKgebisx. In Georgia I can tell yeu something that

e point that we need to stress is the self-esteem of young men

:11:8
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California in terms of community property, it would be an intemtp
ing comparison.

Police go to a house and there are quite a few policemen who go
with the attitude, that this man has a right to beat this woman be.
cause she is his. They would no more arrest him for that than you
would probably for someone beating a farm animal, because a farm
animal also belongs to him. That is a problem that we are running
into in terms of attitude. I think the church needs to do a reeduca-
tion or an education here. We can do a much better job than the
Strte can in this case in trying to educate people to the equality of
women and the rights of children.

Mr. Coals. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ChairMan Maim. Thank you.
Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. Let mejust ask you as we close this, we are.

in part about rural Georgia, smaller town Georgia, and several o
you working on child abuse, spousal abuse problems, are in Atlan-
ta. It has Orliel been said there are almost two States here. That
is not unique. In Pennsylvania they say there are really three
States,. I 'do not know how many there are in 1Vhchigan. But
anywail briefly, how do you think that services that are now not
available in parte af rural Georgia caa be made available? How are
you gohigio expand the network?

Ms. ENGLE. The 'Georgia COuncil on Child Abuse is doing this in
several ways. First of all, yes, we are in Atlanta but we also have
regional re:Source 'offices* in various parts of the State, including
Mbany, Brunswick, and Athens, which bring the services closer to
maziy, many communities.

We believe child abuse can be prevented only when there is a
total community commitment to doing it and each community is
going to have a different kind of commitment and different an-
swers to different problemesometimes the same problems. It is
through local child abuse councils that we are implementing many
of the goals that I have mentioned, seting thowe localized to each
community. Funding 4 always a prabl,m. Our organizationdoes
not have any Federal dollars. We do have significant State support
and also a lot of private &lids, but most of it is from volunteers
and from local community donated resources.

We have used some of our State funds this year in incentive
grants providing small incentive grant mons 3r to communities to
start these programs. A thousand dollars is barely no money but
some of these communities could take those dollars and just multi-
ply it 20 times, 20 times. We would like to see incentives continued
and expanded greatly. There is no reason that every county in the
P. ite should not have a focus on child abuse prevention as in the
other domestic violence issues. If we can get the incentives out to
them, through training and through some incentive grant dollars,
we see this as one way to multiply the resources that we have.

Me. &dm. I would just like to follow up on that and say includ-
ed in your package is a little map of the State and_you will be able
to see where the domestic violence programs are. We believe firKaly
that sheltem for battered women should come from the community.
They should not come from the State down or from the Federal
level down. They should develop from the interests and the com-
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mitment of the conimwiity and the community must provide the
major support, both in dollars, donations, volunteers, hours. Most
shelters exist with one or two staff people and the rest are volun-
teers. .

We currentlythis pffst year we received money from the State
and Federal foundations to open a State office, and myself and an-
other stbff person, that is what we do. We travel around the State
and help greups in, places like Sylvania, Valdosta, Fannin, and
Gilmer Counties in the north section. We have had 10 new develop-
ing groups contact us and say we need help, please come and help
us figure out what we can do in this community. We will go there
and provide1hem with any kind of skills, resources, to help them
develop, instead of the State coming in and saying, well, this place
needs a domestic violence shelter and we will put it in. That is not
how currently we axe going to do it, and that is how wo think shel-
ters will develop in each community as those people in the commu-
nity see the need and then get some help to develop it. And I think
reiterating Reverend McKinney, churches are also there in the
community and they see this is a problem and our office can help
them come up with solutions.

Chairman Muzza. Congressman Rowland.
Mr. &mum No questions, Mr. Chairman, just to thank the

panel for being here. I a Ireciate everybody's testiluony. You
know, we hear the same sort of thing everywhere we go.

Chairman Maim. Tragically so.
Mr. ROWLAND. Tragically so, that is right. And just again to ex-

press my appreciation, Mr. Chairman, for you and Congressman
Coats and Congressman Levin for being here.

Chairman Mum. Thank you. And niy thanks again to you, as a
panel, for sharing your information with us. I think Congressman
Rowland quite correctly pointed out we hear many of these same
things everywhere we go in the country and that is a tragedy.
What it does suggest is for whatever reasons we have not quite
joined all of those resources and the information and education
necessary to stop some of these tragic incidents the.- take place in
too many American families.

But thank you for your work and your help to the committee.
With that, the committee will stand adjourned. Again I want to

thank Mercer Medical School for making this facility available, to
the farm bureau who unbeknownst to others in this room, fed us
on shifts here so we could sit through this hearing, and the cham-
ber of commerce for their welcome to Macon this morning, and to
Congressman Rowland, who so wisely directed our resources to
Macon, GA.

Mr. COATS. George, one other vote of thanks, to our transcriber,
who did not get up at all.

Chairman Mum. Yes.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 240 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.)
(Material submitted for inclusion in the record)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY MAIM DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTHERN STATES OFFICE
OF SAVE THE CHILDREN

tty neute.isiaravis, andl CA Dire CUM Of the Southern Stat0ffice

of save the Ctildren; Save the Children is aft international agency work-

fng in $3 cOunt.iies around the *mild. In this country, we have programs
2'

in ApPulachia whore we had our origin in 19321, the Rural Sough, Inner

City areas in New York City and BridgePortf Ccnnecticut and on many

Indian Reservations. Because we are a colmeunity development agency, we

teSpond to local needs as identified by community People. Most families

Prefer to be eelf-sufficient and to Provide to: themselves. Therefore,

day carp is verY often the service so,,ght Fy low income families. Good

child caze assures that the children will tecoLve immunizations, nutri-

tious meals, end early education as well as oaring Orotectios so that

parents can be employed.

RE/HWT ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE SELECT COMMITTER ON CHILDREN

We would like to commend the Select Committee on Children for recent

echivrements. The Block Grant to states to do resource and referral

servicas, and sehool-agc day care w.as passed. We are grateful that

reguiations for use of these funds are finally being developed.

leo deeply aPPreciate the concern of Congressman Miller about the plight

of day aare centers and family day care homes in the current insurance

it was just about a year ago that at Save the Children's Annual

Family Day Case Conference that elesPerate family day care Providers

held a caucus and sent a letter to the committee. The Problem is

not totally solved, but the hearings held by the Select COmmittee
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Were tsY in Dringinq the Problem to Public attention, and to the

attention of States Insurance Commissioners.

A bill endorsed by the Select Committee was intrcluced 0:it would have

provided training monies for family deg care. Although it Chic not pass .

it was recoenition that family day care is a form of care that needs

more support especially as it is the care of Preference for infants

and toddlers. A survey in Georgia of over two thousand Providers

indicated that 066 of those Woo responded cared for at least one

child under two years.

CHILD CARE POOH pmeithe

Ihe Child Cc:0 Popo Program is critical for us in Georgia. We have 6000

registered family day care homes in the state whith 1,350 who are on

the Child Care Food Programa.

With fawn: than 8,000 subsidired spaces statewide (fewer than 310 for

infant..1 a large majority of the working poor usc fatilly day Care and

the food relmbursemunts allows providers to serve nutritious meals without

increasing the cost to the parents and without cutting into the already

inadequate fees oollected from parents.

It 18 especially imperative that a 'mans test is rot implemented.

Several asPects of the means test would destroy the program I) Providers

would be unwilling to ask income information from neighbors and many

parents would not give it. As a result providers would drop out of

COPP depriving eligible children.2) If only a few of the children were

3 t
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eligible the prOvider could not afford to serve meals that would meet

0.S.D.A. regulations to all children and could not d)scriminata. Furthermore,

the Paper work would not be worth the effort for a few children. 3) The

administrative coats to sponsois would be greatly increased and account-

ability would be imp.e..ole. The cost per home would be higher mu) the

positive effect of scale would be lost when the number of homes decreased.

4) Without the Food Program, there would be few if any training oPportunities.

Even basic protection afforded children through licensing Or registration

would disapPear as there would be no incentives for providers to cose

forward. Fair day care licensing agencies have tine to seek out family day

Care.

DAY CARE FORDED DT SOCIAL SERVICE BLOCK GRANT

This is tho year that we had hoped in Geor7ia to begin 10 change Our

delivery system of subsidised day care, we have contractod centers

serving only eligible children 4with a few exceptions). The 8,000 children

served are in 86 of our 159 counties. Althou9h we have a very high rate

of adolescent pregnancy, we have fever than 310 infant slots. No school-

age children are served. No centers are open evenings and weekends. There

are two rural family day care networks that are exceptions. They do

serve infants and they Provide evening and weekend care. Previous cuts

coupled with the staff time required to figure ou. he cuts required

by the Grame-Rudean.41011ines bill have limitc4 the poasibilities of

makiLg the Osten more s.-'rable geographically and hopefully more

economical while stili Providing good COCO. Contractors providing the

care under the Present system hava no information about funding levels or

conditions after June 30, 1886.
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DAY CARE FOR EMPOLYASILITT PROGRAMS

EmPloyebility Program* such as JTPA and wIN need tO have better

provisions for child care for a longer period of time to alley Participants

to become better established in the work force. A single hea4 Or the

household cannot immediately earn enough to take on daY care costs and

medical expenses.

DAY "'ARE SERVICES PROVIDED TURD 030PERATIVE EXTENSION

We want to advocate for restreictin cuts to Cooperative Extension. In

this state they are a great help to family day care in nutritton and child

dot, tent. They also organize badly needed training for daY care centerS

WHAT ABOUT IBC PUTURE?

As child care advocates wo appear at appropriate places to plead for

restraint in making cuts in the Social Sc.viee Dloek Grant and other

meager Pieces of funding. nm.ver, we arc losing ground. More end "Ore

children in families especially families leaded by Voseo, and 0Spee5ally

minority families fall below the poverty line In the South Even in these

difficult tines we must have sone aggressive effort on all of oar parts

--advocates, hempen services agencies, and elected leadership to come up

with some new Plans for child care. Thts committee has taken positive

stePs in the past. Congressmen miller has shown vmpathy and courage

in the face Of epathie and lack of O0nOOrn from colleagues. We need

now to go back to the drawing board, conbining neW strategies with

SODO Of the old ones that have worked in tne past. A balanced budget
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that sacrificies 4 generation of vulnerable children will not bc a

source of pride for this country. Employability or work-fare programs

without child care will only add to the disillusionment of an already

discouraged segment of our society.

Thank you very much for listening.
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